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AGENDA
14155 58th Street North
Suite 100
Clearwater, Florida 33760

Executive Committee Meeting
Thursday, September 18, 2014
4:00 PM

Board Members

Juvenile Welfare Board
14155 58th Street North
Conference Room 191
Clearwater, FL 33760

Maria Edmonds, Chair
Gubernatorial Appointee
James Sewell, Ph.D., Vice Chair
Gubernatorial Appointee
Brian J. Aungst, Jr. Secretary
Gubernatorial Appointee
The Honorable Bob Dillinger
Public Defender
Michael A. Grego, Ed.D.
Pinellas County School
Superintendent
The Honorable Raymond Gross
Sixth Judicial Circuit Court
The Honorable Bernie McCabe
State Attorney

I.
II.
III.

Call to Order
Approve Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
for July 21, 2014
Adjourn

Michael Mikurak
Gubernatorial Appointee
Raymond H. Neri
Gubernatorial Appointee
Angela H. Rouson
Gubernatorial Appointee
The Honorable Karen Seel
Pinellas County Commissioner

Dr. Marcie A. Biddleman
Executive Director
Phone: (727)-453-5600
Fax:
(727)-453-5610
Website: JWBPinellas.org
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Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Clearwater, FL 33760
727-453-5600 • FAX 727-453-5610 • www.jwbpinellas.org
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JWB EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
MONDAY, JULY 21, 2014
10:00 AM
COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: Maria Edmonds, Chair; Dr. James Sewell, Secretary; Brian Aungst,
Jr.; Honorable Bob Dillinger
ATTORNEY FOR JWB BOARD:
I.

Colleen Flynn, Esquire

Call to Order
Meeting began at 10:00 AM.

II. Approve Executive Committee Meeting Minutes for June 12, 2014
Minutes from the June 12, 2014 Executive Meeting were passed unanimously.
ACTION: Dr. Sewell moved to approve the Executive Committee Meeting Minutes for June 12,
2014; seconded by Mr. Dillinger. No further discussion; motion carried.
III. Executive Director Annual Evaluation
All Board Members submitted completed evaluation forms which were summarized into the document
titled “2014 Performance Evaluation Summary.” Overall, Dr. Biddleman met the very high expectations
the Board had set for her. Dr. Biddleman met or exceeded expectations in every category and overall the
Board evaluations indicated that the Board was pleased with her first year. As such, the Executive
Committee felt that Dr. Biddleman should be rewarded but recognized their obligation to be fiscally
responsible. Thus, the Executive Committee recommended that effective October 1, 2014, Dr.
Biddleman’s maximum accrual for annual leave be increased by 40 hours from 320 to 360 (section 9 of the
current agreement). The Executive Committee refers this recommendation to the Finance Committee
before this being brought before the whole Board for ratification on September 18, 2014. If approved, her
Employment Agreement will be amended accordingly.
After the Executive Committee discussed the evaluation forms, they called Dr. Biddleman into the meeting
and gave her verbal feedback on the review. Dr. Biddleman discussed her goals for working with the
Board, providers and staff in her second year as Executive Director
IV. Adjourn
The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 AM.
Minutes Submitted by:

Mrs. Maria Edmonds
Board Chair
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JWB FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
Thursday, September 18, 2014
Directly Following the 4:00 PM Executive Committee Meeting
Juvenile Welfare Board
14155 58th Street North
Conference Room 191
Clearwater, FL 33760

AGENDA
I.
II.
III.

Call to Order
Accept Finance Committee Meeting Minutes for August 18, 2014
Adjourn
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JWB FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
MONDAY, AUGUST 18, 2014
1:30 PM
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
14155 58TH STREET NORTH
CONFERENCE ROOM 185
CLEARWATER, FL 33760
MINUTES
CALL TO ORDER
MEETING WAS CALLED TO ORDER BY MR. MCCABE AT 1:30 PM.
Attendee Name
Bob Dillinger
Maria Edmonds
Bernie McCabe, Chair
Michael Mikurak
Raymond Neri

Title
Public Defender
Board Chair
State Attorney
Board Member
Board Member

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

JWB STAFF PRESENT: Dr. Marcie Biddleman; Jennifer Artiaga; Junko Brown; Diana
Carro; Rod Cyr; Lynn De La Torre; Dr. Mary Grace Duffy;
Richard Godfrey; Saby Guidicelli; Brian Jaruszewski; Laura
Peele; Debra Prewitt; April Putzulu; Paul Runyon; Karen Sierra;
Sue Walterick; Judith Warren; Karen Woods;
GUESTS: Dr. James Sewell; Attorney Colleen Flynn; Kristen Andonian, Alltrust Insurance
Knowledgeable Navigator; Joe Part, Alltrust Insurance Founding Partner; Sozon
Vatikiotis, Alltrust Insurance Chief Executive Officer; Jan Gorrie, Attorney,
Panza, Maurer & Maynard, P.A.
I.

DISCUSSION
A. Insurance Broker Contract
Mr. Jaruszewski spoke about the Insurance Broker Contract item that, at the July 2014
Board meeting was directed to the Finance Committee for discussion purposes. He

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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explained the Board Memo had quite a bit of information. Three firms responded to the
Request for Proposals and Alltrust Insurance was selected as the top candidate. Mr.
Jaruszewski said a brief summary of the commission and fee structure is included in the
Finance Committee memo and he gave a synopsis on the health benefits JWB provides
to staff and how the insurance/broker model plays into the range of benefits.
Mr. Dillinger asked about the cost including the broker fee.
Ms. Andonian: Around $20,000 in fees for NFCs and JWB.
Mr. McCabe asked what type of insurance JWB provides for employees.
Ms. Andonian: Health, Dental, Life, Disability and Vision insurance.
Discussion then took place as more details of the policies were explained.
Mr. McCabe asked for an explanation on the role of the broker.
Ms. Andonian said that it is a year-round relationship starting with the RFP process.
Information is collected from JWB Human Resources and sent to major carriers in the
market. Once the quotes are received, they are analyzed and the rates negotiated.
Throughout the year, open enrollment meetings are conducted for staff. Paperwork is
collected and submitted to the carrier. ID cards are issued, and any concerns that arise
are solved.
Mr. Dillinger asked about the prescription drug plan and if employees are covered
immediately upon employment.
Ms. Andonian replied coverage begins after 30 days.
Mr. McCabe asked what the Cadillac Tax was and how it applies to the JWB plan.
Ms. Andonian said it doesn’t apply to JWB and will not come into play until 2016. If
premiums are in excess of a certain dollar amount, the premium can be taxed. She said
it is part of Alltrust’s responsibility to monitor this.
Mr. Part added that Alltrust will make sure they are informing, educating, and walking
JWB through the regulatory landscape as the laws are changing almost monthly, and
upcoming dramatic changes proposed.
Mr. Dillinger asked if prescriptions are covered and at what rate.
Ms. Andonian said there are co-pays. Health Savings Accounts are subject to a
deductible and with the other plans it is a three-tier co-pay structure.
Mr. Jaruszewski said this item will be brought back to the Board for approval in
September.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Mr. McCabe made a motion to recommend that the Board approve this item at the
September Board Meeting.
ACTION: Mr. Mikurak moved to bring this item to the Board in September for
approval; seconded by Mr. Dillinger; no further discussion; motion
carried.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Michael Mikurak, Board Member
Bob Dillinger, Public Defender
McCabe, Neri

B. FY 14/15 Business Technology Services Contract
Mr. McCabe asked if there were any questions on the FY 14/15 Business Technology
Services Contract.
ACTION: Mr. Dillinger recommended that this item be brought to the Board in
September for approval in September; seconded by Mr. Mikurak; no
further discussion; motion carried.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Bob Dillinger, Public Defender
Michael Mikurak Board Member
McCabe, Neri

C. Executive Director Contract Modification
Dr. Sewell said the Executive Committee met and discussed Dr. Biddleman’s
evaluation. They looked at the alternative of raising her annual leave without providing
a pay raise. The Administration Department, Human Resources Unit, and Dr.
Biddleman suggested not making any changes to the contract.
Dr. Duffy indicated annual leave is an accrual and buybacks are offered twice a year.
Dr. Biddleman can accrue up to 320 hours however, it doesn’t have any economic
impact on JWB or on her as an individual.
Those points led to simply leaving the contract as is.
Mr. McCabe asked if this had been visited before.
Dr. Duffy replied yes it has. It is liability that JWB carries which is better to pay in
current earnings rather than future rates.
Ms. Saby Guidicelli explained if an employee has been here ten years, the employee
can cash out 160 hours. A regular employee can maintain 240 vacation hours.
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Mr. McCabe asked if an employee has to use a certain amount of vacation time every
year.
Ms. Guidicelli replied: Yes, 40 hours.
Dr. Sewell said the Executive Team will present its report as an Action Item at the
September Board Meeting.
D. Intergovernmental Transfer (IGT) Program Discussion
Mr. Jaruszewski explained the PowerPoint presentation in the Committee’s packet
contains bullet points and highlights of the Health and Human Services letter. (see
attached)
Mr. McCabe asked Jan Gorrie, Attorney, Panza, Maurer & Maynard, P.A. for an
explanation of the letter.
Ms. Gorrie explained that the letter is the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) attempt at giving guidance to states, local governments, and Medicaid offices as
to what is and isn’t permissible in terms of intergovernmental transfers and financing of
the Medicaid program. There are some conflicting statements in the opinion. CMS has
given hard examples of things they will disallow. They do not want hospitals and
providers stepping in and operating outside their core competency. Ms. Gorrie said she
is comfortable with what JWB is doing.
Mr. Dillinger asked if that means JWB will receive the same amount of money.
Ms. Gorrie replied yes.
Mr. Dillinger asked if we withdrew $1.7M because of the letter received from the
Department of Health and Human Services.
Mr. Jaruszewski said JWB hasn’t withdrawn any money. He said the greater challenge
is the fact that rather than JWB receiving money, with the new proposed structure, the
hospitals would contract with JWB’s service providers. This could have an impact on
our funded agencies.
Attorney Flynn said under the new structure, hospitals give JWB the money and we
send it to Tallahassee.
Attorney Flynn said our Special Act states we must spend our money on Pinellas
County agencies, and she read the legal definition.
Mr. McCabe asked why we need to change if the end result is the same.
Ms. Gorrie said the legal opinion of the outside counsel for Bayfront feels that JWB
might run afoul of some of the provisions in the guidance letter.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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A discussion then ensued.
Ms. Gorrie indicated that next year there will be numerous changes.
Mr. Jaruszewski asked if the Committee’s guidance was for JWB to continue to
structure their hospital contracts.
Mr. McCabe replied yes.
Mr. Jaruszewski will let JWB’s position be known to the hospitals and incorporated in
the budget.
ACTION: Mr. Mikurak recommended that JWB continue to structure their
contracts as they have with those hospitals that are available in order
to keep the current structure in place. This item will be brought to
the Board in September for approval; seconded by Mr. Neri; no
further discussion; motion carried.
REULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Michael Mikurak, Board Member
Raymond Neri, Board Member
Dillinger, McCabe

E. FY 14/15 Proposed Budget Update
Mr. McCabe asked if Bayfront elects not to participate would they have another vehicle
to participate.
Ms. Gorrie said it is possible if they have an agreement, for example, with the County,
Bayfront could use those funds in place of JWB
Mr. McCabe then asked if the amounts can be increased for Baycare and All Children’s
Hospital.
Ms. Gorrie said there is a cap on those fund for this year.
Mr. Jaruszewski stated we now have the guidance for #1 Intergovernmental Transfer
Program (IGT) in the Finance Committee memo and explained the changes to #2 and
#3 in the proposed budget that came before the Board in July.
A discussion then ensued.
Mr. McCabe asked when the budget will be adopted.
Mr. Jaruszewski replied the Board will formally adopt the budget at the second TRIM
Hearing on September 18, 2014.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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F. FY 14/15 Budget/Funding Decision Methodology
Mr. Jaruszewski explained that the Board requested a policy for evaluating unsolicited
and unspecified proposals from funded or non-funded agencies. After looking at the
proposals that were received in FY 13/14 the requests were broken down into four
categories: emergency, time sensitive, programmatic or ongoing.
Mr. Jaruszewski explained the proposals received in FY 13/14 and how they will fit
into the four categories.
Mr. McCabe asked that the Attachment 8 Pinellas County High Risk ZIP Codes map be
removed.
A discussion then ensued
Attorney Flynn said under the current Board Policies it states JWB will not fund an
agency with a budget under $500,000.
Mr. Jaruszewski said JWB will fund an agency under $500,000 however, they are
required to be processed through JWB’s ASO.
ACTION:

REULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

Mr. Dillinger recommended that the Board adopt the New
Programming/Service Expansion Requests and the Emergency/Time
Sensitive Requests draft policies; seconded by Mr. Neri; no further
discussion; motion carried.
APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Bob Dillinger, Public Defender
Raymond Neri, Board Member
McCabe, Mikurak

Mr. McCabe moved to adjourn at 2:51 PM.
Minutes respectfully submitted by Joan Chamo, Executive Assistant

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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JWB BOARD MEETING
Thursday, September 18, 2014
Directly Following the 4:00 PM Executive Committee Meeting
and Finance Committee Meeting
Juvenile Welfare Board
14155 58th Street North
Conference Room 191
Clearwater, FL 33760

AGENDA
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

CONSENT ITEMS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

III.

Approve Minutes for July 17, 2014
Accept Financial Report for August 2014
Accept Executive Committee Meeting Minutes for June 12, 2014 and July 21, 2014
Accept Finance Committee Meeting Minutes for August 18, 2014
Adopt Fiscal Year 2014/2015 JWB Board Meeting Schedule

ACTION
A. Approve Executive Committee Recommendation on Executive Director’s Evaluation
B. Ratify Finance Committee Recommendations for August 18, 2014
C. Accept Year Two of Three-Year IRS VITA Award

IV.

PRESENTATIONS
The Power of Afterschool – Joe Davis, CEO, Florida Afterschool Network

V.

INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Tampa Bay Regional Child Safety Public Service Campaign RFP
Closure of Carrera Summer and After School Program
Legislative Report
Early Learning Coalition Report
ECA Community Based Care Report
10

F.
G.
H.
I.

Plan Status, Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
Calendar of Events
Personnel Report
Communications and Media Report

VI. OPEN AGENDA
“The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from the public. Public Presentation Procedures are
available to assist with addressing the Board. Requests for special funding are not appropriate
during the Open Agenda.”
VII. ADJOURN

Future Meetings
Thursday, September 18, 2014 @ 5:15 PM

Final TRIM Hearing @
JWB Conference Room 191

Wednesday, October 8, 2014 @ 9:00 AM

PCMS Meeting @
JWB Conference Room 191

Wednesday, October 8, 2014 directly
following the 9:00 AM PCMS Meeting*

JWB Board Meeting @
JWB Conference Room 191

Thursday, November 13, 2014 @ 9:00 AM*

JWB Board Meeting @
JWB Conference Room 191

Thursday, December 11, 2014 @ 9:00 AM*

JWB Board Meeting @
JWB Conference Room 191

*Pending Board Approval of 2014/2015 Board Meeting Schedule
ANNIVERSARIES
July
Danielle Hintz
Shannon Cohen-Phillips
Joanna Maniscalco
Marcia Marcionette
Joseph Gallina
April Putzulu

July 29, 2002
July 5, 2005
July 16, 2007
July 16, 2007
July 22, 2013
July 22, 2013

Twelve Years
Nine Years
Seven Years
Seven Years
One Year
One Year

August
Laddavanh Phommaleuth
Deborah Volk
Judith Warren

August 1, 2009
August 20, 2012
August 26, 2013

2
11

Five Years
Two Years
One Year

SPECIAL RECOGNITION
The Honorable Bob Dillinger and the Sixth Judicial Circuit Public Defender’s Office/Pinellas County
were honored with a National Merit Award from the National Association of Housing and
Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO) for program innovation for the development of the Home of
Hope in the category of Resident and Client Services. The award was recently presented during the
2014 NAHRO Summer Conference in Tampa.
The Juvenile Welfare Board Mission Statement: The Juvenile Welfare Board invests in partnerships,
innovation, and advocacy to strengthen Pinellas County children and families.
09/11/14 @ 2:50 PM

3
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JWB BOARD MEETING
DIRECTLY FOLLOWING THE 9:00 AM FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
THURSDAY, JULY 17, 2014
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
14155 58TH STREET NORTH
CONFERENCE ROOM 191
CLEARWATER, FL 33760
MINUTES
I.

CALL TO ORDER
Mrs. Edmonds called the meeting to order at 9:05 AM followed by the Pledge of Allegiance led
by Mrs. Rouson.
Mrs. Edmonds asked for a moment of silence for Martha Maddux, a former JWB Board
member who recently passed away.
Attendee Name
Maria Edmonds
Brian Aungst
Bob Dillinger
Michael Grego
Raymond Gross
Bernie McCabe
Michael Mikurak
Raymond Neri
Angela Rouson
Karen Seel
Jim Sewell

II.

Title
Board Chair
Board Secretary
Public Defender
Superintendent
Sixth Judicial Court Judge
State Attorney
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
County Commissioner
Vice Chair

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

CONSENT ITEMS
A. Approve Minutes for June 12, 2014
The Board unanimously approved the Consent Items.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

July 17, 2014

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Jim Sewell, Vice Chair
Brian Aungst, Board Secretary
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

B. Accept Financial Report for June 2014
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Jim Sewell, Vice Chair
Brian Aungst, Board Secretary
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

C. Accept Finance Committee Meeting Minutes for July 9, 2014
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Jim Sewell, Vice Chair
Brian Aungst, Board Secretary
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

III. ACTION ITEMS
A. Approve Fiscal Year 2014/2015 Budget
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Bernie McCabe, State Attorney
Jim Sewell, Vice Chair
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

Mr. Brian Jaruszewski, Chief Financial Officer, read the recommended actions:
1. Approve the FY 2014/2015 budget as detailed in the budget book
2. Approve the FY 2014/2015 millage rate of .8981
Mr. Jaruszewski commented on the budget highlights:
1. Budget parameters including a 6.54% ad valorem increase due to increase in property
values
2. Change in revenues that are budgeted at an anticipated 97.5% rate of ad valorem
revenues resulting in a $3.6M FY 2014/2015 budget increase
3. Decrease in grant revenues
4. Intergovernmental Transfer (IGT) funding will discontinue after FY 2014/2015
5. Revenues and expenditures over a five-year forecasted budget
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Administrative cost rate of 7.78% which is a reduction from the current year
Increase in ad valorem revenue equal to $3.6M
Revenue base of $89,167,362
The 416% increase in spending for internal technology implementation of business
intelligence and data analytical initiative including the Non-Operating/Capital RFP
for $2M
10. The restricted fund balance of $8.7M based on Board policy is to have a 60-day
reserve
11. The second component of the fund balance is the $674,000 assigned non-cash in the
bank which gets us to $2.7M unassigned
Mr. Jaruszewski indicated the initial Non-Operating/Capital RFP amount was set at $1M,
but discussions at the July 9, 2014 Finance Committee Meeting resulted in increasing the
amount to $2M and opening the RFP to any 501 (c)(3) that serves Pinellas County
children and families.
Mr. Jaruszewski explained the five-year forecast was built with an anticipated 2%
increase in property values and a 3% increase in expenditures, based on a realistic,
conservative inflation rate. He said that over the five-year period the $2.7M unassigned
funds in FY 2014/2015 does not “get JWB through” the five-year period. He
recommended not committing to long-term program funding.
Mr. McCabe asked if the $.5M for information technology is a one-time expenditure.
Mr. Jaruszewski said it is for the infrastructure but he anticipates additional, less
significant operational costs. He estimated 10% of the $.5M.
Mr. Aungst asked about the breakdown of the reserves and for clarification showing that,
as the unassigned $2.7M dwindles, JWB could be $10.5M in the red in five years. He
specifically asked: What should I understand from the trend?
Mr. Jaruszewski responded: “If we keep all other factors remaining the same, a 2%
increase in ad valorem revenue and a 3% percent across the board increase in
expenditures would take $2.7M unassigned dollars into roughly a $10M deficit.” He
explained that he applied a flat 3% expenditure increase, but we will need to adjust down
to appropriate levels to get to zero.
Mr. Aungst asked if JWB is using the $2.7M to keep the millage rate the same.
Mr. Jaruszewski said: Yes.
Mr. Aungst asked if we could rollback or lower the millage rate.
Mr. Jaruszewski said there is great uncertainty and rolling back or lowering the millage
rate may lead to increasing it in the next few years.
Mr. Aungst asked if JWB could anticipate rolling back the millage rate in the next five
years.
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Mr. Jaruszewski said it is a possibility but there are unknown factors.
Mr. Mikurak commended Mr. Jaruszewski on the forecasting model he is using for
funding analysis in place of a budget year to budget year comparison. He mentioned the
potential to roll back the millage rate, but to recommend that today, JWB would be
creating “roller coaster financing”.
Mr. Dillinger asked about the BP oil spill lawsuit.
Attorney Flynn said she received an email yesterday indicating that the lawsuit is in a
“holding pattern”.
Mr. McCabe asked if the JWB should spend the $2.7M this year. He said he was under
the impression that JWB was creating policies and procedures for out-of-cycle funding
requests.
Mr. Jaruszewski said the out-of-cycle funding requests will be funded with the $2.7M
which has been included in the FY 2014/2015 budget as a Program Development line
item. He directed the Board members to page 9 of the budget book.
Mr. McCabe asked: Is the $2.7M sacrosanct? If it were touched, would it have a negative
impact on the budget?
Mr. Jaruszewski recommended that it remain as a separate line item labeled unassigned
because if it were touched it would have a negative impact going forward.
B. FY 2013/2014 Budget Reallocations
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Brian Aungst, Secretary
Angela Rouson, Board Member
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

Mr. Jaruszewski read the recommend actions for the Summer Bridge Wrap-Around
Services, the Community Services Pool, and the OST Promise Time. He explained that
the first two requests were discussed at the Finance Committee and the Promise Time
request has a zero impact on the budget.
Mr. Jaruszewski said the reallocation for the Summer Bridge program is based on the
need for working parents to have wraparound child care services for the students who are
participating in the program. He also added that the additional funds for the Community
Services Pool is caused by a higher than usual demand for services. The Promise Time
request requires shifting line items.
Mr. Dillinger asked Dr. Grego to speak about the impact of the Summer Bridge
wraparound services.
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Dr. Grego said the Summer Bridge program is serving 12,500 children, 40% who are
African American or Hispanic. He said the preliminary data shows 90% of the students
who participated in 2013 showed an improvement in FCAT Scale Scores. He said some
of the students may still be two to three grade levels behind. Dr. Grego explained that
parents were pulling their children out of Summer Bridge because of the lack of funded
day care slots. The additional JWB reallocation will secure the students day care slots. He
said the success of the program can be credited to the community partners such as JWB,
the YMCA, Big Brother and Big Sisters, R’Club and Boys and Girls Club. He explained
Summer Bridge is a highly structured program with reading, applied sciences and math.
He encouraged all the partners to “stay the course” when working with children and
families.
B. Approve Distribution of the Non-Operating /Capital RFP
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Bernie McCabe, State Attorney
Michael Mikurak, Board Member
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

Mr. Jaruszewski read the recommended action to approve distribution of the NonOperating/Capital RFP for allocations of up to $2M. He explained that this is an RFP for
funded and non-funded agencies. A preference will be given to JWB funded agencies.
The purpose of the RFP is to fund hardware, software, training and equipment to enhance
program quality. He explained that the RFP was discussed at the July 9, 2014 Finance
Committee meeting and the allocated amount was increased to $2M. Agencies can
request amounts between $5,000 and $100,000.
Mr. McCabe explained that an equipment RFP was at one time an annual occurrence, but
JWB has not released an equipment RFP in five or six years.
Mr. Mikurak asked for clarification on the preference to JWB funded agencies. He said
that caveat may dissuade agencies from applying.
Mr. Dillinger said that he understood the preference to mean that if there was a scoring
tie, the preference would go to the currently funded JWB agency.
Mr. Jaruszewski said the draft wording can be modified. The scoring rubric has weighted
scoring for funded agencies.
Mr. Mikurak said only in the event of a tie.
Mr. McCabe moved approval with the proviso language.

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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D. Approve Matching Commitment for Early Head Start Grant
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

DENIED [UNANIMOUS]
Brian Aungst, Board Secretary
Bernie McCabe, State Attorney
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

Mr. Jaruszewski read the recommended action to request authorization to match federal
grant funding award up to $400,000 for Early Head Start. He explained that Lutheran
Services is requesting a 20% local funding match for a federal grant application. The
match will leverage the grant dollars 4:1. He said it is a competitive grant and the funding
award has yet to be determined.
Mr. Dillinger asked about recent published research that shows Head Start children did
no better than the children not in Head Start programs. He asked if JWB was “better off”
focusing on funding local programs.
Dr. Biddleman said she was unclear on who published the Head Start outcome data. She
said JWB does have the option to use the money somewhere else.
Mr. Jaruszewski said Mr. Matthew Spence, Special Project and Content Manager, and he
have been working with Lutheran Services.
Mr. Spence said he is aware of Head Start research indicating that the early learning
efforts by Head Start programs fade out, but the social and emotional gains remain with
the students until adulthood. He added that the early learning component “levels out
because of the school environment”.
Mr. Dillinger asked if JWB funds any early learning programs that meet or exceed Head
Start performance levels.
Mr. Spence said JWB could add additional early learning locations and continue to build
local initiatives.
Mr. McCabe when the request was received.
Mr. Spence responded: One month ago.
Mr. McCabe asked why the request was not on the Finance Committee agenda. He
expressed concern that JWB is always a funder of first resort. He said he is not prepared
to vote on the request and suggested that it be tabled.
Mr. Aungst moved to table the item and move it to the Finance Committee for their
recommendation.
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Mr. Spence said the request is time-sensitive because of the federal grant due date.
Mr. McCabe said the request does not detail how the money will be spent.
Mr. Aungst asked if anyone from Lutheran Services was present to provide more
information.
Ms. Janeel Shulmister, Head Start/Early Head Start Deputy Director said Lutheran
Services is working closely with JWB, the Early Learning Coalition and the United Way
Suncoast. She indicated the funds match is to be worked out among the community
partners. She emphasized that the proposed project has a parent involvement component
with parental education and social services. She offered to address any additional
questions and indicated the grant application is due August 28, 2014.
Mr. McCabe asked how much money the United Way and private sector partners were
contributing to the project.
Ms. Shulmister said the plan is to request $1M to serve 72 children.
Mr. Spence clarified that the final amount that will be requested has not been finalized
and that is why the request is for up to $400,000.
Mr. Dillinger asked why the matter was not brought to the Finance Committee on July 9,
2014.
Mr. Jaruszewski said he did not have enough information at that time, including no exact
dollar figure.
Mr. Mikurak asked if anyone knew the original release date of the grant announcement.
There was no response.
Dr. Grego said the bigger question is what JWB is doing for early learning.
Mr. Aungst asked if there is a Finance Committee planned for August.
Mr. Dillinger asked that more information about similar, effective programs can be
brought to a Finance Committee meeting.
Attorney Flynn clarified that the Finance Committee can only make recommendations to
the Board.
Dr. Sewell asked if the Executive Committee can act on Finance Committee
recommendations.
Mr. Dillinger asked if the Executive Committee can vote by email.
Commissioner Seel questioned spending $1M to serve 72 children.
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Ms. Shulmister said the request will probably be for over $1M and used for child care
homes and centers with a ration of four children per one teacher. The program will
include support services, coaches and health specialists. She said there are currently 600
children on the waitlist.
Mr. Mikurak asked how quickly Lutheran Service could provide additional information.
Ms. Shulmister responded: Today.
Mr. Mikurak said JWB needs to know how the proposal fits with JWB funded programs.
Commissioner Seel asked how the $14,000 cost per child compares with what JWB
currently pays for similar services.
Mr. Aungst asked if the Board wished to table or deny the request.
Mr. McCabe said: Deny.
Attorney Flynn said the Executive Committee is required to publicly notice their
meetings seven days in advance.
Mr. Aungst made a motion to table the request.
Mrs. Edmonds emphasized the need for funding requests to include more detail. She said
the request appeared to be “premature”.
Mr. Aungst changed his motion from tabling the request to denying the request. He said
extraordinary Board action would need to be taken for the Executive Team to meet in
absence of an emergency. He said information for the request was not provided in a
timely manner and the Board should not set a precedent by meeting to further discuss the
matter.
Dr. Sewell clarified that the Board was not presented with enough information to carry
out the process as it relates to funding requests.
Mr. Mikurak emphasized that JWB needs to outline how funding requests can be
presented to the Board. He said funding decisions can’t be made if only part of the
information is available.
ACTION: Mr. Aungst moved to deny the Matching Commitment for Early Head
Start Grant; seconded by Dr. Sewell. No further discussion; motion
carried.
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E. Insurance Broker/Agent Contract Recommendation
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

TABLED [UNANIMOUS]
Bernie McCabe, State Attorney
Jim Sewell, Vice Chair
Edmonds, Aungst, Dillinger, Grego, Gross, McCabe, Mikurak, Neri, Rouson,
Seel, Sewell

Mr. Jaruszewski read the recommended action to authorize the JWB Executive Director
to finalize and execute a contract with Alltrust Insurance, Inc. for Insurance Broker/Agent
Services for employee benefits. He explained that three firms submitted proposals and
the internal interview team selected Alltrust based on price and other factors. The
employee benefits will be provided for JWB employees and Neighborhood Family
Center (NFC) employees. He further explained the details of the contract indicating that
there is a $230,000 expenditure over the life of the contract.
Mr. Dillinger said not enough information was provided to recommend a vote to provide
a $.25M commission to a broker.
Mr. Jaruszewski explained the commission is $45,000 for each year of the contract which
is acceptable according to industry standards. He said it is a decrease in the current
amount JWB pays to the insurance broker.
Commissioner Seel asked how many employees are covered by the plan.
Mr. Jaruszewski said there are 58 JWB employees and 63 NFC employees.
Mr. Mikurak asked about the level of coverage.
Mr. Jaruszewski said there are different levels of coverage for staff, spouses and families.
Mr. Mikurak asked how the coverage compares to the gold, silver and platinum levels
within the Affordable Care Act.
Mr. Jaruszewski said he did not have that comparison information.
Mr. Mikurak asked if dental was included.
Mr. Jaruszewski said it was an entire suite of coverage.
Dr. Biddleman explained that JWB has provided insurance benefits through a broker over
the last few years. She said the Board could table the request and Dr. Mary Grace Duffy
could provide additional information.
Mr. Mikurak asked when current coverage lapses.
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Mr. Jaruszewski explained JWB employees are covered throughout a calendar year and
the NFC employees are covered during an October to September fiscal year. He said the
coverage for JWB employees will begin January 1, 2015 and October 1, 2015 for the
NFC employees. He also added that he does not know what the actual premiums will be
for each year of the contract because there are different levels of participation and price
points.
Mr. Mikurak asked if this could be with multiple insurance companies.
Mr. Jaruszewski replied: Yes.
Mr. Dillinger explained that he recently attended a for-profit corporation meeting where
the discussion centered on the value of group versus individual policies. He learned that
group policies were becoming a thing of the past and individual coverage is better. He
explained there is a significant tax credit for businesses that provide group policies. He
asked if JWB has time to investigate using group or individual policies.
Mr. McCabe said he did not realize JWB paid for health insurance for NFC employees.
Dr. Biddleman said this is a continuation of the current plans and asked the Board how
they would like to move forward.
Mr. McCabe requested more information.
Mrs. Saby Guidicelli, Workforce Manager, cautioned that employees requesting
individual coverage can be denied insurance. She said the Affordable Care Act has
changed the insurance field, but it is still expensive. She said the intent of the RFP was to
get a clear understanding of the broker fees. She added that the insurance carriers receive
the funding for the premiums and pay the broker fees.
Mr. Mikurak acknowledged the recent, major changes in health care. He said due to the
Affordable Care Act, an individual cannot be denied health insurance due to a preexisting condition. He also mentioned dramatic increases in deductibles and prescription
costs. He requested cost information on soliciting health insurance through a broker or
directly with an insurance provider. He suggested placing the request on hold until
September 2014.
Mrs. Rouson asked for more information about the other two firms who submitted
proposals and she asked if the Board could review the score sheets.
Commissioner Seel asked if Alltrust was the least expensive proposal.
Mr. Jaruszewski said: No. He explained that price was a factor, but quality of services
was imperative. He said the review team picked the proposal with the best value for
JWB.
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Commissioner Seel asked if it was necessary to engage a broker to provide health
insurance services. She mentioned that the Affordable Care Act can require individuals to
pay a penalty for gold standard policies.
Mrs. Guidicelli said the broker enables JWB to remain compliant with the Affordable
Care Act.
Commissioner Seel said the proposal does not seem excessive based on her experience
reviewing similar information for Pinellas County employees. She said the county uses a
consultant, not a broker.
Dr. Grego mentioned the Affordable Care Act “Cadillac tax” and said the Pinellas
County School Board is examining its health insurance for FY 2015/2016. He said the
school board has one more cycle to make any corrections.
Mr. McCabe asked to schedule a Finance Committee meeting in August and invite
Alltrust to the meeting. He added that in previous years JWB had to solicit the services of
a broker due to the age and number of JWB employees. He said there have been efforts to
insure JWB employees through St. Petersburg College and the Pinellas County Sheriff’s
Department.
ACTION:

IV.

Mr. McCabe moved to table the Insurance Broker/Agent Contract
Recommendation; seconded by Dr. Sewell. No further discussion;
motion carried.

INFORMATION ITEMS
A. Out-of-School Time RFP Update
Mrs. Edmonds asked if the Board members wished to pull any information items.
Mr. Dillinger asked to discuss the Out-of-School Time Request for Proposals. He
questioned why there was only one bid and asked how OST services will be provided in
the mid and north county areas.
Dr. Biddleman said she hired a Director of Out-of-School Time Services with the intent to
work with the Boys and Girls Club in South County and develop OST services in north
and mid county. She said another RFP will be released in FY 2014/2015 for those areas.
She added that JWB will keep the same providers and offer wraparound services. She
emphasized the importance of organizing the community OST services. She said no
changes will be made to the school OST services.
Mr. McCabe asked if the new RFP will preclude one application covering both areas.
Dr. Biddleman said the most recent OST RFP didn’t preclude one applicant from covering
all three areas. Agencies could have submitted one application with three service plans.
Commissioner Seel asked about next steps.
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Dr. Biddleman said the Director of OST will organize the information and present it to the
Board at the September meeting.
V.

OPEN AGENDA
Dr. Sewell reminded the Board members that there is an Executive Committee meeting on
Monday, July 21, 2014 at 10:00 AM to complete the Executive Director’s evaluation.
Commissioner Seel recognized Mr. Aungst for being selected as an Up & Comer by the
Florida Trend and Florida Legal Elite.
Mr. Dillinger asked Dr. Sewell to recognize the staff anniversaries.
He mentioned Lynn De la Torre’s 11 years of service and acknowledged Penny
Delacqueseaux on her retirement after 34 years of service as a JWB employee.
Mrs. Edmonds asked Board members to attend the upcoming Embracing Our Changing
Community: Diversity 2014 Conference, to be held on Friday, July 25th from 8:30 AM – 4:15
PM at Suncoast Hospice, 5771 Roosevelt Boulevard – The Gathering Place, Clearwater,
Florida.
Mr. Dillinger asked for an electronic version of the diversity conference brochure.
Ms. April Putzulu, JWB Public Information Officer, thanked the Board and community
partners for their support of the publication of the Child Safety Booklet in the summer 2014
issue of GoodLiving magazine.
Attorney Flynn said there was one request to make a comment and invited Art O’Hara,
R’Club Executive Director to the podium.
Mr. O’Hara said R ‘Club manages 106% of the Summer Bridge enrollment and it has been a
lot of fun and a lot of work. Attendance has been very high. He distributed information on the
ribbon cutting for the Lew Williams Center for Early Learning on August 7th at 3:30 PM and
the American Strategic Insurance (ASI) Preschool. He explained that the preschool is a
public/private partnership to allow children of employees to receive on-site child care during
disasters.
Mr. Dillinger announced that the Pinellas County Housing Authority is accepting applications
for subsidized family housing at two facilities.

VI.

ADJOURN
Dr. Sewell moved for adjournment at 10:33 AM seconded by Mr. Aungst. No further
discussion; motion carried.
Minutes Submitted by:
Brian Aungst, Jr.
Board Secretary
09/14/14
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September 18, 2014
Monthly Board Financial and Investment Report
Item II.B.
Recommended Action:

Approve the Monthly Financial and Investment Report

Issue:

Budget and Investments Accountability

Program:

Provider services are presented in aggregate in the report

Budget Impact:

FY 13/14 Budget

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
August 31, 2014
Prepared by SUE WALTERICK, Finance Director
• Total Assets increased by $0.8M to $29,822,872 from the prior year amount of $29,022,085.
Cash and Investments increased from the prior year by $1.2M. This includes ad valorem tax revenue
and IGT Revenue received.
Receivables. The total Due from Agencies includes a receivable due from Neighborhood Family Centers
for payroll and payment activity during the current month. Other receivables for PCMS includes an
amount expected as reimbursement from JWB for childcare.
Notes receivable represents the remaining portion due to JWB through April 2019 for the purchase of the
Pinellas Park Building by St. Petersburg College.
• Liabilities:
Payables increased by $10K from FY12/13. The unpaid accounts payable was higher at the August 2014
month end.
Accrued Liabilities includes the annual accrual for staff vacation and sick leave.
Unearned Revenue includes the Annie E. Casey Foundation payment which has been received and is
reserved for future expense.
• Fund Equity:
Unspendable Note is the long-term portion of the amount owed to JWB by St. Petersburg College.
Assigned for Spence Award is an amount designated for the annual Browning Spence Educational
Award.
Assigned for Fiscal Year expenditures includes funds allocated for program services in the FY 13/14
budget.
Assigned for Emergency Reserve is designated in accordance with the JWB fund balance policy that
establishes an emergency reserve to be maintained for any unexpected emergency events. For cash flow
purposes, this fund provides approximately two months of operating reserve.
The Undesignated JWB fund is the remainder of revenues over expenditures for the current year. Tax
revenues begin to be received in late November and increase the balance. This number reflects the
spending pace of the administration and agency payments over the year.

(FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS Continued on next page)
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• Revenues and Expenses:
Property tax revenue receipts are at 100.5% of the budget through August.
Grant revenue includes current revenue received from the Carrera, VITA, Pinellas County for Research
Services and the Annie E. Casey Foundation.
Interest revenue reflects an decrease of $3,890 from the prior year. This is due to a larger balance to
invest based on IGT revenue this year.
Miscellaneous revenue is the donation received from All Children’s Hospital, Bayfront Medical Center,
Baycare and Community Health Centers of Pinellas for the Intergovernmental Transfer Program.
Administration expenses are 80% of its budget. Total expenses are $506,876 higher than the prior year
to date. This is due to some personnel benefits increases this year as well as increases in some technology
vendor contracts. Of the $5.7M total expense to date, 74% represents salaries and benefits and 26% is
operating expenditures.
Contracts and Grants expenses include the Intergovernmental Transfer (IGT) expense. Currently, JWB
has received all of the IGT revenue for FY 13/14 and has been billed by AHCA for the contracted amount.
Children and Family Program reimbursements include payments to 58 agencies for an amount of
$33.3M to date. This amount is $1.1M higher than the prior year. Average expenses reimbursed are 3%
higher than the prior year based on timelier submissions of reimbursement requests within each of the
focus areas.
Technology expenditures to date include a drive enclosure and disk drives for six terabytes of storage, a
server for more capacity, a Security Assessment, Mosaic-GEMS software, One e-App maintenance,
Minute Traq Meeting software, Laserfiche document storage upgrade, biometric enhancements and
several monitors, laptops & printers.
• Revenue maximization reimbursements: JWB funded programs participating in the Targeted Case
Management (TCM) for FY 13/14 include Pincllas County Health Department Healthy Families, the Childrens
Home Kinship Services Network, and Suncoast Family Services. Revenue of $464K has been collected to date.
This amount is $216,034 higher than August 2013. The increase occurred due to a new higher rate which was
approved by the Medicaid Program Administration effective October 1, 2013. Targeted Case Management ended
in July 2014 and will not be budgeted in FY 14/15.
• Advances: Coordinated Child Care (CCC) received an advance in October and reimbursement occurs monthly.
The balance has been totally reimbursed as of August 2014.
• Contracts < $50K : Method Factory $33,150 for JWB intranet and Sharepoint branding; Mosaic Network Inc
$25,000 for GEMS update; Software House International $20,910 for 3 servers.
• Budget Transfers < $50K : $979 to Sanderlin-Truancy for ADP & bank fees & life insurance; $1,870 to Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. NFC and $1,870 to Safety Harbor NFC are one time allocation for COA application fees.
• Interest income: The year-to-date amount of $39,714 is $7,415 higher than the amount received at the same
time last year. Increased ad valorem and IGT revenue are responsible for a higher balance and therefore a higher
yield amount. There is $24.2M currently invested in BB&T, Regions, the Florida Local Government Investment
Trust (FLGIT) and Florida Prime. (See chart on the Investments page)
• Total annual budget: The increase is due to the millage rate and the hospital donations.
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COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
August 31, 2014
Item II. B.

ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits
Due from Other Governments
Due from Other Agencies
Other Receivables
Deposits
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment
Accumulated Depreciation
Note Receivable - Long Term
TOTAL ASSETS

Governmental
Fund

PCMS
Funds

General

General

$

$

754,752

27,140
27,140

3,621,245

$

Page273 of 6

$
$

170,971

72,837
82,936
359,829
91,650
607,252

840,058
3,985
6,317,762
7,550,995
10,710,604
29,044,649
29,651,901

158,700

FY 13/14

12,272

5,683
4,861,563
(1,076,540)
840,058
29,651,901

LIABILITIES
Vouchers & Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Unearned Revenue
TOTAL LIABILITIES
FUND EQUITY
Investment in Fixed Assets
Retained Earnings
Fund Equity Unreserved
Unspendable-Note Receivable
Assigned-Spence Education Award
Assigned-F/Y Expenditure
Assigned Emergency Reserve
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL LIAB.&FUND EQUITY

24,266,385

TOTALS

(58)
157,898

$

(14,008)
143,832
170,972 $

24,425,085
754,752
12,272
5,683
4,861,563
(1,076,540)
840,058
29,822,872

FY 12/13
$ 23,197,565
48,865
800,859
2,320
5,713
4,894,170
(891,261)
963,854
29,022,085

72,837
110,075
359,829
91,650
634,392

62,464
58,418
402,366
8,000
531,248

3,621,187
157,898

3,744,624
166,700

840,058
3,985
6,317,762
7,550,995
10,696,596
29,188,481
29,822,872

963,854
4,555,120
9,886,643
9,173,896
28,490,837
$ 29,022,085

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING August 31, 2014

REVENUE
Property Taxes
Grants
Interest
Miscellaneous
Cash Forward
SUBTOTAL REVENUE
PCMS
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENDITURES
Administration
Contracts and Grants
Children & Families Programs*
School Readiness
School Success
Prevention of Child Abuse & Neglect
Non-Operating:
Statutory Fees
Technology
Other - Outreach and Measurement
Fund Balance Unassigned
SUBTOTAL EXPENDITURES
PCMS
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

FY 13/14
ANNUAL
Y.T.D.
BUDGET
ACTUAL
$ 48,701,448
1,460,330
58,000
21,583,796
12,971,236
84,774,810

Item II. B.

FY 12/13
ANNUAL
Y.T.D.
BUDGET
ACTUAL

$ 47,168,688
823,460
58,000
6,408,135
9,413,838
63,872,121

84,774,810

48,725,385
1,094,592
55,038
19,464,183
69,339,198
1,005,099
70,344,297

7,117,421
20,035,833

1,568,389
284,688
(3,890)
13,560,932

63,872,121

47,156,996
809,904
58,928
5,903,251
53,929,079
2,064,401
55,993,480

5,731,935
17,902,603

6,402,616
5,700,993

5,225,059
229,489

506,876
17,673,114

8,946,867
15,933,197
20,780,810

5,919,745
11,494,817
15,840,884

11,901,475
15,325,808
17,441,104

8,683,364
10,331,644
13,134,175

(2,763,619)
1,163,174
2,706,709

1,111,804
611,548
454,000
9,783,330
84,774,810

1,436,896
201,743
99,971

1,065,616
406,708
1,089,180
4,538,621
63,872,121

1,348,428
327,615
5,423,468

88,468
(125,872)
(5,323,497)

44,703,242
2,116,342
46,819,584

13,925,352
(1,097,235)
12,828,117

$ 84,774,810

$

$

EXCESS (Deficiency) of
Revenue over Expenditures
RETAINED EARNINGS
INVESTMENT IN FIXED ASSETS
FUND EQUITY - JWB:
UNRESERVED
Unspendable-Note Receivable
Assigned-Spence Education Award
Assigned Emergency Reserve
Assigned-F/Y Expenditure
TOTAL: $ 84,774,810

$

58,628,594
1,019,107
59,647,701

$ 63,872,121

$

Y.T.D. ACTUAL
Difference

$

15,410,119
(1,059,302)
14,350,817

$

10,696,596

9,173,896

157,898
3,621,187

166,700
3,744,624

(8,802)
(123,437)

840,058
3,985
7,550,995
6,317,762
29,188,481

963,854

(123,796)
3,985
(2,335,648)
1,762,642
697,644
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1,522,700

-

$ 63,872,121

$

9,886,643
4,555,120
28,490,837

$

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
August 31, 2014

JWB Revenue and Expense Year to
Date Comparison by Fiscal Year

Admin Budget to YTD Expense
Comparison
Item II. B.
$2,500,000
$2,000,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$500,000
$‐

80,000,000
60,000,000
Revenue

40,000,000

Expense

20,000,000
‐

FY 13/14

Budget
Expense YTD

FY 12/13

TCM Revenue Maximization YTD

Program Expense
Percent Spent YTD in each Focus Area

400,000
350,000

School Readiness
Budget = $8,946,867

300,000
250,000

66.2%

200,000

76.2%

School Success

150,000

Budget= $15,933,197

100,000
72.1%

50,000

Prevention of Child
Abuse and Neglect
Budget=$20,780,810

‐
FY 13/14

Date
Issued
10/22/2013

FY 12/13

AGENCY ADVANCES

Advance
Amount
99,000
99,000

Agency
R'Club (Coordinated Child Care)
TOTAL:

YTD
Returned
99,000
99,000

Amount
Outstanding
-

Most Recent
Payment
Aug 2014

CONTRACTS SIGNED THIS MONTH

07/01/14
08/25/14
08/25/14

Name
Method Factory
Mosaic Network, Inc.
Software House International

07/08/14
08/01/14
08/01/14

Name
Sanderlin - Truancy Intervention
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. NFC
Safety Harbor NFC

Amount
$ 33,150.00
25,000.00
20,910.00
-

Description
JWB intranet; Sharepoint branding
GEMS update
Purchase 3 servers

BUDGET TRANSFERS APPROVED THIS MONTH
$

Amount
979.00
1,870.00
1,870.00
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Description
ADP, bank fees and life insurance
COA application fees
COA application fees

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
For Period Ending August 31, 2014
BANK

ACCOUNT

BB & T
REGIONS
Florida Local Government
Investment Trust (FLGIT)
FLORIDA PRIME

AVERAGE
RATE

ENDING
BALANCE

(1)

Item II. B.
YIELD

Concentration Account
Market Investment Account

0.15%

$ 1,507,361.38
7,077,563.88

Investment Sweep Trust Account

0.15%

9,036,220.63

1,755.08

Day to Day Fund Account

0.07%

615,361.85

37.24

Investment Pool - FUND A
Investment Pool - FUND B

0.16%

6,029,162.41
5,875.76

819.79
-

(2)

$ 24,271,545.91

$

$

1,220.08

3,832.19

(1)

This is the main operating account. The expense is offset by earnings credits. There is no interest paid in this account.

(2)

The Florida Prime, formerly Florida State Board of Administration (SBA), does not publish rates of return for Fund B. The
investment objective for Fund B is to maximize the present value of distributions to participants net of fees; thus weight is
given to the realized value of security sales and to the speed with which monies are distributed (liquidity). As cash becomes
available in Fund B, it is distributed among participant accounts in Fund A, according to each participant’s pro rata share of
Fund B. JWB's original investment remaining in the pool in November 2007 was $1.5M.

BUDGET COMPARISON
$58,000.00
(3)

Year To Date
BUDGET
$53,166.67

Year To Date
ACTUAL( 3 )
$39,714.64

% Actual
Over/(Under)
to YTD Budget YTD Budget
75%
$ (13,452.03)

Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

YTD Investment Yield Amount
Comparison
$40,000

Investments by Category

80%
60%

$30,000

40%

$20,000

20%

$10,000
$0

100%

0%
FY12/13

Average Rate- .14%

FY13/14
Average Rate - .13%
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Savings, Demand
Deposits, Certificates
of Deposits
MAX=100%

Investment Pool
MAX=75%

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Clearwater, FL 33760
727-453-5600 • FAX 727-453-5610 • www.jwbpinellas.org
An Equal Opportunity Employer
JWB EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 2014
8:00 AM
COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: Maria Edmonds, Chair; Dr. James Sewell, Secretary; Brian
Aungst, Jr.; Honorable Bob Dillinger;
JWB BOARD MEMBERS:

Michael Mikurak; Raymond Neri

ATTORNEY FOR JWB BOARD:

Colleen Flynn, Esquire

JWB STAFF:

Dr. Mary Grace Duffy, Brian Jaruszewski,

I.

Call to Order
Meeting began at 8:01 AM.

II. Process for Executive Director Performance Evaluation
Dr. Duffy explained the packet she distributed to the Board Members. It contained: 1. JWB’s
previously used Executive Director evaluation form 2. JWB Executive Team evaluation form 3.
Broward County CEO evaluation form 4. Generic evaluation form obtained from the Internet.
Dr. Duffy said she would be happy to mix and match formats. The selected form will be emailed to
Board Members. Each member needs to complete and sign the form and mail it back to JWB.
Instructions will be included. An aggregated report will be created, and the Executive Committee and
any interested Board Member will meet with Dr. Biddleman.
Dr. Duffy indicated that Dr. Biddleman asked if the Committee wanted anything from her prior to the
report being created.
Mr. Dillinger expressed concern that the evaluation form asks for ratings on how the Executive Director
works with the staff. He said the Board does not know how Marcie interacts with staff. Mrs. Edmonds
agreed with Mr. Dillinger.
Dr. Duffy indicated that part can be changed or removed.
Mr. Aungst said it would be helpful if a ranking was used rather than “I don’t know.”
Mr. Dillinger mentioned that the sample from the Internet includes rankings and an “I don’t know”
option.
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Mr. Neri explained when he is at various functions with the JWB staff he gets a sense of what staff
thinks about Dr. Biddleman.
Dr. Duffy questioned if the Board would like to add “don’t know” or “N/A” to the form that was
previously used.
Mr. Dillinger liked the sample from the Internet.
Dr. Duffy said there was some interest in having a section for comments after each section and that can
be added to the form we have been using or to a new form.
Mr. Aungst asked that a place for a general summary be added at the end. Dr. Duffy agreed.
Dr. Duffy asked if they wanted to keep the Policy Facilitation section.
Mr. Aungst thought in general it was too detailed and somewhat repetitive.
Mr. Dillinger indicated the Internet evaluation has an area for improvement needed, fine, very good, and
outstanding.
Dr. Sewell liked using the word satisfactory.
Mr. Dillinger also suggested using the word good versus very good.
Dr. Duffy asked if there was a preference on good versus satisfactory. Satisfactory was picked.
Mr. Mikurak said if the word unsatisfactory needed to be used there should be a line to explain why. He
suggested that in each of the sections, have an overall rating for that section. Rather than using
outstanding, maybe use exceeds expectation, meets expectation, needs improvement, fails to achieve.
In response to a question about whether the evaluation process included a salary discussion, Dr. Duffy
said Dr. Biddleman as the only employee with a contract is not on the normal staff raise cycle. In
October, when everyone else received a raise she did not, so this is the time for her to get a raise if the
Board so desires.
Attorney Flynn said the Committee has the opportunity to give her a raise.
Mr. Mikurak asked if a review is given every year.
Attorney Flynn replied yes.
Mr. Neri asked why not conduct a review every two years.
Dr. Sewell replied we need to give her feedback.
Mr. Mikurak asked Mrs. Edmonds, if as the chair, she meets with Dr. Biddleman on a regular basis.
Mrs. Edmonds replied yes, once a month.
2
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Dr. Sewell said the Board needs a formal annual review of the Executive Director.
Dr. Duffy reiterated changing the ratings to exceeds expectations, meets expectations, needs
improvement, N/A.
Mr. Neri liked the form off the Internet too.
Mr. Mikurak said in looking at the Executive Director’s annual performance review as a fiduciary board
it is too detailed.
Mr. Dillinger agreed and said that was the complaint last time.
Dr. Duffy confirmed using the Internet sample format and asked if there was anything on the form they
wanted changed.
Mr. Mikurak asked for a space between each overall rating to allow space to explain if the Executive
Director needs improvement.
Mr. Dillinger said the wording on 4C on the sample format was odd.
Attorney Flynn said to remove dismantled and leave modified.
Dr. Duffy noticed strategic leadership was missing and asked the Committee if they wanted to include
it?
Mr. Mikurak replied when we look at Dr. Biddleman’s strategic leadership we are looking at her
management capabilities.
Mrs. Edmonds asked if responsiveness was covered.
Attorney Flynn believed it was covered under community relations.
Dr. Sewell indicated he would like to see some evaluation of how the Executive Director communicates
the vision of JWB within the organization and to the community.
Mrs. Edmonds asked to have diversity added.
Mr. Dillinger said the Board sets the policy and the Executive Director implements the Board’s policies.
Does the Executive Director successfully implement the Board’s policies?
Dr. Duffy asked if he wanted it under #5 Board of Directors. Mr. Dillinger replied yes.
Mr. Aungst mentioned adding diversity under #3.
Mrs. Edmonds said “Yes. Under Administration and Human Resources Management #3.”
Dr. Duffy said she wants to make sure they have what they want and she will send it back out.
Mr. Aungst would rather have N/A say don’t know or not observed on the scale.
3
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Dr. Duffy asked about exceeds expectations versus outstanding. Exceeds expectations was agreed upon.
A space will be added under each one for comments.
Mr. Mikurak said “If you rate someone for needs improvement please list the reason.”
Dr. Duffy said there will be an overall rating for each section and a space for comments and a section for
an overall comment at the very end.
The Committee asked for an overall rating and an overall comment.
Dr. Duffy said a comment will be added under #3 to read “insures organizational structure to achieve the
JWB mission.” Also, under #1 a section will be added that reads “Communicates JWB’s vision within
the organization and to the community.” Adding to C the “value diversity” and taking out “and
dismantling”. Under Board of Directors, adding “effectively implements policy as determined by the
Board.”
Mr. Dillinger said the instructions should indicate this is a public record.
Dr. Duffy said she can have the form ready for review next week and asked about a timeline for the next
Executive Committee meeting.
Attorney Flynn said the Bylaws state by September.
Dr. Duffy said Dr. Biddleman will prepare a report on her accomplishments that will be sent with the
evaluation tool.
Dr. Sewell said Dr. Biddleman’s evaluation needs her comments as well if she does her report on her
accomplishments.
Mr. Mikurak suggested allowing her to respond under the headings, and she should give her next steps
and her strategy and vision for next year.
Dr. Duffy said the evaluation can be aggregated, and sent to the Executive Committee for completion.
The Executive Committee will meet, and the evaluation will go to the Board in September.
Discussion took place as to the date and time of the next Executive Committee Meeting.
Dr. Duffy confirmed Monday, July 21, 2014 at 10:00 AM as the next Executive Committee Meeting
with the room to be determined.
Dr. Sewell volunteered to work with Dr. Duffy to aggregate the evaluation.
III. Open Agenda
There were no items for the Open Agenda.
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IV. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 8:46 AM.
Minutes Submitted by:

Mrs. Maria Edmonds
Board Chair
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Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
14155 58th Street North, Clearwater, FL 33760
727-453-5600 • FAX 727-453-5610 • www.jwbpinellas.org
An Equal Opportunity Employer

JWB EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
MONDAY, JULY 21, 2014
10:00 AM
COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: Maria Edmonds, Chair; Dr. James Sewell, Secretary; Brian Aungst,
Jr.; Honorable Bob Dillinger
ATTORNEY FOR JWB BOARD:
I.

Colleen Flynn, Esquire

Call to Order
Meeting began at 10:00 AM.

II. Approve Executive Committee Meeting Minutes for June 12, 2014
Minutes from the June 12, 2014 Executive Meeting were passed unanimously.
ACTION: Dr. Sewell moved to approve the Executive Committee Meeting Minutes for June 12,
2014; seconded by Mr. Dillinger. No further discussion; motion carried.
III. Executive Director Annual Evaluation
All Board Members submitted completed evaluation forms which were summarized into the document
titled “2014 Performance Evaluation Summary.” Overall, Dr. Biddleman met the very high expectations
the Board had set for her. Dr. Biddleman met or exceeded expectations in every category and overall the
Board evaluations indicated that the Board was pleased with her first year. As such, the Executive
Committee felt that Dr. Biddleman should be rewarded but recognized their obligation to be fiscally
responsible. Thus, the Executive Committee recommended that effective October 1, 2014, Dr.
Biddleman’s maximum accrual for annual leave be increased by 40 hours from 320 to 360 (section 9 of the
current agreement). The Executive Committee refers this recommendation to the Finance Committee
before this being brought before the whole Board for ratification on September 18, 2014. If approved, her
Employment Agreement will be amended accordingly.
After the Executive Committee discussed the evaluation forms, they called Dr. Biddleman into the meeting
and gave her verbal feedback on the review. Dr. Biddleman discussed her goals for working with the
Board, providers and staff in her second year as Executive Director
IV. Adjourn
The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 AM.
Minutes Submitted by:

Mrs. Maria Edmonds
Board Chair
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JWB FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
MONDAY, AUGUST 18, 2014
1:30 PM
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
14155 58TH STREET NORTH
CONFERENCE ROOM 185
CLEARWATER, FL 33760
MINUTES
CALL TO ORDER
MEETING WAS CALLED TO ORDER BY MR. MCCABE AT 1:30 PM.
Attendee Name
Bob Dillinger
Maria Edmonds
Bernie McCabe, Chair
Michael Mikurak
Raymond Neri

Title
Public Defender
Board Chair
State Attorney
Board Member
Board Member

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

JWB STAFF PRESENT: Dr. Marcie Biddleman; Jennifer Artiaga; Junko Brown; Diana
Carro; Rod Cyr; Lynn De La Torre; Dr. Mary Grace Duffy;
Richard Godfrey; Saby Guidicelli; Brian Jaruszewski; Laura
Peele; Debra Prewitt; April Putzulu; Paul Runyon; Karen Sierra;
Sue Walterick; Judith Warren; Karen Woods;
GUESTS: Dr. James Sewell; Attorney Colleen Flynn; Kristen Andonian, Alltrust Insurance
Knowledgeable Navigator; Joe Part, Alltrust Insurance Founding Partner; Sozon
Vatikiotis, Alltrust Insurance Chief Executive Officer; Jan Gorrie, Attorney,
Panza, Maurer & Maynard, P.A.
I.

DISCUSSION
A. Insurance Broker Contract
Mr. Jaruszewski spoke about the Insurance Broker Contract item that, at the July 2014
Board meeting was directed to the Finance Committee for discussion purposes. He
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explained the Board Memo had quite a bit of information. Three firms responded to the
Request for Proposals and Alltrust Insurance was selected as the top candidate. Mr.
Jaruszewski said a brief summary of the commission and fee structure is included in the
Finance Committee memo and he gave a synopsis on the health benefits JWB provides
to staff and how the insurance/broker model plays into the range of benefits.
Mr. Dillinger asked about the cost including the broker fee.
Ms. Andonian: Around $20,000 in fees for NFCs and JWB.
Mr. McCabe asked what type of insurance JWB provides for employees.
Ms. Andonian: Health, Dental, Life, Disability and Vision insurance.
Discussion then took place as more details of the policies were explained.
Mr. McCabe asked for an explanation on the role of the broker.
Ms. Andonian said that it is a year-round relationship starting with the RFP process.
Information is collected from JWB Human Resources and sent to major carriers in the
market. Once the quotes are received, they are analyzed and the rates negotiated.
Throughout the year, open enrollment meetings are conducted for staff. Paperwork is
collected and submitted to the carrier. ID cards are issued, and any concerns that arise
are solved.
Mr. Dillinger asked about the prescription drug plan and if employees are covered
immediately upon employment.
Ms. Andonian replied coverage begins after 30 days.
Mr. McCabe asked what the Cadillac Tax was and how it applies to the JWB plan.
Ms. Andonian said it doesn’t apply to JWB and will not come into play until 2016. If
premiums are in excess of a certain dollar amount, the premium can be taxed. She said
it is part of Alltrust’s responsibility to monitor this.
Mr. Part added that Alltrust will make sure they are informing, educating, and walking
JWB through the regulatory landscape as the laws are changing almost monthly, and
upcoming dramatic changes proposed.
Mr. Dillinger asked if prescriptions are covered and at what rate.
Ms. Andonian said there are co-pays. Health Savings Accounts are subject to a
deductible and with the other plans it is a three-tier co-pay structure.
Mr. Jaruszewski said this item will be brought back to the Board for approval in
September.
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Mr. McCabe made a motion to recommend that the Board approve this item at the
September Board Meeting.
ACTION: Mr. Mikurak moved to bring this item to the Board in September for
approval; seconded by Mr. Dillinger; no further discussion; motion
carried.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Michael Mikurak, Board Member
Bob Dillinger, Public Defender
McCabe, Neri

B. FY 14/15 Business Technology Services Contract
Mr. McCabe asked if there were any questions on the FY 14/15 Business Technology
Services Contract.
ACTION: Mr. Dillinger recommended that this item be brought to the Board in
September for approval in September; seconded by Mr. Mikurak; no
further discussion; motion carried.
RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Bob Dillinger, Public Defender
Michael Mikurak Board Member
McCabe, Neri

C. Executive Director Contract Modification
Dr. Sewell said the Executive Committee met and discussed Dr. Biddleman’s
evaluation. They looked at the alternative of raising her annual leave without providing
a pay raise. The Administration Department, Human Resources Unit, and Dr.
Biddleman suggested not making any changes to the contract.
Dr. Duffy indicated annual leave is an accrual and buybacks are offered twice a year.
Dr. Biddleman can accrue up to 320 hours however, it doesn’t have any economic
impact on JWB or on her as an individual.
Those points led to simply leaving the contract as is.
Mr. McCabe asked if this had been visited before.
Dr. Duffy replied yes it has. It is liability that JWB carries which is better to pay in
current earnings rather than future rates.
Ms. Saby Guidicelli explained if an employee has been here ten years, the employee
can cash out 160 hours. A regular employee can maintain 240 vacation hours.
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
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Mr. McCabe asked if an employee has to use a certain amount of vacation time every
year.
Ms. Guidicelli replied: Yes, 40 hours.
Dr. Sewell said the Executive Team will present its report as an Action Item at the
September Board Meeting.
D. Intergovernmental Transfer (IGT) Program Discussion
Mr. Jaruszewski explained the PowerPoint presentation in the Committee’s packet
contains bullet points and highlights of the Health and Human Services letter. (see
attached)
Mr. McCabe asked Jan Gorrie, Attorney, Panza, Maurer & Maynard, P.A. for an
explanation of the letter.
Ms. Gorrie explained that the letter is the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) attempt at giving guidance to states, local governments, and Medicaid offices as
to what is and isn’t permissible in terms of intergovernmental transfers and financing of
the Medicaid program. There are some conflicting statements in the opinion. CMS has
given hard examples of things they will disallow. They do not want hospitals and
providers stepping in and operating outside their core competency. Ms. Gorrie said she
is comfortable with what JWB is doing.
Mr. Dillinger asked if that means JWB will receive the same amount of money.
Ms. Gorrie replied yes.
Mr. Dillinger asked if we withdrew $1.7M because of the letter received from the
Department of Health and Human Services.
Mr. Jaruszewski said JWB hasn’t withdrawn any money. He said the greater challenge
is the fact that rather than JWB receiving money, with the new proposed structure, the
hospitals would contract with JWB’s service providers. This could have an impact on
our funded agencies.
Attorney Flynn said under the new structure, hospitals give JWB the money and we
send it to Tallahassee.
Attorney Flynn said our Special Act states we must spend our money on Pinellas
County agencies, and she read the legal definition.
Mr. McCabe asked why we need to change if the end result is the same.
Ms. Gorrie said the legal opinion of the outside counsel for Bayfront feels that JWB
might run afoul of some of the provisions in the guidance letter.
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A discussion then ensued.
Ms. Gorrie indicated that next year there will be numerous changes.
Mr. Jaruszewski asked if the Committee’s guidance was for JWB to continue to
structure their hospital contracts.
Mr. McCabe replied yes.
Mr. Jaruszewski will let JWB’s position be known to the hospitals and incorporated in
the budget.
ACTION: Mr. Mikurak recommended that JWB continue to structure their
contracts as they have with those hospitals that are available in order
to keep the current structure in place. This item will be brought to
the Board in September for approval; seconded by Mr. Neri; no
further discussion; motion carried.
REULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Michael Mikurak, Board Member
Raymond Neri, Board Member
Dillinger, McCabe

E. FY 14/15 Proposed Budget Update
Mr. McCabe asked if Bayfront elects not to participate would they have another vehicle
to participate.
Ms. Gorrie said it is possible if they have an agreement, for example, with the County,
Bayfront could use those funds in place of JWB
Mr. McCabe then asked if the amounts can be increased for Baycare and All Children’s
Hospital.
Ms. Gorrie said there is a cap on those fund for this year.
Mr. Jaruszewski stated we now have the guidance for #1 Intergovernmental Transfer
Program (IGT) in the Finance Committee memo and explained the changes to #2 and
#3 in the proposed budget that came before the Board in July.
A discussion then ensued.
Mr. McCabe asked when the budget will be adopted.
Mr. Jaruszewski replied the Board will formally adopt the budget at the second TRIM
Hearing on September 18, 2014.
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F. FY 14/15 Budget/Funding Decision Methodology
Mr. Jaruszewski explained that the Board requested a policy for evaluating unsolicited
and unspecified proposals from funded or non-funded agencies. After looking at the
proposals that were received in FY 13/14 the requests were broken down into four
categories: emergency, time sensitive, programmatic or ongoing.
Mr. Jaruszewski explained the proposals received in FY 13/14 and how they will fit
into the four categories.
Mr. McCabe asked that the Attachment 8 Pinellas County High Risk ZIP Codes map be
removed.
A discussion then ensued
Attorney Flynn said under the current Board Policies it states JWB will not fund an
agency with a budget under $500,000.
Mr. Jaruszewski said JWB will fund an agency under $500,000 however, they are
required to be processed through JWB’s ASO.
ACTION:

REULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

Mr. Dillinger recommended that the Board adopt the New
Programming/Service Expansion Requests and the Emergency/Time
Sensitive Requests draft policies; seconded by Mr. Neri; no further
discussion; motion carried.
APPROVED [UNANIMOUS]
Bob Dillinger, Public Defender
Raymond Neri, Board Member
McCabe, Mikurak

Mr. McCabe moved to adjourn at 2:51 PM.
Minutes respectfully submitted by Joan Chamo, Executive Assistant
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Adopt Fiscal Year 2014/2015 JWB Board Meeting Schedule
Item II.E.
Recommended Action:

Adopt schedule listed below for the Juvenile Welfare Board Meetings
for Fiscal Year 2014/2015

Schedule the following dates for Fiscal Year 2014/2015:
Wednesday, October 8, 2014

Thursday, April 9, 2015

Thursday, November 13, 2014

Thursday, May 14, 2015

Thursday, December 11, 2014

Thursday, June 11, 2015

Thursday, January 15, 2015

Thursday, July 16, 2015

Thursday, February 12, 2015

No Board Meeting in August

Thursday, March 12, 2015

Thursday, September 10, 2015



The Board historically has not met in the month of August.



All regular monthly Board Meetings will begin at 9:00 AM.
Due to Holidays and religious observances, not all Board Meetings
will be held on the second Thursday of the month.
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Approve Executive Committee Recommendation on Executive
Director’s Evaluation
Item III. A.

Recommended Action:

Approve Executive Director’s Annual Performance Review

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Performance Improvement

Background:
JWB Board members were asked to complete an evaluation of the Executive Director and return the documents
to Dr. Jim Sewell, Vice Chair of the Board, for compilation. All members of the Board completed an
evaluation.
Serving as the evaluation team, the Executive Committee reviewed all evaluations and the compilation report
on Monday July 21, 2014. After reviewing the documents, the Committee met with Dr. Biddleman to discuss
the findings.
The Executive Committee determined that Dr. Biddleman is doing very well and wanted to reward her
performance, but felt constrained by their fiscal responsibility to taxpayers. The Executive Committee
recommended that Dr. Biddleman’s maximum annual leave accrual be increased from 320 hours to 360 hours,
effective October 1, 2014. The Executive Committee thanked Dr. Biddleman for her work and contributions,
and recommended acceptance of her evaluation by the full Board.
On August 18, 2014, the Finance Committee discussed the Executive Committee’s recommendation. Dr.
Biddleman advised that the JWB Personnel Policies include an accrued annual leave buyout provision, and
therefore, no annual leave cap increase was needed. She said she was happy with her existing contract.
Staff Resource: Dr. Mary Grace Duffy
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Ratify Finance Committee Recommendations
for August 18, 2014
Item III.B.
Recommended Action:

Ratify Finance Committee Recommendations for August 18, 2014

Budget Impact:

Allocations made within the budget

Strategic Plan Key
Result Area:

Funding for Results through Programs and Services

Background:
As per the Finance Committee Minutes, a summary of the recommendations is as follows:
1. To accept Alltrust as the broker for employee benefits insurance
2. To adopt the Fiscal Year 2014/2015 Budget/Funding Decision Process
3. To continue to structure the IGT contracts with available hospitals using the current structure and
contract with those hospitals that are available
4. To accept the Fiscal Year 2014/2015 Business Technology Services Contract with Pinellas County
The Finance Committee memos with committee recommendations have been attached for review.

Staff Resource: Sue Walterick
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Finance Committee Meeting
August 18, 2014
Insurance Broker Contract

Discussion:

Review services of a broker for employee benefits insurance.

Background:
On April 22, 2014 the Finance Committee discussed the issuance of an RFP seeking the services of a broker for
employee benefits insurance for JWB and the Neighborhood Family Centers (NFCs). The RFP was issued for
several reasons:
 It had been five years since the selection of the current broker and good business practice required a
review.
 Much has changed in the employee benefits landscape with the Affordable Care Act, and the ability to
keep JWB and the NFCs in compliance with ACA is now a key requirement for a broker.
 Since JWB administers insurance benefits as part of its role as an ASO for the NFCs, there was a desire
to use the same broker for each organization. It should be noted that JWB and the NFCs have different
enrollment periods, are currently using different insurance carriers and are legally different entities and
therefore not considered a single group by carriers. These differences will remain in effect.
 There was a desire to have as much transparency as possible related to the broker commission structure
even though JWB and the NFCs do not pay those fees directly.
Overview of the Broker/Agent Model
Employers of JWB’s size typically use the “broker model” for evaluating and purchasing group health
insurance. The broker facilitates the data collection, prepares the RFP, negotiates reasonable rates with the
carriers, analyzes the quotes, and makes a professional recommendation based on the market. The broker
assists with conducting open enrollment sessions, prepares customized materials, submits and processes
changes, provides ongoing support and even advocates on behalf of the employees throughout the year. The
broker also ensures the organization remains in compliance with the Affordable Healthcare Act, Section 125
of the IRS, HIPAA, COBRA and other regulations. Without a broker, small organizations such as JWB and
the NFCs are generally at a disadvantage with carriers. Brokers offer more negotiating leverage.
Results of the Request for Proposals (RFP) for Insurance Broker/Agent Services 2014
Three firms responded to the RFP: Alltrust Insurance, Brown and Brown Insurance and Arthur J. Gallagher
& Co. Alltrust is the current broker for both JWB and the NFCs. All three firms were interviewed by an
internal review team of four staff who evaluated applicants using twelve criteria with a maximum total score
of 60 points. The criteria covered different aspects of the services to be provided such as scope of work, fee
structure, customer service, and responsiveness, among others. The total averaged result scores of the firms
were as follows:
Alltrust Insurance
Brown and Brown Insurance
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.

51.00
49.25
46.25
2
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Commission and Fees
Under JWB’s and NFCs broker model, the broker collects from the carrier an established commission that is
a percentage of the insurance premium amount. Premiums are negotiated annually with the carrier(s). In
other models, brokers receive a combination of commission from the carriers and fees from the client. The
contract that JWB is seeking to establish would define the services to be obtained and the commission fees.
The current commission structure for JWB Plans is as follows:
Medical
Approx. 3.0%
Ancillary Benefits
Approx. 10.0%
The current commission structure for NFC Plans is as follows:
Medical
Approx. 5.0%
Ancillary Benefits
Approx. 14.0%
Based on the proposals, commission structure, information received during the interviews and summary
evaluations, the review team recommends Alltrust Insurance for several reasons.
 The two other firms utilized a combination of commission and client fee structure
 Alltrust Insurance demonstrated a thorough understanding of JWB’s and NFC’s needs and
requirement to treat the organizations as separate entities.
 As the current broker, Alltrust has provided excellent service.
With approval of this contract, Alltrust will ensure a commission structure for JWB and the NFCs at the
following rate:
Medical
Ancillary Benefits

3.5%
10.0%

JWB Employee Benefits
In 2013, the Board approved JWB Personnel Policies, including medical and dental insurance that is available
under the JWB’s group insurance policy. Coverage for dependents may be obtained at the employee’s option
and expense. Vision insurance may be purchased by employees for themselves and their families.
Traditionally, JWB has paid for the medical, dental, and vision single coverage plan and contributes toward
the premium of dependent coverage, based on the Board approved budget and premium costs. The plans are
evaluated and marketed every year and the group policies are renewed every January. The short term and
long-term disability insurance premiums are paid by JWB. In 2012, the Board approved a transition from
self-funded disability programs to programs designed and administered by an insurance carrier. This decision
reduced cost and risk exposure for JWB.
JWB’s Health Benefits and the Affordable Care Act
Currently, JWB offers three medical plan options under the Florida Blue 2015 plan. There are two dental
plans, and one vision plan. JWB’s medical plan with Florida Blue 2013 will cease 12/31/2014. Prior to the
open enrollment period, Alltrust will solicit for a new plan that is ACA compliant, and appropriate for JWB.
The so-called Cadillac Tax takes effect in 2018. With the assistance of JWB’s broker, the organization will
continue to monitor regulations and remain proactive in offering plans that avoid the excise tax. Even though
pre-existing conditions no longer apply when individuals seek coverage, and coverage is available on the
exchange marketplace, the majority of Americans still get their health coverage through their employer. It is
a key recruitment tool.
3
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NFCs Budget and JWB’s ASO Procedures
The Neighborhood Family Centers (NFCs), as well as other JWB funded agencies, have a line item in their
respective budgets to cover the insurance costs of their employees. The NFCs are under one “group umbrella”
which allows them to get better premium rates as a large 50+ employee group, rather than being considered as
individual entities. The costs for insurance are integrated into NFC budgets, they are not additional costs.
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Finance Committee Meeting
August 18, 2014
FY 14/15 Budget/Funding Decision Process

Discussion:

Review methodology for funding

Background:
Juvenile Welfare Board Policies state, “JWB may consider out of cycle funding requests based on urgent need,
sudden loss of revenue, or other exigent circumstances”. Staff have developed two processes in response to this
policy that are intended to 1) incorporate requests for new programs and service expansion into the JWB funding
cycle (In-Cycle Funding) and 2) fund emergency needs and time sensitive requests (Out-of-Cycle Funding).
These draft processes were discussed during the August Finance Committee meeting and the processes were
revised to incorporate feedback that was provided.
On the following page for discussion is a summary of the criteria that staff proposes to be used for evaluation of
these requests. Attached are the draft procedures.

Staff Resource: Diana Carro
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New Programming/ Service Expansion Requests
To support JWB’s mission of investing in partnerships and innovation by providing
high-quality, capable local agencies an opportunity to enhance or expand their
existing programming and/or respond to emerging community needs.
Core
 501(c)(3) organizations and governmental entities whose primary focus is to
Eligibility:
directly serve Pinellas County children under 18 years of age.
 Project outcomes must align with one or more JWB strategic focus areas.
 Must meet the needs of Pinellas County children and families using the latest
research and professional knowledge and active participation of citizens.
 Must demonstrate that the requested service is not currently available or is
available but inaccessible due to location or cost.
 Agencies must have a demonstrated record of success.
 Applicants must have a total annual agency operating budget over $500,000
documented for three consecutive years or operate under an Administrative
Services Organization (ASO) or collaborative.
 Applicants must be in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local
laws.
Application
 Applications will be accepted until Dec. 15.
Requirements:  Applications will be available on JWB’s website.
 Requests for recurring funding must be accompanied by a detailed line-item
budget for each year, up to five years.
$5,000
Award
Award  Funding recommendations presented to Board in June
Minimum:
Date:
 Contracts awarded October 1
Purpose:

Emergency/ Time Sensitive Requests
To be responsive to agency and community needs that occur outside JWB’s annual
funding cycle. These funds are designed to meet needs that if left unaddressed
would negatively impact children and families receiving JWB-funded services or
could result in a lost opportunity to bring additional resources into the community
to support at least one of JWB’s strategic focus areas.
Core
 501(c)(3) organizations and governmental entities currently funded by JWB.
Eligibility:
 Project outcomes must align with one or more JWB strategic focus areas.
 Proposal must be in response to unforeseen and/or catastrophic circumstances
that negatively affect services for children and families. Loss of revenue from
a funding source or a federal or state declared emergency are excluded from
consideration.
 Agency must not have outstanding audit deficiencies and must be in
compliance with all JWB contract requirements.
Application
 Requests will be accepted continuously.
Requirements:  Applications will be available upon request.
 Requests must be non-recurring (exceptions may be made for Match requests).
$1,000
Award
Award
 Allow up to 4 weeks for funding decisions to be
Minimum:
Date:
made for requests below $50,000.
 Additional time will be required for funding requests
over $50,000.
Purpose:
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NEW PROGRAMMING/SERVICE EXPANSION
REQUESTS
PURPOSE
The purpose of these funds is to support JWB’s mission of investing in partnerships and innovation by providing
high-quality, capable local agencies an opportunity to enhance or expand their existing programming and/or
respond to emerging community needs. These funds provide an opportunity to address emerging community
needs in one or more of JWB’s strategic focus areas, encourage innovative design and delivery to enhance the
quality of existing JWB-funded programs, or expand high-quality programs with demonstrated records of success.
If these fund requests are recurring the application must include a detailed line-item budget for each year of the
multiyear fund period, for up to five years. Additional requirements for each fund type are provided below.
New Programming
501(c)(3) organizations and governmental entities whose primary focus is to directly serve Pinellas County
children under 18 years of age may apply for this fund to address emerging community needs that are aligned
with one or more JWB strategic focus areas. This fund is targeted to projects that meet the needs of Pinellas
County children and families using the latest research and professional knowledge and active participation of
citizens. The nature of the request will depend on the particular need identified. Proposals must demonstrate that
the requested service is not currently available or is available but inaccessible due to location or cost.
Program Enhancements and/or Expansion
All 501(c)(3) organizations and governmental entities currently funded by JWB may apply for this fund to respond
to enhance and/or expand programs currently funded by JWB. Applicants requesting to expand programming
must have a demonstrated record of success and show that there is an unmet need for this type of program in the
community.
AWARDS
Applicant requests must be a minimum of $5,000. Funding recommendations will be presented at the JWB Board
meeting in June. Funding decisions will be communicated to the agencies in July and contracts for approved
proposals will be effective October 1st.
CONDITIONS FOR FUNDING
 Applicants must be providing program services to youth under the age of 18 and must either be a
governmental entity or 501(c)(3).
 Pursuant to JWB’s Special Act, Ch. 2003-320, Laws of Florida, JWB cannot allocate or fund an applicant
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the public school system.
 Applicants must provide services that align with JWB’s Strategic Plan and direction.
 Applicants must have a total annual agency operating budget over $500,000 documented for three
consecutive years or operate under an Administrative Services Organization (ASO) or collaborative.
 Applicants must be in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws.
 Applicants currently funded by JWB must be in compliance with all JWB contract requirements.
7
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APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Applications will be accepted until December 15 and are available on JWB’s website: www.jwbpinellas.org.
Applicants must address the following criteria in the application so JWB clearly understands the responses. Please
submit an application that includes a narrative, budget, timetable, and any other items specified for each fund
type. The total length of the narrative must not exceed 10 pages and must be typed using 12 point font, 1.15
spacing with half-inch margins. Smaller font (no less than 10-point) may be used for tables, charts, and footnotes.
The page limit does not include attachments and forms. If more than one request is made, please prioritize each
request according to applicant need by ordering the items in order of priority with the first item being the highest
priority.
During the review process, JWB will review the most recent audit management letter, and site visit report or
corrective actions on file at JWB for any applicants currently providing services funded by JWB.
If the applicant is not currently funded by JWB, the non-funded organization/governmental entity must submit:
 Prior years audit, management letter, and IRS 990;
 Board of Directors list;
 Organizational chart with key personnel and their titles;
 Confirmation of 501(c)(3)non-profit status by the IRS or faith-based organization letter or governmental
entity;
 Fiscal agent, if fiscal responsibilities managed by a third party.
New Programming
A narrative must be included in which the applicant describes the following:
 The nature and extent of the community need;
 If there are other programs in the community that provide a similar service and if so, the unmet need that
this request supports;
 Program description, including location of project activities or project site (attach map, if applicable);
 Expected impact and how the impact will be demonstrated/measured;
 Number and demographics (age, residency, income, etc.) served;
 How the request supports one or more of JWB’s strategic focus areas;
 Number and demographics (age, residency, income, etc.) of participants served;
 If there are other programs in the community that provide a similar service and if so, the unmet need that
this request supports;
 Description of years of experience providing a similar service;
 Organizational capacity and prior outcome attainment through evidence-based programs, to include
emerging or promising practices
A detailed line-item budget for each year of the multiyear fund period, up to five years along with a narrative
describing the following:
 How the proposed costs were derived;
 If the cost(s) will benefit more than one eligible program, identify what portion of each proposed cost item
is allocated to which program;
 Other funding options explored and results;
 If the request for JWB funding does not meet the full cost, explain how these costs will be met.
Preferences may be given in the following areas. The application must include responses to the following
questions:
8
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1. Who are the community partners associated with this request?
2. What additional revenue sources have been obtained to support this request?
3. Is there evidence to support this project as an Evidence-Based Practice, Evidence-Informed Practice, or
Promising Practice?
Program Enhancements and/or Expansion
A narrative must be included in which the applicant describes the following;
 Existing program name and description of how the program would be expanded or enhanced;
 How the request supports one or more of JWB’s strategic focus areas;
 Outcome measure results of current program;
 Outcome measurements and expected results that span the length of the project period;
 Expected number and demographics (age, residency, income, etc.) served;
 The nature and extent of the community need;
 Whether or not there are other programs in the community that provide a similar service and if so, the
unmet need that this request supports;
 Other funding options explored and results.
A detailed timetable that addresses all tasks and projected dates for each year of the multiyear fund period.
A detailed line-item budget for each year of the multiyear fund period, up to five years along with a narrative
describing the following:
 How the proposed costs were derived;
 If the request for JWB funding does not meet the full cost, explain how these costs will be met.
Preferences may be given in the following areas. The application must include responses to the following
question(s):
1. What additional revenue sources have been obtained to support this request?
2. Is there evidence to support this project as an Evidence-Based Practice, Evidence-Informed Practice, or
Promising Practice?
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EMERGENCY/ TIME SENSITIVE REQUESTS
PURPOSE
In an effort to be responsive to agency and community needs that occur outside JWB’s annual funding cycle,
these funds respond to time-sensitive requests for emergencies, acute one-time-only unmet needs, community
change initiatives, or match support. The purpose of this funding is twofold: 1) to meet needs that if left
unaddressed would negatively impact services for children and families in JWB-funded programs; or 2) could
result in a lost opportunity to bring additional resources into the community to support at least one of JWB’s
strategic focus areas (ensuring children enter school ready to learn; ensuring school success; and preventing child
abuse and neglect). These funds are designed to ensure the provision of essential high-quality services to those
in need and to facilitate the sustainability of and/or strengthen agencies.
AWARDS
Applicant requests must be a minimum of $1,000. Please allow up to 4 weeks for funding decisions to be made
for requests below $50,000. Additional time will be required for funding requests over $50,000 which may only
be approved through the Board’s formal agenda.
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Applications will be accepted continuously throughout the fiscal year and are available on JWB’s website:
www.jwbpinellas.org.
501(c)(3) organizations and governmental entities currently funded by JWB may request funds to respond to
unforeseen and/or catastrophic circumstances that negatively affect services for children and families. Loss of
revenue from a funding source or a federal or state declared emergency are excluded from consideration. These
fund requests must be non-recurring and all activities supported by the fund must be received/completed and paid
by September 30th (exceptions may be made for Match requests).
Applicants must address the following criteria in the application so JWB clearly understands the responses. Please
submit an application that includes a narrative, budget, timetable, and any other items specified for each fund
type. The total length of the narrative must not exceed 5 pages and must be typed using 12 point font, 1.15 spacing
with half-inch margins. The page limit does not include attachments and forms. If more than one request is made,
please prioritize each request according to applicant need by ordering the items in order of priority with the first
item being the highest priority.
If the applicant is not currently funded by JWB, the non-funded organization/governmental entity must submit its
most recent audit and management letter. During the review process, JWB will review the most recent audit
management letter, and site visit report or corrective actions on file at JWB for any applicants currently providing
services funded by JWB.
A narrative must be included in which the applicant describes the following.
 Clear description of the unforeseen/catastrophic circumstances which must not be a result of loss of
revenue from a funding source or a federal or state declared emergency;
10
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Demonstrate that services to children and families are negatively impacted by the above circumstances
(access to services, use of services, number of children who can be served, etc.);
Provide a clear plan to remediate the negative impact on children and families;
Is the request for damage related to property, building, or vehicle? If so, has the damage been reported to
your insurance company? The application must include: proof that an insurance claim has been filed,
amount of funds expected, date by which funds are expected to be received, and explanation why funds
won’t arrive in time to meet the need. If JWB approves Emergency funds for damage that will be paid by
an insurance company, the applicant must reimburse JWB within thirty (30) days of receiving funds from
the insurance company’s;
Is the request for damage related to leased property? If so, explain why the property owner is not
addressing the cost.

A detailed timetable that addresses all tasks and projected dates for restoring services to children and families.
A detailed and realistic budget must be included, along with a narrative describing the following:
 How the proposed costs were derived;
 If the cost(s) will benefit more than one eligible program, identify what portion of each proposed cost item
is allocated to which program;
 Explain why current funds cannot be used to provide the requested item or service;
 Other funding options explored and results;
 If the request for JWB funding does not meet the full cost, explain how these costs will be met.
Three vendor quotes must be included in the application for any items to be purchased. Written justification must
be included if the lowest quote was not selected or if the vendor is the sole source.
Preferences will be given in the following areas. The application must include responses to the following
questions:
 What additional revenue sources have been obtained to support this request?
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Finance Committee Meeting
August 18, 2014
Intergovernmental Transfers (IGT) Program

Discussion:

Updated guidance from CMS regarding the legal structure of IGT agreements

Background:
On August 5th, staff attended a conference call meeting in response to a concern by the Bayfront Hospital attorney
regarding contracts. The meeting also included Colleen Flynn, JWB attorney. The discussion revolved around a
letter (attached for your review) received by the State Medicaid Director from the Department of Health & Human
Services, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). It provided guidance and accountability on the
part of the state concerning Federal statute and regulations regarding Medicaid. Specific Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) were referenced which defined agreements between government and private entities in a
different manner than in the prior years. The language necessitates contracting differently between JWB and the
Hospitals and included our funded agencies contracting with the hospitals.
After discussion at the Finance Committee Meeting with Jan Gorrie, attorney with Ballard Partners and IGT
consultant, the Committee recommended to continue to structure the IGT contracts with the hospitals using the
current structure and contract with those hospitals that are available.
Staff Resource: Sue Walterick
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Finance Committee Meeting
August 18, 2014
Pinellas County Business Technology Services Contract
Renewal Fiscal Year 2014/2015

Discussion:

FY 14/15 Business Technology Services Contract Renewal

Budget Impact:

Encumber $282,500 from the JWB Administration Budget

Background:
The third annual contract renewal of the Business Technology Service (BTS) contract with JWB is being
presented for approval. There is no increase in costs or any changes to contracted services for this contract year.
The contract is attached for review.
Contract expenses can be broken out into the following areas:
Network Services and Software License Fees

$25,000

2 staff FTE’s (fully loaded, plus equipment) in addition to
other BTS staff assigned to various areas of the JWB
network
Management and administrative services

$226,600
$30,900

Total: $282,500
JWB has been contracting with BTS since October 2011. BTS maintains and supports JWB in the following
areas:
 Network Infrastructure
 Phones
 Security
 Servers and Desktops
 Disaster Recovery
 Backup and Restore
 Application Support
These services includes the support of critical JWB systems including:
 Exchange email and archiving
 Great Plains financial software
 SharePoint and network data storage
 LaserFiche document repository
Staff Resource: Laura Peele
13
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THIRD AMENDMENT TO INTERGOVERNMENTAL
SERVICES AGREEMENT
THIS THIRD AMENDMENT TO INTERGOVERNMENTAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
is made and entered into as ofthis _ _ _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2014, by and between
Pinellas County, a political subdivision of the State of Florida (hereinafter the "County"), for and on
behalf of the Business Technology Services Department ("BTS"), and the Juvenile Welfare Board of
Pinellas County, an independent special district (hereinafter the "JWB") (hereinafter sometimes referred
to as "Party" or jointly as " Parties").

W IT N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, the County and the JWB previously entered into an agreement for the provision of
business technology services to the JWB dated October 27, 20 II , as previously amended ("Agreement");
and

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to further extend the term and amend Section 3 as provided
herein.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above and the mutual covenants contained herein,
the Parties agree as follows :
I.

The term of the Agreement is hereby extended for an additional twelve ( 12) months

commencing on October I, 2014 and ending on September 30, 2015 , unless otherwise terminated as
provided in the Agreement.
2.

Section 3.A of the Agreement related to the annual Services Fee is hereby amended to

provide that the JWB shall pay the County the annual Services Fee for the term commencing on October
I, 2014, of Two Hundred and Eighty Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($282,500.00) for the
Business Technology Services provided by BTS, payable in equal quarterly payments in arrears of
Seventy Thousand Six Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($70,625.00), as provided in the Agreement.
Additionally, monthly phone charges provided by BTS shall be billed to and paid by JWB at the rates set
out in Exhibit A attached hereto, as provided in the Agreement.
3.

The hourly rates to be charged for Additional Services authorized in Section 1.0 of the

Agreement during the term hereof are attached hereto as Exhibit A. The County shall invoice and the
JWB shall pay for all authorized Additional Services in accordance with the terms of the Agreement.
4.

Exhibit B, Service Levels, to the Agreement is hereby updated and revised as attached as

Exhibit B hereto.
5.

Except as provided herein, all other terms, provisions and covenants of the Agreement

shall remain in full force and effect.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties herein have executed thi s Agreement as of the day and
year noted above.

PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
by and through its County Admini strator

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF
PINELLAS COUNTY

B~~0~

By:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MarkS . Woodard

APPROVED AS TO FORM

H:IUSERS\A TYKB061WPDOCS\DRL120 I 3\AGREEMENTSIBTSJWB2ndmendmentln tergovemmenta1Svcs 0906 I 3.Docx
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Exhibit A

Juvenile Welfare Board Telephone Service
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE CHARGES
•

Basic Telephony Service-$ I 2.00 per line, per month.

•

The following features are available as part of the Basic Telephony Service:
o Telephone & one (I) phone number
o Fax Line
o Polycom Line
o Call Processing Line
o Voice Mail Only Line

•

Additional outgoing/incoming lines per phone - $12.00 each per month.

•

All Long Distance calls are charged at a flat rate of - $ .06 per minute.

•

Telephony Fees may be adjusted with written approval of the BTS Director based on a
reduction/increase in lines consumed by JWB.

PAYMENT FOR TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
•
•

Invoices sent by e-mail by the I 01h of the following month for equipment and services for the
previous month.
Payment due by the 301h of the month invoices are sent.
o Payments to be sent to BCC Finance Division, PO Box 2438, Clearwater, FL 33757
in accordance with the Agreement.

INSTALLED TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AS OF 5112/ 14
•

Current BTS Supported Equipment Inventory & Total Monthly Line Charge :
o One (I)- Fax
o Five (5) - Polycoms
o One (I)- Phone mail (Complaint & Fraud Line)
o Sixty Four (64)- Phones
o One (I) - additional line (#453-5600 on phone #453 -5601)
o Total Monthly Line Charge = $864.00 (72 lines @ $12.00 each)
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Additional Services -Hourly Rates
•

Information Technology Specialist - $41.20

•

Information Technology Specialist, Sr.- $51.50

•

Information Technology Technical Lead - $54.59

•

BTS Chief Information Technologist- $60.77

•

BTS Project Manager- $49.44

To engage additional resources, JWB will be required to provide BTS with a description of the work to be
undertaken. BTS will prepare a written cost estimate for JWB's approval. Subject to written
confirmation from JWB BTS would complete work as agreed.
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Exhibit A: Business Technology Services
BTS Service
Infrastructure
UPS

Description of BTS Service

Cost

Support and manage
standalone UPS devices for
network, server, and
desktop.

Included

JWB Responsibilities
JWB to provide standalone
equipment based on BTS
recommendations .
JWB will be respon si ble for
support of bu ild ing
generato r/UPS.

Network & Phones
WAN Support

Wireless Network

Support JWB as an
extension of the Pinellas
County WAN at the
County' s rate of $100/lOMb
per month ($1200 per
annum) . Prolonged usage in
excess of lOMb will require
an upgrade, increasing the
monthly rate .
Support the equipment
needed to maintain and
operate the redundant
carrier WAN connection .
Provide lOMb internet
access through existing
carrier at a rate of $200 per
month ($2400 per annum) .
Prolonged usage in excess
of lOMb will require an
upgrade, increasing the
monthly rate .
Support JWB' s office
network and phone
switches. (We should
consider removing the
phone component since we
have it covered below.)
Support existing Cisco

Support

wireless configuration .

Redundant WAN
Support

Internet Access

LAN Support

Included

Included

JWB will be responsible for
paying the monthly
recurring cost to the carrier.

Included

None.

Included

JWB to provide equipment
based on BTS
recommendations.

Included

JWB to provide equipment
based on BTS
recommendations and
maintain equipment under
maintenance .

Security Support

Install and maintain
antivirus software support
intrusion monitoring, web

Included

JWB will be responsible to
purchase licenses and
maintenance as
l i Page
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BTS Service

Description of BTS Service
filtering, and firewall
support ($1200 per annum) .

Desktop
Phone
Support

Support JWB as an
extension of Pinellas County
Telephone Network at the
county's rate of $12 .00 per
line plus long distance at
$0.06 per minute .
Provide software as an
enhancement to the
desktop phone to allow for
advanced call routing and
audio conference bridging .

Billed direct to JWB
monthly.

Not Included.

JWB is responsible for
funding licenses and
maintenance . Maintenance
estimate is $1264.20 for 60
licenses .

Support the hardware and
operating systems for
Windows-based servers in
physical and virtual format,
as well as provide DNS and
DHCP support.

Included

Current labor estimate
based on 50 servers or less.
JWB to purchase all
hardware and software
based on BTS
recommendations.

Unified
Communications
Support

Cost

JWB Responsibilities
recommended by BTS. GFI
SPAM filtering paid for by
JWB.
JWB is responsible for all
equipment and license
purchases.

Server
Server Support

VMware Support

Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and VMware .

Included

SAN Support

Provide upgrade and sizing
recommendations.

Not Included.

Backup Support

Manage/monitor day-to-

Not Included .

day backups and perform
restores, as needed . Offsite
tape storage will be handled
through Iron Mountain
Backup licensing is based
on 7 TBs at $893/yr/TB for
maintenance. JWB will need
to true up if exceeded . True
up to 7TBs took place April
2013 .
DR/BC Support

Make recommendations
based on JWB DR/BC
requirements.

JWB will cover any increase
in cost for hardware,
software and labor needed.

JWB is responsible for SMS
maintenance .
JWB to fund purchase of
VMware licenses and
maintenance .
JWB to fund purchase of
additional storage, as
needed, and is responsible
for maintenance .
JWB is responsible for
identifying all critical data
for backup. JWB is also
responsible for purchasing
additional capacity licensing
as needed. JWB to be
responsible for tapes or
exagrid support.

JWB will define
requirements for DR/BC.
Small Data Center facility
available at JWB offices.
JWB is replicating data to
21 Page
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BTS Service
Citrix Support

Description of BTS Service

Cost

Support hardware, OS, and
provide best-effort support
for the Citrix application.
Maintain Exchange 2013
platform- approximately
60 mailboxes ~200 Contact
Accounts.
2003 environment

Included

JWB Responsibilities
Clearwater.
JWB will provide current
licensing and maintenance

Included

JWB is responsible for all
equipment and license
purchases.

Support desktops and
laptops for up to 60 devices.
Tablets will be supported as
best-effort .
Install and support Countyapproved Microsoft Office
versions (current versions
2013) .
Best effort support.

Included

JWB will fund replacement
desktops and laptops that
meet County standards, and
SCCM
JWB is responsible for
licensing and maintenance
of Microsoft Office
applications.

Office Printer
Support

Recommend, install,
support, and maintain up to
30 printers.

Included

Scanner Support

Best-effort support on their
standalone scanners.
Will make technology
recommendations for multifunction printers/copiers.

Included

Microsoft Exchange
Support

decommissioned . JWB
migrated to their own 2013
environment supported by
BTS. 1 server at JWB
datacenter, 1 at PCG
datacenter. Spam filtering
by the PCG barracuda and
mail also passes through
the PCG Th reat
Management Gateway

Desktop
Desktop Support

Microsoft Office
Support

Mobile Device

Included

Printers

~ 22

Copier Support

Included

JWB will fund purchases of
printers based on BTS
recommendations. JWB will
also be responsible for
purchasing printer
consumables (paper, toner,
maintenance kits, etc.)
JWB will provide software
and hardware maintenance .
JWB will fund purchases
and maintain purchase
contract with 3'd party
vendor for ongoing support .

Will install and support
desktop applications that
interact with recommended
printers/copiers.
3I Page
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BTS Service
Applications
Appl ications
Support
SharePoint Support

SQL Server Support

Bamboo
Document
Management
Support
Web Site Support

SAM IS
Biometrics
Management &
Administration
Public Records Request
(Email Only)
Technology
Purchasing
Relationship
Management

Security
Security Scan

Description of BTS Service

Cost

Support and maintain
hardware and OS .
Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and provide
best-effort with vendor
support of the SharePoint
application .
Suppo rt and maintain
ha rdware, OS, and SQL
software .

Included
Included

Included

None.
Support and mainta in
hardware and OS.

JWB Responsibilities
JWB- ERP (Great Plains)
supported by vendor.
JWB will be responsible for
building and maintaining
site content, as well as
maintaining SharePoint
licensing.
JWB w ill be responsible for
database design,
administration, licensing
and content.

Included

JWB will provide document
management support
through a 3'd party vendor.
JWB will provide web site
support through a 3'd party
vendor.

Retrieve email per request
and provide to JWB
Provide technology
recommendations.

Included

Provide a named lia ison
between BTS and JWB.

Included

Collect request and forward
to BTS
JWB will leverage its own
purchasing processes with
input from BTS.
JWB to provide a named
liaison between JWB and
BTS .

Port Scan completed on a
quarterly basis

Included

None.

None.
None.

Included

4 1Page
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Exhibit B: Service Levels
for

Juvenile Welfare Board
to be provided by

Business Technology Services
Department
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JWB Service Levels

1.0 Document Control
Document Name:

JWB Service Levels

Document version:

v.3.0

Document status:

Final

Document management :

Business Technology Services (BTS)

2.0 Revision History
Version

Date

Author

Draft v.0.1

09/21/11

Billy Young

Final v.1.0

09/28/11

Billy Young

Final v.2 .0

10/22/2012

Nancy Sherman

Final v.3.0

6/20/2014

Ray Dilley

Change Description
Initial creation
Took out of draft, changed document title, added
Incident escalation steps in 7.0
Modified review date to 12 months from signature
date.
Mod ified Data, Recipient reporting goes to Laura
Peele, remove Michael Warner.

If rev1ewmg a prmted copy of th1s document, there may be a more current electromc vers1on available

3.0 Service Levels and Document Owners; Approvals
The following Customer(s) and BTS signatories are considered the owners of this Service
Levels document. They are the primary stakeholders and are responsible for internal review by
their own teams and final approval of this document.
Organization

Representative

JWB

Executive Director

JWB

Contracts Manager

BTS

Executive Director

BTS

Service Manager

Approval Signature

Original signature sheet on file
w/BTS Service Management
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JWB Service Levels

4.0 Service Levels Overview
The goal of this document is to establish provisions between the Juvenile Welfare Board
(JWB) and Business Technology Services (BTS) to provide technology services for the JWB
organization .
The document ensures that the proper elements and commitments are in place to meet the
goal by outlining services covered and responsibilities of participants as they are mutually
understood by the primary stakeholders.
The document remains valid until superseded by a revision mutually endorsed by the
stakeholders.

5.0 Periodic Reviews
Reviews of this document will be performed on an annual basis.
Any party represented in this document may request a review at any time prior to scheduled
reviews .
The BTS Service Manager is responsible for facilitating regular reviews of this document.
Once revisions are incorporated, the annual review cycle will reset based on the new
effective date.
This document will be electronically accessible by all stakeholders.
Review Period:

Annually and/or periodically as needed

Previous Review Date:

03/29/2013

Next Review Date:

12 months from signature date

Document Location:

BTS SharePoint site
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JWB Service Levels

•
6.0 General Framework

This document covers multiple Services provided by BTS to the JWB as well as how BTS
will support JWB 'vertical Services' (technology services exclusive to JWB business) .
Generally, JWB staff will provide management and support of items defined as Vertical
Services, including such things as equipment fund ing , vendor management, technology
licensing agreements and maintenance contracts. While activities in the JWB verticals and
technology service areas will generally be discreet to JWB and BTS staff members, there
will be times it is advantageous for either party to work in the other's area of responsibility,
under the direct guidance of the other party. Those conditions are described in the
Customer and BTS Responsibilities below.
User Base Description:

JWB staff

Number of End Users:

Not to exceed 65

Production On-peak hours:

?:OO:AM -6:00 PM M-F

Production Maintenance Window:

Enterprise components fall under the Enterprise
Maintenance window, 3:00- 7:00 PM every Sunday.
Vertical Service components will be negotiated as
needed

Enterpnse Wmdow 1s not used every Sunday, but as needed, announced a week or more m advance
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7.0 Responsibilities
7.1 Customer Responsibilities (JWB)
Report all Incidents (broke/fix) via the BTS Customer Support Center (CSC)
Report concerns with Incident prioritization or resolution to CSC supervision
Provide physical access for BTS employees to JWB offices as required to support operation
Occasionally, and only upon direct request, assist BTS with situations where a physical
presence is required to observe or manipulate BTS managed hardware located at the JWB
offices, following specific instructions provided by BTS at the time of the request
Submit Requests for new BTS provided services and equipment in conjunction with the BTS
Business Relationship Manager as part of broader planning activities, thus providing adequate
lead time for approval , funding , acquisition and installation.
Business Continuity plan to bridge unexpected/uncontrollable interruptions of service
Advise BTS if there are business changes that would substantively increase capacity needs,
i.e. new user groups, larger data, more data, etc.
Comply with Pinellas County Security Policy and Best Practices

7.2 BTS Responsibilities
Provide 24 x 7 x 365 BTS Customer Support Center (CSC) support for Priority 1 Incidents. For
lower priority Incidents and Requests, provide support M-F, 7AM-6PM
Resolve Incident prioritization or resolution concerns that have been reported to CSC
supervision , either directly or through BTS management escalation when required .
Provide infrastructure management, including ;

•
•
•
•

Maintain the infrastructure to current supported configurations
Monitor performance of the infrastructure; recommending or taking corrective actions
Monitoring of capacity; recommending or taking corrective actions
Monitoring of hardware lifecycles; recommending or taking corrective actions

Provide Security Management and Best Practices
Provide resources for the agreed upon number of hours at the agreed skill level. BTS will
rotate staffers on a periodic basis to reduce the risk of single points of failure and to provide
skills development should additional resources be needed.
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•
8.0 Service Management

8.1 Service Level Measurement and Reporting
The following reports will be provided :

8.2 Service Incidents
Incidents are interruptions to Service and are reported to the Customer Support Center.

Hours of Operation: Priority 1

24 X 7 X 365

Hours of Operation: Priorities 2 thru 5

7AM-6PM M-F (excluding Co.
holidays)

Main Number:

453-HELP (453-4357)

email:

supportctr@ pinellascounty.org

Incidents are ranked by priority and have resolution time goals.

Incident Priority Definition

Resolution Time

Priority 1: An incident that renders a
production system/application inoperable for
multiple users or affects a critical business
function
Priority 2: A production system/application
that has intermittent outages interfering with
normal business operations. May also be
defined as a system/application that is
operating , but with severe degradation
affectin a time sensitive function
Priority 3: Low-impact business condition
with a majority of functions still usable.
However, some workaround may be
re uired to rovide service
Priority 4: Minor problem affecting noncritical systems. Workaround is available for
affected user s
Priority 5: Request for information . No
im act to the business

--------------~

4 Hours

1 Business Day

( 24 Hours)

2 Business Days ( 48 Hours)

5 Business Days ( 120 Hours)
No time frame assigned
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9.0 Security

9.1 Security Policy
Pinellas County's Security Policy and best practices are to be complied with and can be
found at the following locations.
http://intrawe b/bts/security/best-practices.htm
http://intraweb/bts/security/resources/OFFICIALPINELLASCOUNTYSECURITYPOLICY.pdf
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Business Technology Services Board
Susan Latvala, Commissioner- Chair
Pam Dubov, Property Appraiser -Vice Chair
Ken Burke, Clerk of Circuit Court
Diane Nelson, Tax Collector
Kenneth T. Welch, Commissioner
J. Thomas McGrady, Chief Judge, Sixth Judicial Court

Martin Rose
Chief Information Officer

Bob Gualtieri, Sheriff
MarkS. Woodard, County Administrator
Bob Dillinger, Public Defender
Bernie McCabe, State Attorney
Deborah Clark, Supervisor of Elections

TO:

MarkS. Woodard, County Administrator

FROM :

Ray Dilley, Business Technology Services

SUBJECT:

Acquire Approval for Juvenile Welfare Board and Business Technology Services Intergovernmental
Services Agreement, Third Amendment

DATE:

August 11, 2014 .

RECOMMENDATION: I RECOMMEND THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR APPROVE THE
INTERGOVERNMENTAL SERVICES AGREEMENT, AMENDMENT NO. 3 BETWEEN PINELLAS COUNTY,
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, AND THE JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY.
DISCUSSION : Business Technology Services (BTS) currently has an Intergovernmental Services Agreement with
the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) of Pinellas County. The Intergovernmental Services Agreement between BTS and
JWB needs to be reviewed and updated on an annual basis . The original agreement terms authorize the County
Administrator to approve these annual amendments extending the annual term for the compensation provided for in
the amendment. BTS has worked with the County Attorney and JWB to make the necessary adjustments and is now
on the final stage of obtaining approvals. The modification outlined in the third amendment is the annual Service Fee
for October 1, 2014 through September 30, 2015. The exhibit details the IT services provided, cost of the service,
and billing information. We have also included hourly rates for JWB, if chosen , to engage additional IT resources
that may fall outside the current scope of IT services provided .
The JWB Executive Director has requested to sign the agreement last. Two copies of the Third Amendment are
included in the packet: one copy for Pinellas County Public Records filing upon receiving all signatures from involved
parties and the second copy is for JWB. Please take a few minutes to review the Third Amendment to the
Intergovernmental Services Agreement between BTS and JWB, and then sign the second page of both copies. I
welcome any questions you may have while reviewing the amendment. Once you have signed both copies , please
interoffice the packet back to me to obtain signatures from JWB.

Recommendation

Approv~ ~~ \~c%A &
arkS. Wood

Date:

, County Administrator

Attachments:
Contract Review Transmittal
Amendment No 3
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PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO:
315 Court Street
Clearwater, Florida 33756
Phone: (72 7) 464-3395
Customer Support: (727) 453-4357
Fax: (727) 464-4718
m rose@pinellascounty .org
Website: www.pinellascounty.org

CATS#45387

NON-PURCHASING CONTRACT REVIEW TRANSMITTAL SLIP
I 1"7 +-:e...rc" v P rn ""~ .-4-...J
.PROJECT: BTS & JWB
CONTRACT NO.: N/A

trJ

bal Agreement Third Amendment
I ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE I R~E: N/A¥ 'f}fn')
{Circle or underline appropriate choice--a&ive.)

~

~., c.v

In accordance with Contract Administration and its Review Process, the attached documents
are submitted for your review and comment. Please complete this Non-Purchasing Contract
Review Transmittal Slip below with your assessment, and forward to the next Review
Authority on the list, skipping any authority marked "N/A." Indicate suggested changes
by noting those in "Comments" column, or by revising , in RED , the appropriate section(s) of
the document(s) to reflect the exact wordinQ of the desired chanQe(s) .
OTHER SPECIFICS RELATING TO THE CONTRACT:
Attached is the third amendment for the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) and Business Technology Services (BTS)
interlocal agreement. The agreement is to represent IT services provided to JWB by BTS for October 1)2014
through September 30, 2015. The contract requires signatures from the County Attorney, County
Administrator, and JWB Executive Director. The JWB Executive Director has requested to sign the contract last.
Included in the interlocal agreement is the third amendment to the interlocal agreement, Service Level
Agreement between JWB and BTS, and list of IT services provided . The second amendment to the interlocal
agreement signed October 7, 2013 is also included in the packet for reference.
DATE

REVIEW SEQUENCE

Originator:
Ray Dilley
(Becky Batten)
Risk Mgmt:
Virginia Holscher
(Tiffany Makras

fltt

Legal:
Jason Ester

COMMENTS
{IF ANY)

,1€__

COMMENTS REVIEWED
& ADDRESSED OR
INCORPORATED

--------

\ r~

qy

Finance:**
Claretha Harris
(Cassandra Williams)
OMB:**
Bill Berger

/'i

INITIAL/
SIGNATURE

<Zjt3jl~
~

1'-1

r/ ,r /tlf
/1LIIi

bv::s-

~
~(;

9>

cu d...J
rn ~ f ~ ~

{)..AIVr.}..Aa) ~ .,R~ J

:J,.fZ> k

. ~A ()lJ.l d -t·

Please return to Ray Dilley by Friday, August 29, 2014.
All inquiries should be made to Ray Dilley ext. 4-3526 or rdilley@pinellascounty .org.
** See Contract Review Process
Revised 2.27 .14
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OMB Contract Review
Contract Name

Third Amendment to the Intergovernmental Services Agreement between Busines s
Technology Services and the Juvenile Welfare Board .

CATS#

45387

Mark all Applicable Boxes:
Type of Contract
CIP
Grant

Contract#

Account(s)

Action Required
Budgetary Action
New Project #

New Account#
New Revenue #

Contract information:
New Contract
N
(Y/N)
Fiscal Year(s) FY15
Fund(s)
5001
Cost Center: 100200
Account: 3412107
Program: 7022

N/A

Original Contract
Amount
Amount of Change
Contract Amount

X

$282,500
$0
$282,500
Total: $282,500

Amount Available
Description & Comments

{What is it, is there a financial impact to current/next FY, does this contract vary from previous FY, etc.)

Business Technology Services (BTS) currently has an Intergovernmental Services Agreement with the
Juvenile Welfare Board {JWB). The Intergovernmental Services Agreement between BTS and JWB ne eds
to be reviewed and updated on an annual basis. The modification outlined in the Third Amendment is
the annual Service Fee starting on October 1, 2014 to September 30, 2015. The exhibit details the IT
services provided, cost for the service, and billing information . Also included are hourly rates for JWB 1 if
chosen, to engage additional IT resources that may fall outside the current scope of IT services provid ed .
Total contract amount is $282,500 to be recorded as revenue in the BTS Internal Service Fund; this
revenue is already included in the FY15 Proposed Budget and offsets expenses for existing Countywid e
telephony/data infrastructure costs budgeted in the Enterprise License & Maintenance (ELM) cost
center {647110). There are currently no custom service expenses associated specifically with the JW Bin
the ELM cost center.
Exhibit B, Section 5 : "Periodic Reviews"- states "Reviews of this document will be performed on an
annual basis." The previous review date listed is 03/29/2013, this date has not changed from the
second amendment to this contract which was approved on 10/07/2013.

Analyst Initial:

~

Ok to Sign:

[8]

Instructions/Checklist
Upon receipt of a contract and notification in County Admin Tracking System {CATS) review t he
Agenda and Contract for language and accuracy. Make sure there are available funds, the de pt
is not overextending itself, was it planned, etc.
2. Complete the form above using the contract document and the County accounting & budget ing
systems.
3. Use the " Description & Comments" section to give a brief summary of the contract and inclu de
your thoughts and pertinent information.

1.
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THIRD AMENDMENT TO INTERGOVERNMENTAL
SERVICES AGREEMENT
THIS THIRD AMENDMENT TO INTERGOVERNMENTAL SERVICES AGREEMENT
is made and entered into as of this _ _ _ _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2014, by and between
Pinellas County, a political subdivision of the State of Florida (hereinafter the "County"), for and on
behalf of the Business Technology Services Department ("BTS"), and the Juvenile Welfare Board of
Pinellas County, an independent special district (hereinafter the "JWB") (hereinafter sometimes referred
to as " Party" or jointly as "Parties").

W IT N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, the County and the JWB previously entered into an agreement for the provision of
business technology services to the JWB dated October 27, 20 II , as previously amended ("Agreement");
and

WHEREAS, the Parties desire to further extend the term and amend Section 3 as provided
herein.

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the above and the mutual covenants contained herein,
the Parties agree as follows:
I.

The term of the Agreement is hereby extended for an additional twelve ( 12) months

commencing on October I, 2014 and ending on September 30, 2015 , unless otherwise terminated as
provided in the Agreement.
2.

Section 3.A of the Agreement related to the annual Services Fee is hereby amended to

provide that the JWB shall pay the County the annual Services Fee for the term commencing on October
I, 2014, of Two Hundred and Eighty Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($282,500.00) for the
Business Technology Services provided by BTS, payable in equal quarterly payments in arrears of
Seventy Thousand Six Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($70,625.00), as provided in the Agreement.
Additionally, monthly phone charges provided by BTS shall be billed to and paid by JWB at the rates set
out in Exhibit A attached hereto, as provided in the Agreement.
3.

The hourly rates to be charged for Additional Services authorized in Section I.D of the

Agreement during the term hereof are attached hereto as Exhibit A. The County shall invoice and the
JWB shall pay for all authorized Additional Services in accordance with the terms of the Agreement.
4.

Exhibit B, Service Levels, to the Agreement is hereby updated and revised as attached as

Exhibit B hereto.
5.

Except as provided herein, all other terms, provisions and covenants of the Agreement

shall remain in full force and effect.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties herein have executed thi s Agreement as of the day and
year noted above.

PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
by and through its County Administrator

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF
PINELLAS COUNTY

~Wl~.~~

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MarkS. Wooda

APPROVED AS TO FORM

H:IUSERS\A TYKB061WPDOCS\DRL\20 13\AGREEM ENTSIBTSJWB2ndmendment lntergovemmenta1Svcs 090613 .Docx
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Exhibit A

Juvenile Welfare Board Telephone Service
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE CHARGES
•

Basic Telephony Service- $12.00 per line, per month.

•

The following features are available as part of the Basic Telephony Service :
o Telephone & one (I) phone number
o Fax Line
o Polycom Line
o Call Processing Line
o Voice Mail Only Line

•

Additional outgoing/incoming lines per phone- $12.00 each per month.

•

All Long Distance calls are charged at a flat rate of - $ .06 per minute.

•

Telephony Fees may be adjusted with written approval of the BTS Director based on a
reduction/increase in lines consumed by JWB.

PAYMENT FOR TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
•

Invoices sent by e-mail by the I 0'11 of the following month for equipment and services for the
previous month.

•

Payment due by the 30 of the month invoices are sent.
o Payments to be sent to BCC Finance Division, PO Box 2438, Clearwater, FL 33757
in accordance with the Agreement.

111

INSTALLED TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AS OF 5/12/14
•

Current BTS Supported Equipment Inventory & Total Monthly Line Charge:
o One (I)- Fax
o Five (5) - Polycoms
o One (I)- Phone mail (Complaint & Fraud Line)
o Sixty Four (64)- Phones
o One (I) - additional line (#453-5600 on phone #453 -560 I)
o Total Monthly Line Charge = $864.00 (72 lines @ $12.00 each)
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Additional Services -Hourly Rates
•

Information Technology Specialist- $41.20

•

Information Technology Specialist, Sr.- $51.50

•
•

Information Technology Technical Lead - $54.59
BTS Chief Information Technologist- $60.77

•

BTS Project Manager- $49.44

To engage additional resources, JWB will be required to provide BTS with a description of the work to be
undertaken. BTS will prepare a written cost estimate for JWB 's approval. Subject to written
confirmation from JWB BTS would complete work as agreed.
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Exhibit A: Business Technology Services
BTS Service
Infrastructure
UPS

Description of BTS Service
Support and manage
standalone UPS devices for
network, server, and
desktop.

Cost
Included

JWB Responsibilities
JWB to provide standalone
equ ipment based on BTS
recommendations.
JWB will be responsible for
support of build ing
generator/UPS.

Network & Phones
WAN Support

Wireless Network

Support JWB as an
extension of the Pinellas
County WAN at the
County' s rate of $100/10Mb
per month ($1200 per
annu m). Prolonged usage in
excess of 10Mb will require
an upgrade, increasing the
monthly rate.
Support the equipment
needed to maintain and
operate the redundant
carrier WAN connection .
Provide 10Mb internet
access through existing
carrier at a rate of $200 per
month ($2400 per annum) .
Prolonged usage in excess
of 10Mb will require an
upgrade, increasing the
monthly rate.
Support JWB' s office
network and phone
switches. (We should
consider removing the
phone component since we
have it covered below.)
Support existing Cisco

Support

wireless configuration.

Redundant WAN
Support

Intern et Access

LAN Support

Included

Included

JWB w ill be responsible for
paying the monthly
recurring cost to the carrier.

Included

None.

Included

JWB to provide equipment
based on BTS
recommendations.

Included

JWB to provide equ ipment
based on BTS
recommendations and
maintain equipment under
ma intenance.

Security Support

Install and ma intain
antivirus software support
intrusion monitoring, web

Included

JWB will be responsible to
purchase licenses and
maintenance as
11 Page
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Description of BTS Service
filtering, and firewall
support ($1200 per annum).

Desktop
Phone
Support

Support JWB as an
extension of Pinellas County
Telephone Network at the
county' s rate of $12.00 per
line plus long distance at
$0.06 per minute .
Provide software as an
enhancement to the
desktop phone to allow for
advanced call routing and
aud io conference bridging.

Billed direct to JWB
monthly.

Not Included.

JWB is responsible for
funding licenses and
maintenance. Maintenance
estimate is $1264.20 for 60
licenses.

Support the hardware and
operating systems for
Windows-based servers in
physical and virtual format,
as well as provide DNS and
DHCP support.

Included

Current labor estimate
based on 50 servers or less.
JWB to purchase all
hardware and software
based on BTS
recommendations.

Unified
Communications
Support

Cost

JWB Responsibilities
recommended by BTS. GFI
SPAM filtering paid for by
JWB.
JWB is responsible for all
equipment and license
purchases.

BTS Service

Server
Server Support

VMware Support

Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and VMware .

Included

SAN Support

Provide upgrade and sizing
recommendations.

Not Included .

Backup Support

Manage/monitor day-to-

Not Included .

day backups and perform
restores, as needed. Offsite
tape storage will be handled
through Iron Mountain
Backup licensing is based
on 7 TBs at $893/yr/TB for
maintenance. JWB will need
to true up if exceeded. True
up to 7TBs took place April
2013 .
DR/BC Support

Make recommendations
based on JWB DR/BC
requirements.

JWB will cover any increase
in cost for hardware,
software and labor needed .

JWB is responsible for SMS
maintenance.
JWB to fund purchase of
VMware licenses and
maintenance.
JWB to fund purchase of
additional storage, as
needed, and is responsible
for maintenance.
JWB is responsible for
identifying all critical data
for backup. JWB is also
responsible for purchasing
add itional capacity licensing
as needed . JWB to be
responsible for tapes or
exagrid support.

JWB will define
requirements for DR/BC.
Small Data Center facility
available at JWB offices.
JWB is repl icating data to
21 Page
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BTS Service
Citrix Support

Microsoft Exchange
Support

Description of BTS Service
Support hardware, OS, and
provide best-effort support
for the Citrix application.
Maintain Exchange 2013
platform- approximately
60 mailboxes ~200 Contact
Accounts.
2003 environment

Cost
Included

JWB Responsibilities
Clearwater.
JWB will provide current
licensing and maintenance

Included

JWB is responsible for all
equipment and license
purchases.

Support desktops and
laptops for up to 60 devices.
Tablets will be supported as
best-effort .
Install and support Countyapproved Microsoft Office
versions (current versions
2013).
Best effort support.

Included

JWB will fund replacement
desktops and laptops that
meet County standards, and
SCCM
JWB is responsible for
licensing and maintenance
of Microsoft Office
applications.

Office Printer
Support

Recommend, install,
support, and maintain up to
30 printers.

Included

Scanner Support

Best-effort support on their
~22 standalone scanners.
Will make technology
recommendations for multifunction printers/copiers.

Included

decommissioned. JWB
migrated to their own 2013
environment supported by
BTS. 1 server at JWB
datacenter, 1 at PCG
datacenter. Spam filtering
by the PCG barracuda and
mail also passes through
the PCG Threat
Management Gateway
Desktop
Desktop Support

Microsoft Office
Support

Mobile Device

Included

Printers

Copier Support

Included

JWB will fund purchases of
printers based on BTS
recommendations. JWB will
also be responsible for
purchasing printer
consumables (paper, toner,
maintenance kits, etc.)
JWB will provide software
and hardware maintenance.
JWB will fund purchases
and maintain purchase
contract with 3rd party
vendor for ongoing support.

Will install and support
desktop applications that
interact with recommended
printers/copiers.
3I Page
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BTS Service
Applications
Applications
Support
SharePoint Support

SQL Server Support

Bamboo
Document
Management
Support
Web Site Support

SAM IS
Biometrics
Management &
Administration
Public Records Request
(Email Only)
Technology
Purchasing
Relationship
Management

Security
Security Scan

Description of BTS Service
Support and mainta in
hardware and OS.
Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and provide
best-effort with vendor
support of the SharePoint
application .
Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and SQL
software .

None.
Support and ma intain
hardware and OS.

Cost
Included
Included

Included

JWB Responsibilities
JWB- ERP (Great Pla ins)
supported by vendor.
JWB will be responsible for
build ing and maintaining
site content, as well as
maintaining SharePoint
licensing.
JWB w ill be responsible for
database design,
administration, licensing
and content.

Included

JWB will provide document
management support
through a 3'd party vendor.
JWB w ill provide web site
support through a 3'd party
vendo r.

Retrieve email per request
and provide to JWB
Provide technology
recommendations.

Included

Provide a named liaison
between BTS and JWB.

Included

Collect request and forward
to BTS
JWB will leverage its own
purchasing processes w ith
input from BTS.
JWB to provide a named
liaison between JWB and
BTS.

Port Scan completed on a
quarterly basis

Included

None.

None.
None.

Included

41 Page
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Exhibit B: Service Levels
for

Juvenile Welfare Board
to be provided by

Business Technology Services
Department
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JWB Service Levels

1.0 Document Control
Document Name:

WWB Service Levels

Document version:

rv.3.o

Document status:

Final

Document management :

Business Technology Services (BTS)

2.0 Revision History
Version

Date

Author

Draft v.0.1

09/21/11

Billy Young

Final v.1.0

09/28/11

Billy Young

Final v.2 .0

10/22/2012

Nancy Sherman

Final v.3.0

6/20/2014

Ray Dilley

Change Description
Initial creation
Took out of draft, changed document title, added
Incident escalation steps in 7.0
Modified review date to 12 months from signature
date.
Modified Data, Recipient reporting goes to Laura
Peele, remove Michael Warner.

If rev1ewmg a pnnted copy of th1s document, there may be a more current electromc vers1on available

3.0 Service Levels and Document Owners; Approvals
The following Customer(s) and BTS signatories are considered the owners of this Service
Levels document. They are the primary stakeholders and are responsible for internal review by
their own teams and final approval of this document.
Organization

Representative

JWB

Executive Director

JWB

Contracts Manager

BTS

Executive Director

BTS

Service Manager

Approval Signature

riginal signature sheet on file
w/BTS Service Management
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Date

JWB Service Levels

4.0 Service Levels Overview
The goal of this document is to establish provisions between the Juvenile Welfare Board
(JWB) and Business Technology Services (BTS) to provide technology services for the JWB
organization .
The document ensures that the proper elements and commitments are in place to meet the
goal by outlining services covered and responsibilities of participants as they are mutually
understood by the primary stakeholders.
The document remains valid until superseded by a revision mutually endorsed by the
stakeholders.

5.0 Periodic Reviews
Reviews of this document will be performed on an annual basis.
Any party represented in this document may request a review at any time prior to scheduled
reviews .
The BTS Service Manager is responsible for facilitating regular reviews of this document.
Once revisions are incorporated , the annual review cycle will reset based on the new
effective date.
This document will be electronically accessible by all stakeholders.
Review Period:

Annually and/or periodically as needed

Previous Review Date:

03/29/2013

Next Review Date:

12 months from signature date

Document Location:

BTS SharePoint site
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6.0 General Framework
This document covers multiple Services provided by BTS to the JWB as well as how BTS
will support JWB 'vertical Services' (technology services exclusive to JWB business) .
Generally, JWB staff will provide management and support of items defined as Vertical
Services, including such things as equipment funding , vendor management, technology
licensing agreements and maintenance contracts. While activities in the JWB verticals and
technology service areas will generally be discreet to JWB and BTS staff members, there
will be times it is advantageous for either party to work in the other's area of responsibility,
under the direct guidance of the other party. Those conditions are described in the
Customer and BTS Responsibilities below.
User Base Description:

JWB staff

Number of End Users:

Not to exceed 65

Production On-peak hours:

7:00 :AM -6:00 PM M-F

Production Maintenance Window:

Enterprise components fall under the Enterprise
Maintenance window, 3:00 - 7:00 PM every Sunday.
Vertical Service components will be negotiated as
needed

Enterpnse Wmdow Js not used every Sunday, but as needed, announced a week or more m advance
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JWB Service Levels
7.0 Responsibilities
7.1 Customer Responsibilities (JWB)
Report all Incidents (broke/fix) via the BTS Customer Support Center (CSC)
Report concerns with Incident prioritization or resolution to CSC supervision
Provide physical access for BTS employees to JWB offices as required to support operation
Occasionally, and only upon direct request, assist BTS with situations where a physical
presence is required to observe or manipulate BTS managed hardware located at the JWB
offices, following specific instructions provided by BTS at the time of the request
Submit Requests for new BTS provided services and equipment in conjunction with the BTS
Business Relationship Manager as part of broader planning activities, thus providing adequate
lead time for approval , funding , acquisition and installation.
Business Continuity plan to bridge unexpected/uncontrollable interruptions of service
Advise BTS if there are business changes that would substantively increase capacity needs,
i.e. new user groups, larger data , more data , etc.
Comply with Pinellas County Security Policy and Best Practices

7.2 BTS Responsibilities
Provide 24 x 7 x 365 BTS Customer Support Center (CSC) support for Priority 1 Incidents. For
lower priority Incidents and Requests, provide support M-F, 7AM-6PM
Resolve Incident prioritization or resolution concerns that have been reported to CSC
supervision , either directly or through BTS management escalation when required .
Provide infrastructure management, including ;

•

Maintain the infrastructure to current supported configurations

•
•
•

Monitor performance of the infrastructure; recommending or taking corrective actions
Monitoring of capacity; recommending or taking corrective actions
Monitoring of hardware lifecycles; recommending or taking corrective actions

Provide Security Management and Best Practices
Provide resources for the agreed upon number of hours at the agreed skill level. BTS will
rotate staffers on a periodic basis to reduce the risk of single points of failure and to provide
skills development should additional resources be needed .
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8.0 Service Management
8.1 Service Level Measurement and Reporting
The following reports will be provided:

Provider

Report

Interval

Recipient

BTS

Avai lability Report

Monthly

Laura Peele

BTS

Hours consumed
by task type

Bi-Monthly

Laura Peele

Responsible
BTS Service
Management
BTS Service
Management

8.2 Service Incidents
Incidents are interruptions to Service and are reported to the Customer Support Center.
Hours of Operation: Priority 1

24

X 7 X 365

Hours of Operation: Priorities 2 thru 5

7AM-6PM M-F (excluding Co.
holidays)

Main Number:

453-HELP (453-4357)

email:

supportctr@ pinellascounty.org

Incidents are ranked by priority and have resolution time goals.

Resolution Time

Incident Priority Definition
Priority 1: An incident that renders a
production system/application inoperable for
multiple users or affects a critical business
function
Priority 2: A production system/application
that has intermittent outages interfering with
normal business operations. May also be
defined as a system/application that is
operating, but with severe degradation
affecting a time sensitive function
Priority 3: Low-impact business condition
with a majority of functions still usable.
However, some workaround may be
required to provide service
Priority 4: Minor problem affecting noncritical systems. Workaround is available for
affected user(s)
Priority 5: Request for information. No
impact to the business

4 Hours

1 Business Day

( 24 Hours)

2 Business Days ( 48 Hours)

5 Business Days ( 120 Hours)
No time frame assigned
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9.0 Security

9.1 Security Policy
Pinellas County's Security Policy and best practices are to be complied with and can be
found at the following locations.
http://intraweb/bts/security/best -practices. htm
http://intraweb/bts/security/resources/OFFICIALPINELLASCOUNTYSECURITYPOLICY.pdf
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SECOND AMENDMENT TO INTERGOVERNMENTAL
SERVICES AGREEMENT
THIS

SECOND

AMENDMENT

TO

INTERGOVERNMENTAL

---?

AGREEMENT is made and entered into as of this

day of QC~hG.==

SERVICES

' 2013,

by and between Pinellas County, a political subdivision of the State of Florida (hereinafter the "County"),
for and on behalf of the Business Technology Services Department ("BTS"), and the Juvenile Welfare
Board of Pinellas County, an independent special district (hereinafter the "JWB") (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as "Party" or jointly as "Parties").
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the County and the JWB previously entered into an agreement for the provision of

business technology services to the JWB dated October 27, 2011 , as previously amended ("Agreement");
and
WHEREAS, the Parties desire to further extend the term and amend Section 3 as provided

herein.
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe above and the mutual covenants contained herein,

the Parties agree as follows:
I.

The term of the Agreement is hereby extended for an additional twelve (12) months

commencing on October 1, 2013 and ending on September 30, 2014, unless otherwise terminated as
provided in the Agreement.
2.

Section 3.A of the Agreement related to the annual Services Fee is hereby amended to

provide that the JWB shall pay the County the annual Services Fee for the term commencing on October
1, 2013, of Two Hundred and Eighty Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($282,500.00) for the
Business Technology Services provided by BTS, payable in equal quarterly payments in arrears of
Seventy Thousand Six Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($70,625.00), as provided in the Agreement.
Additionally, monthly phone charges provided by BTS shall be billed to and paid by JWB at the rates set
out in Exhibit A attached hereto, as provided in the Agreement.
3.

The hourly rates to be charged for Additional Services authorized in Section l.D of the

Agreement during the term hereof are attached hereto as Exhibit A. The County shall invoice and the
JWB shall pay for all authorized Additional Services in accordance with the terms of the Agreement.
4.

Exhibit B, Service Levels, to the Agreement is hereby updated and revised as attached as

Exhibit B hereto.
5.

Except as provided herein, all other terms, provisions and covenants of the Agreement

shall remain in full force and effect.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties herein have executed this Agreement as of the day and
year noted above.
PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
by and through its County Administrator

JlNENILE WELFARE BOARD OF
PINELLAS COUNTY
r

APPROVED AS TO FORM

H:\USERS\ATYKB06\WPDOCS\DRL\20 13\AGREEMENTS\BTSJWB2ndmendmentlntergovemmenta1Svcs 090613.Docx
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Exhibit A

Juvenile Welfare Board Telephone Service
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE CHARGES
•
•

•
•
•

Basic Telephony Service- $12.00 per line, per month.
The following features are available as part of the Basic Telephony Service:
o Telephone & one (1) phone number
o Fax.Line
o Polycom Line
o Call Processing Line
o Voice Mail Only Line
Additional outgoing/incoming lines per phone- $12.00 each per month.
All Long Distance calls are charged at a flat rate of- $ .06 per minute.
Telephony Fees may be adjusted with written approval of the BTS Director based on a
reduction/increase in lines consumed by JWB.

PAYMENT FOR TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
•
•

Invoices sent by e-mail by the 1om of the following month for equipment and services for the
previous month.
Payment due by the 30th of the month invoices are sent.
o Payments to be sent to BCC Finance Division, PO Box 2438, Clearwater, FL 33757
in accordance with the Agreement.

INSTALL ED TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT AS OF 4/2113
•

Current BTS Supported Equipment Inventory & Total Monthly Line Charge:
o One (1)- Fax
o Five (5) - Polycoms
o One (1)- Phone mail (Complaint & Fraud Line)
o Sixty Four (64)- Phones
o One (1)- additional line (#453-5600 on phone #453-5601)
o Total Monthly Line Charge= $864.00 (72lines@ $12.00 each)
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Additional Services - Hourly Rates
•
•
•
•
•

Information Technology Specialist - $41 .20
Information Technology Specialist, Sr.- $51.50
Information Technology Technical Lead - $54.59
BTS Chief Information Technologist- $60.77
BTS Project Manager - $49.44

To engage additional resources, JWB will be required to provide BTS with a description of the work to be
undertaken. BTS will prepare a written cost estimate for JWB's approval. Subject to written
confirmation from JWB BTS would complete work as agreed.
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Exhibit A: Business Technology Services
BTS Service
Infrastructure
UPS

Description of BTS Service

Cost

Support and manage
standalone UPS devices for
network, server, and
desktop.

Included

JWB Responsibilities
JWB to provide standalone
equipment based on BTS
recommendations .
JWB will be responsible for
support of building
generator/UPS.

Network & Phones
WAN Support

Wireless Network

Support JWB as an
extension of the Pinellas
County WAN at the
County's rate of $100/lOMb
per month ($1200 per
annum) . Prolonged usage in
excess of lOMb will require
an upgrade, increasing the
monthly rate.
Support the equipment
needed to maintain and
operate the redundant
carrier WAN connection .
Provide lOMb internet
access through existing
carrier at a rate of $200 per
month ($2400 per annum).
Prolonged usage in excess
of lOMb will require an
upgrade, increasing the
monthly rate .
Support JWB's office
network and phone
switches. (We should
consider removing the
phone component since we
have it covered below.)
Support existing Cisco

Support

wireless configuration.

Redundant WAN
Support

Internet Access

LAN Support

Included

Included

JWB will be responsible for
paying the monthly
recurring cost to the carrier.

Included

None.

Included

JWB to provide equipment
based on BTS
recommendations .

Included

JWB to provide equipment
based on BTS
recommendations and
maintain equipment under
ma intenance.

Security Support

Install and maintain
antivirus software support
intrusion monitoring, web

Included

JWB will be responsible to
purchase licenses and
maintenance as
l i Page
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BTS Service

Description of BTS Service
filtering, and firewall
support ($1200 per annum) .

Desktop
Phone
Support

Support JWB as an
extension of Pinellas County
Telephone Network at the
county's rate of $12.00 per
line plus long distance at
$0.06 per minute.
Provide software as an
enhancement to the
desktop phone to allow for
advanced call routing and
audio conference bridging.

Unified
Communications
Support

Cost

Billed direct to JWB
monthly.

JWB Responsibilities
recommended by BTS. GFI
SPAM filtering paid for by
JWB.
JWB is responsible for all
equipment and license
purchases.

Not Included.

JWB is responsible for
funding licenses and
maintenance. Maintenance
estimate is $1264.20 for 60
licenses.

Included

Current labor estimate
based on 50 servers or less.
JWB to purchase all
hardware and software
based on BTS
recommendations.

Server
Server Support

Support the hardware and
operating systems for
Windows-based servers in
physical and virtual format,
as well as provide DNS and
DHCP support.

VMware Support

Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and VMware .

Included

SAN Support

Provide upgrade and sizing
recommendations.

Not Included.

Backup Support

Manage/monitor day-to-

Not Included.

day backups and perform
restores, as needed . Offsite
tape storage will be handled
through Iron Mountain
Backup licensing is based
on 7 TBs at $893/yr/TB for
maintenance . JWB will need
to true up if exceeded . True
up to 7TBs took place April
2013 .
DR/BC Support

Make recommendations
based on JWB DR/BC
requirements.

JWB will cover any increase
in cost for hardware,
software and labor needed.

JWB is responsible for SMS
maintenance.
JWB to fund purchase of
VMware licenses and
maintenance.
JWB to fund purchase of
additional storage, as
needed, and is responsible
for maintenance.
JWB is responsible for
identifying all critical data
for backup. JWB is also
responsible for purchasing
additional capacity licensing
as needed. JWB to be
responsible for tapes or
exagrid support.

JWB will define
requirements for DR/BC.
Small Data Center facility
available at JWB offices.
JWB is replicating data to
21 Page
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BTS Service
Citrix Support

Microsoft Exchange
Support

Description of BTS Service

Cost
Included

Support hardware, OS, and
provide best-effort support
for the Citrix application .
Maintain Exchange 2013
platform -approximately
60 mailboxes ~200 Contact
Accounts.
2003 environment

JWB Responsibilities
Clearwater.
JWB will provide current
licensing and maintenance

Included

JWB is responsible for all
equipment and license
purchases.

Included

JWB will fund replacement
desktops and laptops that
meet County standards, and
SCCM
JWB is responsible for
licensing and maintenance
of Microsoft Office
applications.

decommissioned. JWB
migrated to their own 2013
environment supported by
BTS. 1 server at JWB
datacenter, 1 at PCG
datacenter. Spam filtering
by the PCG barracuda and
mail also passes through
the PCG Threat
Management Gateway
Desktop
Desktop Support

Microsoft Office
Support

Mobile Device

Support desktops and
laptops for up to 60 devices.
Tablets will be supported as
best-effort .
Install and support Countyapproved Microsoft Office
versions (current versions
2013).
Best effort support.

Included

Printers
Office Printer
Support

Recommend, install,
support, and maintain up to
30 printers .

Included

Scanner Support

Best-effort support on their
standalone scanners.
Will make technology
recommendations for multifunction printers/copiers.

Included

~22

Copier Support

Included

JWB will fund purchases of
printers based on BTS
recommendations. JWB will
also be responsible for
purchasing printer
consumables (paper, toner,
maintenance kits, etc.)
JWB will provide software
and hardware maintenance.
JWB will fund purchases
and maintain purchase
contract with 3'd party
vendor for ongoing support.

Will install and support
desktop applications that
interact with recommended
printers/copiers.
3I Page
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BTS Service
Applications
Applications
Support
SharePoint Support

SQL Server Support

Bamboo
Document
Management
Support
Web Site Support

SAM IS
Biometrics
Management &
Administration
Public Records Request
(Email Only)
Technology
Purchasing
Relationship
Management

Security
Security Scan

Description of BTS Service
Support and maintain
hardware and OS.
Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and provide
best-effort with vendor
support of the SharePoint
application .
Support and maintain
hardware, OS, and SQL
software.

None.
Support and maintain
hardware and OS.

Cost
Included
Included

Included

JWB Responsibilities
JWB- ERP (Great Plains)
supported by vendor.
JWB will be responsible for
building and maintaining
site content, as well as
maintaining SharePoint
licensing.
JWB will be responsible for
database design,
administration, licensing
and content.

Included

JWB will provide document
management support
through a 3'd party vendor.
JWB will provide web site
support through a 3'd party
vendor.

Included

Collect request and forward
to BTS
JWB will leverage its own
purchasing processes with
input from BTS.
JWB to provide a named
liaison between JWB and
BTS.

None.

None .
None.

Retrieve email per request
and provide to JWB
Provide technology
recommendations.

Included

Provide a named liaison
between BTS and JWB.

Included

Port Scan completed on a
quarterly basis

Included

41 Page
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Exhibit B: Service Levels
for

Juvenile Welfare Board
to be provided by

Business Technology Services
Department
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JWB Service Levels

1.0 Document Control
Document Name:

JWB Service Levels

Document version:

v.2.0

Document status:
Pocument management :

"'inal
Business Technology_ Servicesj_BT~

2.0 Revision History
Version

Date

Author

Draft v.0.1

09/21/11

Billy Young

Final v.1.0

09/28/11

Billy Young

Final v.2.0

10/22/2012

Nancy Sherman

Change Description
Initial creation
Took out of draft, changed document title, added
Incident escalation steps in 7.0
Modified review date to 12 months from signature
date.

Final v.3.0

If rev1ewmg a pnnted copy of th1s document, there may be a more current electromc vers1on available

3.0 Service Levels and Document Owners; Approvals
The following Customer(s) and BTS signatories are considered the owners of this Service
Levels document. They are the primary stakeholders and are responsible for internal review by
their own teams and final approval of this document.
Organization

Representative

JWB

Executive Director

JWB

Contracts Manager

BTS

Executive Director

BTS

Service Manager

Page 3 of 8
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JWB Service Levels

4.0 Service Levels Overview
The goal of this document is to establish provisions between the Juvenile Welfare Board
(JWB) and Business Technology Services (BTS) to provide technology services for the JWB
organization.
The document ensures that the proper elements and commitments are in place to meet the
goal by outlining services covered and responsibilities of participants as they are mutually
understood by the primary stakeholders.
The document remains valid until superseded by a revision mutually endorsed by the
stakeholders.

5.0 Periodic Reviews
Reviews of this document will be performed on an annual basis.
Any party represented in this document may request a review at any time prior to scheduled
reviews.
The BTS Service Manager is responsible for facilitating regular reviews of this document.
Once revisions are incorporated, the annual review cycle will reset based on the new
effective date.
This document will be electronically accessible by all stakeholders.
Review Period:

Annually and/or periodically as needed

Previous Review Date:

03/29/2013

Next Review Date:

12 months from signature date

Document Location:

BTS SharePoint site

Page 4 of 8
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JWB Service Levels
6.0 General Framework
This document covers multiple Services provided by BTS to the JWB as well as how BTS
will support JWB 'vertical Services' (technology services exclusive to JWB business).
Generally, JWB staff will provide management and support of items defined as Vertical
Services, including such things as equipment funding , vendor management, technology
licensing agreements and maintenance contracts. While activities in the JWB verticals and
technology service areas will generally be discreet to JWB and BTS staff members, there
will be times it is advantageous for either party to work in the other's area of responsibility,
under the direct guidance of the other party. Those conditions are described in the
Customer and BTS Responsibilities below.
User Base Description:

JWB staff

Number of End Users:

Not to exceed 65

Production On-peak hours:

7:00:AM -6:00 PM M-F

Production Maintenance Window:

Enterprise components fall under the Enterprise
Maintenance window, 3:00- 7:00 PM every Sunday.
Vertical Service components will be negotiated as
needed

Enterpnse Window IS not used every Sunday, but as needed, announced

Page 5 of 8
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a week or more m advance

JWB Service Levels
7.0 Responsibilities
7.1 Customer Responsibilities (JWB)
Report all Incidents (broke/fix) via the BTS Customer Support Center (CSC)
Report concerns with Incident prioritization or resolution to

esc supervision

Provide physical access for BTS employees to JWB offices as required to support operation
Occasionally, and only upon direct request, assist BTS with situations where a physical
presence is required to observe or manipulate BTS managed hardware located at the JWB
offices, following specific instructions provided by BTS at the time of the request
Submit Requests for new BTS provided services and equipment in conjunction with the BTS
Business Relationship Manager as part of broader planning activities, thus providing adequate
lead time for approval, funding, acquisition and installation .
Business Continuity plan to bridge unexpected/uncontrollable interruptions of service
Advise BTS if there are business changes that would substantively increase capacity needs,
i.e. new user groups, larger data, more data, etc.
Comply with Pinellas County Security Policy and Best Practices

7.2 BTS Responsibilities
Provide 24 x 7 x 365 BTS Customer Support Center (CSC) support for Priority 1 Incidents. For
lower priority Incidents and Requests, provide support M-F, 7AM-6PM
Resolve Incident prioritization or resolution concerns that have been reported to CSC
supervision, either directly or through BTS management escalation when required .
Provide infrastructure management, including;

•

Maintain the infrastructure to current supported configurations

•
•
•

Monitor performance of the infrastructure; recommending or taking corrective actions
Monitoring of capacity; recommending or taking corrective actions
Monitoring of hardware lifecycles; recommending or taking corrective actions

Provide Security Management and Best Practices
Provide resources for the agreed upon number of hours at the agreed skill level. BTS will
rotate staffers on a periodic basis to reduce the risk of single points of failure and to provide
skills development should additional resources be needed.
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JWB Service Levels
8.0 Service Management
8.1 Service Level Measurement and Reporting
The following reports will be provided:
Provider
BTS

Report
Availability Report

BTS

Interval

Recipient

Monthly

Michael Warner

Bi-Monthly

Michael Warner

Responsible
BTS Service
Management
BTS Service
Management

8.2 Service Incidents
Incidents are interruptions to Service and are reported to the Customer Support Center.
Hours of Operation: Priority 1

24x7x 365

Hours of Operation: Priorities 2 thru 5

7AM-6P M M-F (excluding Co.
holidays)

Main Number:

453-HEL p (453-4357)

email:

supportct r@ pinellascounty.org

Incidents are ranked by priority and have resolution time goals.
Incident Priority Definition
Priority 1: An incident that renders a
production system/application inoperable for
multiple users or affects a critical business
function
Priority 2: A production system/application
that has intermittent outages interfering with
normal business operations. May also be
defined as a system/application that is
operating, but with severe degradation
affectin a time sensitive function
Priority 3: Low-impact business condition
with a majority of functions still
usable. However, some workaround may be
r uired to rovide service
Priority 4: Minor problem affecting noncritical systems. Workaround is available for
affected user s
Priority 5: Request for information. No
im act to the business

Resolution Time
4 Hours

1 Business Day

( 24 Hours)

2 Business Days ( 48 Hours)

5 Business Days ( 120 Hours)
No time frame assign ed
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JWB Service Levels
9.0 Security

9.1 Security Policy
Pinellas County's Security Policy and best practices are to be complied with and can be
found at the following locations.
http: //i ntraweb/bts/secu ritvlbest-practices. htm
http://intraweb/bts/security/resources/OFFICIALPINELLASCOUNTYSECURITYPOLICY.pdf
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Accept Year Two of Three-Year IRS VITA Award
Item III. C.

Recommended Action:

1. Accept $48,000 for Year Two of the Three-Year IRS VITA Award
2. Authorize the Executive Director to sign the grant agreement and related
documents

Issue:

Financial stability for low/moderate-income families

Program:

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA)

Budget Impact:

Increase IRS VITA grant budget by $48,000

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Collaboration and Partnerships for Community Impact

Background:
On September 3, 2014, JWB was awarded $48,000 for the second year of a three-year U.S. Department of the
Treasury Internal Revenue Service (IRS) grant. The funding is equal to the first year award and will be used to
enhance the Pinellas Prosperity Partnership’s 2015 Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program to
provide free federal tax preparation services for underserved, low and moderate income Pinellas County
residents.
JWB is prepared to meet the one-to-one match requirement with a combination of in-kind services from JWB
and community partners, and cash contributions from additional funders.
As of April 15, 2014, the VITA program’s 129 volunteers filed 3,746 income tax returns bringing $6,024,277
back to Pinellas County residents in the form of tax refunds.
Since April 15, 2014, Daystar Life Center, a year-round VITA site, has filed 238 additional returns with the
assistance of VITA volunteers. Many clients utilizing the year-round site file tax returns for multiple past years.
Since these returns are filed by mail, they are not yet reflected in totals for the 2013-2014 grant period which
ended June 30, 2014, or the current grant period which began July 1, 2014.
All eight Neighborhood Family Centers host VITA sites along with the Childs Park YMCA, Enoch Davis
Center, Daystar Life Center, and Tampa Bay Beaches Chamber of Commerce. VITA volunteers also prepared
taxes on-site at two hotels with large numbers of VITA eligible employees, and at the City of St. Petersburg’s
Water Resources Department.
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At the July 9, 2014 Finance Committee meeting, Dr. Marcie Biddleman announced JWB plans to partner with
the United Way Suncoast for management of the Pinellas VITA program. On September 5, 2014, JWB
contracted with United Way Suncoast to oversee the coordination of the Pinellas VITA program as part of
United Way Suncoast’s regional VITA initiative which also includes DeSoto, Hillsborough, and Sarasota
counties. The partnership offers greater efficiency in marketing efforts, volunteer recruitment and retention,
training, and opportunities for financial education and asset building initiatives that United Way Suncoast
provides.
The IRS VITA grant is non-transferrable and JWB will continue to manage the grant for the remainder of the
three-year period as well as provide some in-kind staff support in outreach efforts and logistical support of the
program during this transition period.
Staff recommends the Board accept the $48,000 award and authorize the Executive Director to sign the
Department of Treasury Internal Revenue Service Grant Agreement and other IRS required documents that
must be submitted by September 23, 2014.
Staff Resource: Eddie Burch
Rod Cyr
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Tampa Bay Regional Child Public Service
Safety Campaign RFP
Item V.A.
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Community Awareness of JWB’s Benefit

Background:
The Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) is partnering with the Florida Department of Children and Families/
Suncoast Region, Eckerd Community Alternatives, and the Children’s Board of Hillsborough County for a
three-year Tampa Bay Regional Child Safety Public Service Campaign focused on the leading causes of
preventable child death for children under age five: drowning, unsafe sleep, and acute head trauma. JWB is
also engaged with county-specific strategies to collaborate with Pinellas County partners and child safety
experts.
The four regional partners conducted a competitive procurement process and released a Request for Proposal
(RFP) for Campaign strategic messaging, focus group testing, and creative development. The Children’s Board
led the procurement process with representatives from all partner agencies serving on the review team. Ten
proposals were received. The first rating session was held on August 8, 2014 to select the top four proposals.
The second rating session was held on August 19, 2014, and Hill + Knowlton Strategies was awarded the
project. The total budget is $90,000, including JWB’s $30,000 contribution.
Next steps include meeting with Hill + Knowlton to execute a multi-agency contract, holding discovery
meetings with local child safety experts in Pinellas and Hillsborough counties, and facilitating focus groups to
develop the Campaign messaging.
For the Campaign execution – to include print, TV and radio public service announcements (PSAs), billboards
and social media – the partners will collaborate on a strategic regional media plan that leverages existing
resources across the Tampa Bay media market. This is in addition to county-specific initiatives that will be
implemented to support the Campaign.

Staff Resource: April Putzulu
Joseph Gallina
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Closure of Carrera Summer and After School Program
Item V.B.
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Funding for Results through Program and Services

Background:
In March, 2014, Dr. Marcie Biddleman notified the Office of Adolescent Health (OAH) of the Board’s decision
not to apply for Year 5 federal funding for the Carrera Summer and After School Program (CSASP) led by the
Department of Health-Pinellas County (DOH-P).
A transition plan was created collaboratively with the CSASP and DOH-P and shared with OAH and the
Children’s Aid Society, which developed the program. JWB provided support to DOH-P as they identified and
enrolled youth interested in attending Summer Bridge, a partnership of Pinellas County Schools and JWB, or
the Summer Training in Youth Leadership and Employment (STYLE) program provided by the Pinellas County
Urban League. The plan identified the high schools the youth would be attending in August, 2014 and JWB and
DOH-P held weekly meetings to discuss each youth’s transition plan. The last day of operations for the program
was July 25, 2014; the federal grant ended August 31, 2014.
A DOH-P case manager position is included in the JWB FY 2014/2015 budget to support the youth in their
transition. Ms. Brenda Smith-Jones, LCSW, who provided mental health services to the participants as part of
the Carrera program, will be serving as case manager. She will be working at Gibbs High School two and a half
days a week since this is the school where 36 of the 56 youth attend classes. Ms. Smith-Jones will also regularly
visit former Carrera participants at Boca Ciega, Lakewood, Northeast, Pinellas Park and St. Petersburg high
schools. The goal is to continue to increase protective factors of the youth in order for them to resist negative
influences. Youth with mental health, substance abuse, and other emotional problems beyond the scope of the
case manager will be referred immediately to the mental health counselor located on site.
Staff will provide an Information Item to the Board in early 2015 to describe the youths’ progress.
Staff Resource: Judith Warren
Starr Silver
Jennifer Artiaga

The Carrera Summer and After School Program is supported 100% ($600,000 annually) by a federal grant from the Office of
Adolescent Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (Grant No. TP1AH000015). Its contents are solely the
responsibility of the Juvenile Welfare Board and do not necessarily represent the official views of the Office of Adolescent Health.
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Legislative Report

Item V.C.

Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Collaboration for Partnership and Community Impact

Florida Medicaid Status Report
The overview of the Florida Medicaid Status Report is included at the end of this Legislative Report. It details
the various issue areas affected by the transition of Florida’s Medicaid program to Medicaid Managed Care
(MMC). It details a status update on a federal lawsuit, as well as significant changes in programs including
Targeted Case Management (TCM), Children’s Medical Services Network, Inter-governmental Transfers, as
well as state funding and reimbursements.
Child Abuse Death Review Committee
The Committee met in late August to plan their 2014 annual report, the first one the panel will submit since a
new child-welfare law took effect July 1, 2014. The law (SB 1666) was created after a series of media reports
about child deaths due to abuse and neglect. It requires the committee to review all child deaths that have been
reported to the state abuse hotline and have been accepted for investigation. In 1999, the Legislature created the
Child Abuse Death Review Committee to review the facts of child deaths from maltreatment and to look for
trends.
The Committee, which is housed at the Department of Health, will examine about 432 cases this year, compared
to 118 in 2013. The Committee will review the recommendations contained in previous reports. They have
agreed to recommend a multi-year strategy for reducing the top three causes of child abuse and neglect deaths:
drowning, unsafe sleep, and unintentional trauma deaths, in which children suffocate while co-sleeping with
adults, or die of injuries whose origin is not clear. The Committee was informed that while children are
experiencing more neglect than abuse, the neglect is more subtle and difficult to determine.
The Committee is operating under an accelerated timeline to submit a draft report by October 1, 2014 in time
for legislative committee hearings. The early deadline will reduce the number of verified deaths that the panel is
able to consider in its report, so the members recommended moving the annual due date to March 31. Forty
child deaths from 2014 are still under investigation.
Appointments
Judicial
Circuit 6 Pasco/Pinellas Chief Judge McGrady appointed The Honorable Patrice Moore, Circuit Judge in
Unified Family Court Division to the JWB Board effective September 30, 2014. She replaces The Honorable
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Raymond O. Gross who retires on December 31, 2014. In order to provide a transition period, Judge Gross
asked for his successor to be named in alignment with JWB’s fiscal year.
Legislative
Senate President Don Gaetz appointed Senator Denise Grimsley (R-Sebring) to the Statewide Council on
Human Trafficking. Senator Grimsley is chair of the Senate Health and Human Services Appropriations
Subcommittee.
The Statewide Council on Human Trafficking was created to support human trafficking victims by enhancing
care options available. The Councils’ duties include:






Develop recommendations for comprehensive programs and services including recommendations for
certification of safe houses and safe foster homes.
Make recommendations for apprehending and prosecuting traffickers and enhancing coordination of
responses.
Hold an annual statewide policy summit with an institution of higher learning.
Work with the Department of Children and Families to create and maintain an inventory of human
trafficking programs and services.
Develop overall policy recommendations.

The Council held their first meeting in mid–August. The 15-member Council, chaired by Attorney General
Bondi, will build on existing state and local partnerships working to combat human trafficking. Members
include law enforcement officers, prosecutors, and legislators, as well as health, education, and social services
experts. The Council was created through legislation passed and signed into law in 2014.
State Agency
Children’s Medical Services Director Appointed
The Florida Department of Health announced Cassandra G. Pasley, BSN, JD, as the new Director of Children's
Medical Services. Ms. Pasley will oversee the Bureaus of Child Protection/Special Technology, CMS Network
Operations, CMS Network Administration, and Early Steps. She has 23 years of experience in public health
with a strong background in health care regulation and administration and the practice of health law. Ms. Pasley
has served for the past nine years as the Chief for the Bureau of Health Care Practitioner Regulation in the
Division of Medical Quality Assurance (MQA). In this role she provided oversight for 22 health care boards
and six councils.
The Children's Medical Services (CMS) Network, administered by the Florida Department of Health and serves
eligible children with special health care needs, will undergo changes as part of a larger transition for Medicaid
patients from a fee-for-service delivery system to enrollment in prepaid health plans. In 2011, the Legislature
created Part IV of Chapter 409, Florida Statutes, to establish the Florida Medicaid program as a statewide,
integrated managed care program for all covered services, including long-term care services. Children’s
Medical Services transitioned to managed care on August 1, 2014.
Legislative Session
2014-15 Budget
According to a draft of the Long-Range Financial Outlook issued in early September 2014, state lawmakers will
have $336 million extra in the budget year that begins in July 2015. The report indicates that the surplus
2
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assumes that the Legislature will continue to set aside $1 billion in reserves and spend money on other highpriority areas. The report says lawmakers could use the surplus on programs or tax cuts that continue from one
year to the next, but that doing so would have "a compounding effect over time" and result in less money for the
Legislature to use in future years. The report predicts that Florida's economy will likely continue to grow for the
time being: "In the forecast, months of modest growth are expected before normalcy is largely achieved by
Fiscal Year 2016-2017 with construction and real estate still presenting notable exceptions," it said.
2014-2015 Interim Committee Schedule Released
November 18, 2014 – Organizational Session
December 2014 – No Committee Meetings Scheduled
January 5 – 9, 2015
January 20 – 23, 2015
February 2 – 6, 2015
February 9 – 13, 2015
February 16 – 20, 2015
2015 Legislative Session Schedule
March 3, 2015

2015 Session Begins
Noon Bill Filing Deadline

April 21, 2015

50th Day
Final Day for Regularly Scheduled Committee Meetings

May 1, 2015

60th Day of Session

Staff Resource: Debra Prewitt
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FLORIDA MEDICAID STATUS REPORT
Overview

Additionally, the state must get federal approval
to continue the program beyond three years.

Florida’s statewide expansion to Medicaid
Managed Care has had a reverberating effect on
The state argued that a statewide overhaul to
interrelated components such as Targeted Case
privatize Medicaid will raise reimbursement
Management (TCM) and Intergovernmental
rates, improve doctor participation and address
Transfers (IGT). Recently, a federal audit
allegations that children can't get doctor
covering the past eight years determined that
appointments. Attorneys for the state said the
Florida hospitals owe $267 million for Medicaid
lawsuit, which was filed nine years ago, has
charges that were ineligible. The U.S.
become moot because of the Medicaid
Department of Health and Human Services
privatization. Statewide enrollment for most
(HHS) initially requested the repayment in one
children began in May and ends in August.
year. The State and hospitals asked for a three
According to Florida,
year repayment plan.
"We don't want to have a situation
Health News, the state has
where
your
brain
is
in
one
HMO,
In August 2014, HHS
spent millions defending
your teeth are in a second HMO
agreed to pursue only $104
the class-action lawsuit
and your eyes are in a third HMO.
million from the first three
that claims Florida is
Your whole head should be in the
same organization, and that is why
demonstration years of the
violating federal Medicaid
we
have
done
this
reorganization."
Low-income Pool (LIP)
requirements by providing
Florida Medicaid Director Justin
program. Hospitals will be
inadequate medical and
Senior.
able to file appeals and
dental care for children on
challenge the disputed
Medicaid. The initial
amounts. The remaining $163 million for the last
complaint alleges that 390,000 children did not
five years of the program is under review.
get a medical checkup in 2007, while more than
750,000 received no dental care. Since Florida's
Federal Judge Refuses to Dismiss Pediatric
reimbursement rates are among the lowest in the
Society’s Medicaid Lawsuit
nation, many doctors and dentists will not accept
Medicaid. Nearly 3 million Florida residents –
more than half of them children – are shifting to
privatized Medicaid this year. The lawsuit alleges
children on Medicaid often wait two to three
months to see specialists, especially in rural
counties.

Federal Judge Adalberto Jordan refused to
dismiss a lawsuit that alleges Florida provides
inadequate care to children in its Medicaid
program. He identified that the changes are
promising, but was concerned that there are too
many unknowns about whether the program will
actually improve access to medical care to
dismiss the case. For example, he said it is unclear
whether the state will decide in January 2015 to
further increase doctor reimbursement rates.

Under the managed care plan, insurance
companies are required to spend 85 percent on
patient care and must expand their network of
doctors and hospitals, increase reimbursement
1
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rates and meet new standards. Essentially,
Medicaid as it was before will no longer exist.
According to AHCA, about 5,000 children will
not transition into the privatization program and
the state will still pay for the medical services
they incur.

explicitly stated in current managed care
agreements. The Targeted Case Management
State Plan, approved by CMS, indicates that the
source of Federal Medicaid match is local funds.

Targeted Case Management

included as part of a carve out for behavioral

Pursuant to s. 409.91211, 3. (dd), FS, as part of
the MMC pilot, Broward County CSC was
health care services with open cases in the child

Under privatization, the state pays insurance
companies a set fee to provide care and the

welfare

services

are

Additionally, s.409.9121 3. (z), FS provides for
reimbursement of such services to schools, health
departments and federally qualified health
centers regardless of whether the child is enrolled
in a capitated managed care network. Also,
section 409.965, FS allows for an exemption
from participation in the MMC of specified

Due to the passage of the MMC legislation, the
Agency for Health Care (AHCA) does not have
the legislative authority to:



whereby

coordinated by a community-based provider.

companies must follow standards. As Judge
Jordan observed, it will be some time before it is
clear whether insurers follow through. This is the
point of contention with AHCA and the
continued allowance for direct Medicaid
claiming under Targeted Case Management
(TCM) for at-risk youth.



services

Medicaid recipients.
Inter-governmental Transfer

exempt the TCM At-Risk population
from managed care legislation (section
409.965, Florida Statute) and
claim Federal Financial Participation
(FFP) for TCM services provided by
JWB and CSCs, at the their expense, to

As a result of the state’s decision to expand the
Medicaid Managed Care (MMC) pilot rather than
expand Medicaid, the federal government is no
longer allowing Inter-governmental Transfers
under the Low Income Pool, a combination of
state and local funds that draw down federal

the TCM At-Risk population.

match funds.

AHCA’s current position that the managed care
organizations will perform their care
coordination function with a whole family
perspective and will do some of the TCM
activities. AHCA has the expectation that
managed care organizations will provide
components of TCM, although this was not a
required service in the bid process, nor is it

In April 2014, the Centers for Medicaid and
Medicare Services (CMS) approved $2.2 billion
for the “Low Income Pool (LIP),” which is used
to support “safety-net” hospitals and clinics that
treat a lot of Medicaid patients. The LIP is a
combination of local and state funds that draw
down federal match.
2
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The letter to the state Agency for Health Care
Administration, indicated that FY 2014-15 would
be the last year for which CMS will authorize LIP
spending. The federal government, Florida would
not need to assist the hospitals if the state
accepted Medicaid expansion money offered to
the state through the Affordable Care Act.

Medicaid health plan designed exclusively for
people with serious mental illnesses, such as
schizophrenia, major depression or bipolar
conditions.
The plan is offered by Magellan Complete Care.
It is part of a statewide attempt to coordinate
physical and mental health care for those enrolled
in Medicaid.

Since Pinellas County did not participate in the
base LIP during FY 13-14, they must wait to see
if unclaimed dollars are available after prior year
participants submit their expenditures.

Mental illness is a big driver of Medicaid costs
because it is twice as prevalent among
beneficiaries of the public insurance program for
the poor as it is among the general population.
Studies show that enrollees with mental illness,
who also have chronic physical conditions,
account for a large share of Medicaid spending.

CMSN Managed Medical Assistance (MMA)
The 2011 Florida Legislature created Part IV of
Chapter 409, Florida Statutes, to establish the
Florida Medicaid program as a statewide,
integrated managed care program for all covered
services, including long-term care services.

Funding Issues
FY 2015-16 Budget Veto for Medicaid Fraud
Control

Effective August 1, 2014, Children's Medical
Services Network (CMSN) will serve as a
statewide specialty plan for children with special
health care needs under the Managed Medical
Assistance component of this new Medicaid
program. CMSN will partner with Ped-I-Care in
the central and northern part of the state and
South Florida Community Care Network

Governor Scott vetoed line item 1347:
"$1,500,000 in nonrecurring general revenue is
provided for the continuation and expansion of
the Medicaid Fraud Control Unit's data mining
initiative. Funds shall accelerate and grow the
project's predictive analytic analysis and data
integration."

(SFCCN) in the southern part of the state to
provide health care services to CMSN members

Because the data mining project is a joint federal-

and their families.

state program the $1.5 million would have
brought $4.5 million from the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) in
Washington. The veto leaves the federal money
on the table.

Pinellas County is in Region 5 and will be
covered by Ped-I-Care.
Mental Health
In July 2014, seeking to improve care and lower
costs, Florida became the first state to offer a

3
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Antiquated Software
Due to a 30 year old computer-based accounting
system, the state is unable to payout more than $1
billion in a single 24 hour period.
The
Department of Financial Services has asked all
state agencies to alert them ahead of time if they
are making payments of $5 million or more.
The limits of the existing system have become
problematic due to changes in the Medicaid
program. Under Medicaid Managed Care, the
state now pays insurance companies at a set fee
for care and combines those payments into one
large sum. A new system is in the planning
stages, but is expected to cost $200 - $500
million.

Research and Analysis by
Debra A. Prewitt, MPA
JWB Director of Public Policy
Sources: Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid (CMS), Florida Health News,
Myflorida.com, News Service of Florida, and
Tampa Bay Times

4
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
ECA Community Based Care Report

Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Collaboration and Partnerships for Community Impact

The Eckerd Community Alternatives Data Packet is attached.

Staff Resource: Jeanine Evoli
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Item V.E.

CIRCUIT 6-PROFILE OF CHILDREN PLACED OUT OF CIRCUIT August 2014
Total children in licensed out of home care settings
(All licensed settings, paid or not)
Total children in out of circuit licensed settings
Percentage of population

735
141
19.00%

Profile of Children out of Circuit by type of setting
92
Specialized Placements
By type of placement
APD
Medical
Nursing Home
Mental Health
Level 2
Level 1
STGH
TFC
SIPP
GH with
therapeutic
overlay
Mental Health Transitional
Sexualized Issues Focus
DJJ Involved/Cross over/Commitment
Group Home (foster parent model) sibling
Traditional ECA Licensed homes
Maternity Settings

Percentage of the 141
67%

7
2
2
66
5
10
4
18
6
23

12
3
10
18
20
1

144
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2%
14%
16%
1.00%
100%

Group Size (separated siblings)
AGENCY

SIBLING
GROUPS

CASES

PLACED
GROUPS

SEPARATED
GROUPS

PERCENT
SEPARATED

2

3

4

5

6

Greater
7 8 9 10 than
10

234YFA-PASCO-YOUTH & FAM
569
ALTERNATIVE

268

230

38

14.17%

16

11

7

3

1

0 0 0 0

0

235DFL-TEAM 1

188

71

55

16

22.53%

9

5

1

1

0

0 0 0 0

0

235DFL-TEAM 2
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54

42

12

22.22%

5

5

1

1

0

0 0 0 0

0

235DFL-TEAM 3

106

35

25

10

28.57%

4

4

0

2

0

0 0 0 0

0

235LSF-TEAM 1

140

55

46

9

16.36%

7

0

1

1

0

0 0 0 0

0

235LSF-TEAM 2

188

73

61

12

16.43%

7

3

1

1

0

0 0 0 0

0

235LSF-TEAM 3
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49

38

11

22.44%

8

1

2

0

0

0 0 0 0

0

17.85%

56
(51%)

29
(26%)

13
(12%)

9
1
0 0 0 0
(8%) (0%)

0

23ECKD

1489

605

497

108
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Plan Status, Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
Item V.F.
STATUS OF FUNDED AGENCY WRITTEN PLANS

Agency/Program
None

Type of
Plan

Subject
of Plan

Beginning
Date

Completion
Date

Status

CONTRACTS NOT EXECUTED
None
SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
Board Members are invited to participate in site visits.
For information, please contact Karen Woods at 453-5682 or kwoods@jwbpinellas.org.
None
AGENCY SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
Site visits are conducted annually and are a means to evaluate performance, monitor program delivery, and
recommend improvements, as necessary. Program deficiencies may result in a written plan of action being issued
which is developed in collaboration with agency staff with specific steps and timelines to address identified items.
Family Resources Inc.- SafePlace2B
Martin Luther King, Jr. Neighborhood Family Center- Youth Development Initiative
R’Club-Community Pride and Special Services
Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center
United Methodist Cooperative Ministries- Children of the World Preschool and Quality Early Learning Initiative

Staff Resource: Karen Woods
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
COMPLIANCE & QUALITY REVIEW REPORT

Agency: Family

Contract Manager: Jennifer Artiaga

Resources, Inc.

Evaluator: Marcia Marcionette

Program: SafePlace2B

Program Support and Development: N/ A

Site Visit Dates: April

21St- 22nd

2014

Site Visit Report Date: June 10th, 2014

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

SafePlace2B provides short term crisis services including housing, food, shelter, family therapy, individual crisis
intervention, life skills, as well as necessary follow up services to youth between the ages of 10 and 17. There
are two SafePlace2B shelters, one in St. Petersburg and the other in Clearwater. The program provides shelter
services based on the Crisis Intervention Model. The premise is that families are open and more accessible to

change during times of crisis and crisis intervention can provide a positive lasting impact. SafePlace2B strives to
assist children and families work through their current crisis in order to prepare for successful program

completion and transition to a stable living environment.
STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA: School Success

FISCAL SNAPSHOT:

The agency has an annual operating budget of approximately$ 6. 3 million of which Juvenile Welfare
Board ( JWB) directly contracts for$ 259,057. In FY 13- 14 SafePlace2B is funded by JWB for$ 259, 057
which represents 15% of the total program budget$ 1, 689, 908.

The SafePlace2B contract is funded through units of service.
SafePlace2B lapsed $ 11. 08( less than . 5%) of the$ 259, 057 allocation in FY 12- 13.

Cost per participant for FY 12- 13 was calculated at$ 3, 805. ( FY 12- 13 total program budget

1, 647, 645/ previous full year' s primary participants 434 ( youth and adults).
General and special conditions related to fiscal and personnel file review are conducted during the fiscal
site visit conducted by CliftonLarsonAllen and will be reported under separate cover.
PROGRAM OUTCOMES:

Performance Measure Description

Target

Actual

Level%

Performance

75%

87%

86%

91%

FY 12- 13

Participants

will experience no

further runaway

episodes

for

a period of six(

6)

months from the time of program discharge as measured by NETMIS and
documented in case records
Youth

who

have

completed the program will

adjudication withheld

for

a period of six(

6)

have

months

no new adjudications or

from the time

147

of program

completion as measured by independent verification with Criminal Justice
Information Service ( C115)
Youth

will

be

80%

75%

provided a minimum of one referral to an appropriate

community program for the purpose of connecting to additional services as
indicated by the field Referred To entries in the JWB data collection system

Contracted Service Levels

Target

Actual

Level#

Service Level

522

433 ( 82. 95%)

FY 12- 13

Primary

Youth

Note: Service Levels for FY 13- 14 were reduced to 450
QUALITY INDICATORS:

Family Resources, Inc. was the recipient of a federal grant to create PRISM, a transitional living program
for lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgendered youth.

Family Resources, Inc. was awarded a federal grant from the Department of Health and Human Services
for implementation of the Teen Outreach Program ( TOP) in Pinellas and Manatee County. Teen
Outreach Program is a teen pregnancy prevention program.
Family Resources, Inc. maintains COA accreditation thru December 2016.
SafePlace2B shelter locations were both observed to have high levels of consistency in programming,
organization and oversight.

Participant files at both SafePlace2B shelter locations were well organized.

Family Resources, Inc. has implemented an innovative Social Media Policy.
SafePlace2B has also implemented strategies to ensure consistent communication with direct care staff.

This process ensures that all staff are knowledgeable of any changes implemented since previous shift.

Fully

Partially Meets

Contract General Conditions&

Special Conditions( 13

X

indicators)

Program

Methodology(

14 indicators)

X
methodology)

Contract Service Levels, Measurable Objectives, &
X( CSL/ Logic)

Other Deliverables( 11 indicators)

Program Staff

and/ or

Volunteer Management( 4

X

4 indicators)

X

indicators)

Data Collection &

Quality

Reporting(

Assurance/ Program Management( 11

X

indicators)
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Needs
Improvement

Meets

Standard

Issue:

Last approved methodology on file for SafePlace2B dates back to FY 2009- 2010. This reference

document should be updated to incorporate the full spectrum of populations served and services provided by

the SafePlace2B shelters. Additionally, the program' s logic model was never fully finalized and should also be
updated to reflect all populations served and services provided.

Requirement: Program leadership shall work with the assigned JWB Evaluator to update the SafePlace2B
methodology and logic model.

Jennifer A

rag•

Senior Co

tract

SW

I

cia Marcio e •

anager

figM4

valuator

6// 0

Dr. Marcie A. Bidcutive Director
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
COMPLIANCE & QUALITY REVIEW REPORT
Agency:

Youth Development Initiatives, Inc.

Contract Manager: Felicia Pizana

Program: Youth Development Initiatives Inc.

Researcher: Qian Fan

Site Visit Dates: March 6, 2014

Site Visit Report Date: May 15, 2014

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Youth Development Initiative, Inc. ( YDI) is a subcontracted program of the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Neighborhood Family Center ( MLK). It is through the Precious Pearls and Alpha Institute that services
are provided to female and male youth, between the ages of 10- 18, that reside in North Pinellas

County. The Administrative office is co- located in the Aquatic Center located in North Greenwood.
Program activities consist of bi- monthly workshops on topics that include leadership development,
anger management, life skills training and community service. Youth are also exposed to various

cultural venues. Additional activities include health education, self-esteem building workshops, and
educational development through tutoring and college tours. Parent/ guardian seminars are also held
as an opportunity to assist parents through the process of navigating through the school system, to

broaden their engagement in their children' s education, and to provide advocacy support, if needed.

Youth Development Initiative Inc. ( YDI), takes a holistic and reality-based approach when addressing
the needs of their youth participants. The activities provided are intended to enhance their selfesteem, education, leadership skills, and cultural awareness. The activities are also designed to

develop each youth participant' s emotional, intellectual and social skills in order to help them become
successful and overcome the barriers they may encounter in life.

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA: School Success and Preventing Child Abuse and Neglect
FISCAL SNAPSHOT

In FY 12/ 13 the Youth Development Initiatives Program had an annual budget of$ 310, 534 of which the
Juvenile Welfare Board directly contracted for$ 156, 034, representing 50% of the total cost of the
program.

The Youth Development Initiatives program is funded by a cost reimbursement contract.
FY 12/ 13 lapse was$ 1, 186. 71 representing less than 1% of their allocation.
An independent audit was conducted by CliftonLarsonAllen LLP.

Youth Development Initiatives Inc. Compliance &

Quality
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Report
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Contracted Service Levels

Target

Actual

Level

Service Level

FY 12- 13
Contracted Primary Youth
Contracted Primary Adults

Youth: 167

Youth: 132

Adults: 0

Adults: 1

QUALITY INDICATORS:

The agency was observed to have a highly engaged Board of Directors that expressed an

interest in the success of their youth participants and the stability of their program.

The agency has implemented their quality improvement plan to ensure data integrity and
accuracy. As a result, the agency' s data was shown to have significantly improved.

The organization has expanded their partnerships to include City of Clearwater, Greenwood
Panthers, Dunedin Middle School and Oak Grove Middle School. The agency has also explored
ways to partner with the InterCultural Advocacy Institute, in efforts to build capacity and to

ensure a quality continuum for youth participants.

The agency has developed a very detailed and interactive schedule for their youth participants
that is diverse, educational, and that brings awareness on varying health and cultural topics.
The agency has a diverse volunteer base which includes 35 certified instructors, three
information technologists, two attorneys and one judge. The agency utilizes tutors from the
Advance Learning Center when needed.

The results of the parent and youth participant interviews were all consistent in the message
conveyed. There was a strong sense of gratitude for the academic help that was provided, an
expressed sense of growth and development, and appreciation for the commitment shown to
the success of their youth

PROGRAM OUTCOMES:
Performance Measure Description

I

Target
Level %

I

Actual

Performance

FY 12- 13

PM 3059: Increased Resiliency

One Hundred Percent ( 100%) of primary youth ( ages 9 and over) who are in
the

program at the

year, will

be

beginning

administered the

of the

Pinellas

2010- 2011

County

version of

School District
the

Healthy

academic

Kids

Resiliency

Assessment ( HKRA) within the first thirty (30) calendar days of the academic
school year, and within the first thirty (30) calendar days of each subsequent
academic school year, as long as youth is enrolled in the program.

Youth Development Initiatives Inc. Compliance &

Quality
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100%

Measure
expired.

3

MPM- 1140: The

program will measure or

identify

as uncollectible,

100%

of all

100%

Measure

eligible participants (
primary youth ( ages 9 and over) who are in the program

expired.

at the beginning of the Pinellas County School District academic year), with the
Healthy Kids Resiliency Assessment ( HKRA). ( JWB Research Report- Baseline)
MPM- 1141: Program

staff will

document

all

group

activities

in SAMIS.

Group

Met

activity will not include after-school, summer, and tutoring activities which will
be documented in CDG and Program Units of Service. Documentation will

include Activity Type, Name, Date, number of Adults attending, number of
youth attending and Presenter/ Instructor.
MPM- 1152: Program

staff will

document

attendance in SAMIS.

Met

Documentation will include after-school, summer, literacy, and tutoring and
youth development activities. All participants will be entered in Case Data
Gatherer and attendance will be tracked in the SAMIS Program Units of
Services Module. ( SAMIS Units of Service Process)

Fully

Standard

Partially

Meets

Meets

Needs

Improve
ment

Contract General Conditions & Special Conditions( 13
indicators)
Program

Methodology ( 14 indicators)

X
X

Contract Service Levels, Measurable Objectives, &

X

Other Deliverables ( 11 indicators)

FY: 12/ 13 CSL
Program Staff

and/ or

Volunteer Management

X

4 indicators)

Data Collection &

Reporting ( 4 indicators)

Quality

and

Assurance

X

Program Management ( 11

X

indicators)

Youth Development Initiatives Inc. Compliance &
Quality Report
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Technical Assistance:

The agency was provided technical assistance in FY 12/ 13 and FY 13/ 14 in the development and
completion of their quality improvement plan. The approval and implementation of their

quality improvement plan addressed their need to build capacity and to continue to improve
their data quality. The agency has since further developed their plan and has improved in both
areas.

Felicia Pizana
Senior Contract Manager

Dr. Marcie A. : tddlem. •
Executive Director

Qian Fan, Researcher

Youth Development Initiatives Inc. Compliance &

Quality
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Agency:

Coordinated Child Care

Programs:

Special Services ( Project Challenge, New Beginnings and Child Care Outreach)

Executive Director: Paul Runyon

Contract Manager:

Courtney Barry

Site Visit Dates: January 21St- 23rd, 2014

Researcher:

Qian Fan, PhD

Site Visit Report Date: April 1, 2014

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Special Services has three service components with a shared mission: to provide caregivers ( parents/ guardians
and child caregivers/ teachers) with the skills needed to allow young children with special behavioral, emotional,

physical, developmental or substance exposure- related challenges to be placed, or to maintain placements in,
inclusive childcare settings. The program serves children ages 0- 5 and is within JWB' s strategic focus area of
School Readiness. Child and Family Consultants are assigned for 1: 1 consultation services with referred children

based on the type of identified need and primary activities dictate to which service component they are
referred. The Special Services program also offers trainings for child care providers in the community via

independent contractors.

Child Care Outreach is for children with medical complexities or developmental delays. They are referred to the

program by concerned caregivers, Healthy Families, Early Steps, and other community programs because they
are either unable to maintain placement in a traditional childcare setting due to their needs, or they are at- risk
of losing their placement. Initially, weekly on- site support is provided to caregivers to promote inclusion of
children with special needs in the child care setting; after six weeks, this reduces to monthly consultation
services with providers and quarterly parent conferences. In- home observation is not part of this service
component.

New Beginnings is for children who were prenatally exposed to drugs or alcohol and are at- risk of

developmental or behavioral problems. Ongoing developmental assessments of the child, goal- setting with the
family and assessment of the child' s home environment for developmental appropriateness are part of the
methodology. Referrals are made to resources which will help the child with his or her unique special needs or
for further assessments.

Project Challenge is dedicated to children with behavioral challenges. Children whose behavior is attributed to
possible exposure to trauma such as domestic violence, are referred to a consultant with a Master' s degree for

the Safe Start component. Monthly observations in the child care setting and technical assistance to the child
care provider occur, as well as quarterly conferences with the child' s parents. In- home assessment may or may
not be included in this service component, depending on the needs of the child and family in each case.
FISCAL SNAPSHOT:

In FY 12- 13, Coordinated Child Care' s annual agency budget was approximately$ 9. 6 million. In FY 1213, JWB allocated $890, 866 for Special Services and $ 3, 675, 304 for OST/ 21St CCLC for a total of
4, 566, 170 or 47% of the agency' s annual budget. CCC had 74 staff at the time of this review.
JWB has allocated $ 890, 669 to Special Services through a contract for FY 13- 14; this represents 100% of
Special Services' total program budget. The method of payment is line item reimbursement.
Special Services lapsed $ 21, 577. 45 during FY 12- 13.
Special Services' cost per participant for FY 12- 13 totaled $ 1, 986; total program budget for FY 12- 13 was
866, 063/ 436 primary participants were served.

General and special conditions related to fiscal and personnel file review are conducted during the fiscal
site visit

by

Clifton Larson Allen LLP

and will

be

reported under separate cover.
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES:
Performance Measure Description

Target Level

Actual

FY 12- 13
Child Care Outreach: Children

Performance

in community child

who were placed

their

care centers of

families'

70%

100%

95%

100%

95%

100%

70%

97%

80%

89%

70%

90%

choice, and whose families continue to need and be eligible for child care, will maintain their

enrollment for at least six months after placement as documented by independent verification
from community child care centers.
New Beginnings: Children

ages

0- 5 years

will

be

screened

for developmental delays

with

the

Battelle Developmental Inventory, Second Edition ( BDI- 2).
New Beginnings: Children

ages

0- 5 years

who are assessed as

having

potential

developmental

delays( as defined by scoring below the cut off established by BDI- 2) will receive one or more
referral for developmental services.
New Beginnings: Children

will

benefit from

an

improvement in

their parent- child attachment

interaction as measured by a three( 3) point increase in scores from pre to post( ceiling effect
accounted for) on the Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment( HOME) Scale.
Project Challenge: Children

ages

3- 5

years at program

entry

demonstrate

will

appropriate

behavior as measured by at least a 5 point increase in Scale A( Social Skills) total raw score, or at
least a 5 point decrease in Scale B( Problem Behavior) total raw score from pre to post on the
Merrell' s Preschool and Kindergarten Behavior Scale ( MPKBS).
Project Challenge: Children

ages

11- 35 months

at program

entry

will

improve behavioral

functioning as measured by a one( 1) point decrease in total raw scores from pretest to post-test
on the Temperament and Atypical Behavior Scale( TABS).
Manual Performance Measure Description

Target Level

FY 11- 12

Actual

Performance

Please note that data for FY 12- 13 will not be available until June 2014.
Children

who completed

the

program and

have

entered

Kindergarten,

will

demonstrate

school

90%

88%

60%

71%

readiness by scoring an " emerging/ progressing" on the ECHOS screening as measured by
independent verification with Pinellas County School System data.
Children

who completed

the program and have entered Kindergarten,

will obtain a

Probability

of

Reading Success( PRS) score at or above 67% on the Florida Assessments for Instruction in

Reading( FAIR) as measured by independent verification with Pinellas County School data.
Contracted Service Levels FY 12- 13
Contracted Primary Youth

Manual Contracted Service Levels FY 12- 13
250 Child Care Staff trained

Target Level#
425

Actual Service Level#

%

436

Target Level#
250

Actual Service Level#

337

Service Level Achieved
102. 59%

%

Service Level Achieved
134%

QUALITY INDICATORS:

Interviewed parents reported that services provided were " excellent."

Staff demonstrate passion for their work and this was evident in their interviews, during which they
echoed a desire to provide more quality services for children.

During the FY 12- 13 site visit, Coordinated Child Care was required to update their releases of
information for participants, which contained agencies that no longer existed and were not specific to

JWB. Appropriate releases were found in participant files in the sample during the review.
Child care providers who were interviewed acknowledged a need for the program( s) and related that it
was helpful to have the consultant act as a liaison between the parent and the child care center.
2
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Standard
Contract General Conditions& Special Conditions
13 indicators)
Program

Fully

Partially

Needs

Meets

Meets

Improvement

X

Methodology

X

14 indicators)

Contract Service Levels, Measurable Objectives, & Other Deliverables

X

11 indicators)
Program Staff

and/ or

Volunteer Management

X

4 indicators)
Data Collection&

Reporting

X

4 indicators)

Quality Assurance/

Program Management

X

11 indicators)

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT:
1.

Issue: Ongoing insufficient supervisory oversight and follow through on corrective action within the

Special Services program contributed to significant performance infractions of one employee( who resigned in
May 2013) which included duplication of chronological notes, lack of source documentation for evaluations and
home visitation, and incorrect entry of data in SAMIS. These performance infractions accounted for 20% of the
sampled files( 2 of 10) and resulted in invalid data collection.

Requirement: The agency is required to provide increased oversight up to and including documented

training and technical assistance of its supervisory staff in the area of performance improvement and
management of employees when problems with front-line staff arise.
2.

Issue: Nearly nine percent( 9%) of cases are not closed timely in the JWB data collection system which
contributes to an inaccurate caseload census. Quality Assurance measures did not appear to exist to ensure
timely closure of Special Services cases in SAMIS. For example, a case opened on 7/ 10/ 07 and was closed for the
primary participant on 10/ 5/ 10 but is still open for the secondary participant. Length of service( LOS) has been

2, 396 days( 6. 6 years); however the child entered the program at age 2 and eligibility ends at age 5. This pattern
was found in 13 out of 210 active cases( 6. 2%). There are also 5 cases( 2. 4%) for which an evaluation result

entries in SAMIS are more than six months past due and LOS' s are greater than 500 days, which may indicate

that the cases should be closed.

Requirement: Special Services is required to implement a Quality Assurance protocol for case closures in
the JWB data collection system. Technical assistance will be provided as requested.
3.

Issue: An updated, approved program methodology is needed for FY 14- 15. Positive Parenting Program,

Triple P" ( Parenting education program) is not being implemented in the way that it is outlined in Special

Services' current, approved program methodology on file( FY 12- 13).
Requirement: As discussed during the site visit, JWB research and CCC Special Services must continue to

collaborate to complete an approved methodology to align with actual implementation of Positive Parenting

Program, " Triple P".

Recommendations: With regard to further development of an approved methodology for FY 14- 15, and

in light of dialogue about program functioning between JWB staff and Special Services staff during the site visit,

the Researcher and Contract Manager recommend that the agency consider the following additional items and
provide a timeline accordingly:

a) Include a developmental assessment( pre and post) for participants in Child Care Outreach as a
Primary Activity. This would be added to the FY 14- 15 contract and as a performance measure
3
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baseline. Developmental changes are currently not measured for this group of participants. The JWB
Researcher will provide technical assistance as needed.

b) Clearly differentiate between each of the three service components (Child Care Outreach, New
Beginnings, and Project Challenge) in the methodology wherever appropriate, given the
components' different primary activities. The JWB Researcher will provide technical assistance as
needed.

c) JWB also suggests inclusion of the following new eligibility requirements for FY 14- 15:

1) Participants' household incomes should be at or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Level
guidelines. There are currently no income requirements.

2) In all service components, participants will remain eligible until Kindergarten entry ( not age 5).
This will ensure that children do not lose eligibility before they are transitioned into the public
school system and better assist families with the Individual Education Plan and " 504"
Exceptional Student Education planning process when applicable.

3) To be eligible to participate in the Child Care Outreach service component, relevant eligibility
records verifying diagnoses of medical and/ or developmental special need( s), or documented
efforts to be diagnosed with any of those suspected needs must be maintained and/ or
documented in the participants' files.

OVERALL RATING:
Program is in full compliance.

X

Program is in partial compliance and is able to address without further assistance.

Program is experiencing compliance infractions of a more severe nature. Prescriptive training, technical
assistance, and more frequent monitoring may be conducted.
Program is required to implement a ( specify) action plan.
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
COMPLIANCE & QUALITY REVIEW REPORT

Agency:

Coordinated Community Services, LLC
Coordinated Child Care, Paul Runyon- Executive Director

Program:

Community Pride Child Care

Contract Manager: Courtney Barry
Site Visit Date( s): April 14- April 15, 2014

Site Visit Report Date: May 28, 2014

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA:

Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Community Pride Child Care is a preschool/ daycare which provides JWB-funded, free child care for
youngsters, from infants to age five ( Pre- Kindergarten) who are homeless or at imminent risk of
homelessness. Participating families are either residents of a shelter or are engaged in case
management and transitional housing through referring programs. Community Pride' s preschool and

extended day ( wrap child care) program also includes children from low- income households who
receive other child care subsidies such as Head Start or ELC School Readiness; some of these children

are not eligible for funding by JWB' s Child Care Pool under this Agreement. Community Pride does not
have a methodology or logic model and there are no performance measures or contracted service
levels required of this program.

Community Pride Child Care has two locations licensed by the Pinellas County License Board ( PCLB):
Frances Breeden Center
1235 Holt Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33755

This center has a capacity for 96 total enrollees in the childcare program with infant, toddler, two yearold, three year- old and Pre- Kindergarten classes available.
Gateway Center
211 S. Missouri Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33756

This center has the capacity to accommodate 86 children in classrooms for infants, toddlers, twos,

threes and Pre- Kindergarten.

1
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Head Start is offered for three, four and five year-old children ( Pre- K) during the school year and
Summer VPK is also offered at both centers; these are separate curricula. The centers provide

breakfast, lunch and a snack to children during the day through the USDA food program.
FISCAL SNAPSHOT:

In FY 12- 13, Community Pride Preschool was acquired by Coordinated Community Services, LLC
Coordinated Child Care, Inc.). The program was funded by a Memorandum of Agreement
MOA) and child care costs were reimbursed by daily units of service from the Child Care Pool;
reimbursements totaled $ 122, 483 for the year.

For FY 13- 14, Community Pride was allocated an up to amount of$ 298, 000 in the Child Care

Pool through an MOA providing reimbursement by a daily unit of service and a rate for wrap
care. A separate vendor agreement through the Family Services Initiative ( FSI) exists for the
program as well, to provide short term child care in acute situations.

PROGRAM REVIEW:

All of the classrooms and playgrounds were observed during the Contract Manager' s visit at the two
campuses of Community Pride. Additionally, a sample of eleven files was reviewed for evidence of
quality service delivery to participants and fidelity to eligibility requirements in the MOA. All staff and
volunteer files were reviewed for level II background clearances and Affidavits of Good Moral
Character.

QUALITY INDICATORS:

Classrooms were observed to have a variety of toys, sensory materials and learning
opportunities for the preschool- age children. Infant and toddler classrooms were comfortable
and clean with appropriate furnishings and appropriate toys to stimulate motor skill
development.

Attendance tracking and validation of services was greatly improved since last fiscal year with
no errors found in the two sampled months.

Staff files were well organized and background clearances and Affidavits of Good Moral

Character were updated and notarized timely, 100% of the time.
Documentation of the age of the child and registration in Biometrics was found in 100 % of the
11 participants' files in the reviewed sample.

Technical Assistance and Discussion:

Volunteers

The Contract Manager noted that an old version of a licensing form was being used for
volunteers to document their understanding that background checks would be required of
them if they volunteered for 40 or more hours per month; this is no longer correct and is not in

line with the JWB MOA or the Pinellas County License Board ( PCLB) standard. This is not a
finding because no volunteers are currently meeting or exceeding 10 hours per month in
volunteer hours, which is the MOA requirement and PCLB standard.
2
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Suggestions:

Community Pride should use the updated licensing form to prevent a violation during licensing
inspections. They currently utilize a log for hours for volunteers, but might consider completing

level II and local background checks for all volunteers as best practice moving forward. if this
practice is not adopted, it is recommended that a supervisor sign and date the volunteer log

whenever the volunteer is present. Community Pride should also ensure that there is a process

in place for obtaining Affidavits of Good Moral Character for volunteers in the same
circumstances.

Issues:

1)

Program Eligibility

In one of the sampled files reviewed, the participant was receiving JWB funding although he
was in low- income housing and did not appear to have transitional living case management.

Community Pride does not appear to have a specific policy regarding enrollment eligibility or

termination criteria. Documentation of Pinellas County residency was found in 65% of the 11

reviewed files.

Technical Assistance and Discussion:

Documentation of" Program Eligibility Guidelines" was created by program staff and provided
to the JWB Contract Manager during the site visit at JWB' s request. This includes a list of

required documentation that must be present in participants' files to receive JWB funding. The

Contract Manager and Child Care Accountant pointed out an example in one of the sampled
files of appropriate documentation for a participant living in a shelter. Each homeless shelter
can provide a " homeless verification form" and this will be something that Community Pride
can adopt as a required form for eligibility.
Requirement:

JWB and the Provider are required to ensure that " Program Eligibility and In- Eligibility

Guidelines" are included in development of Community Pride' s FY 14- 15 approved
methodology on file with JWB. Documentation should be maintained in client files and be made
a part of the agency' s quality assurance. Technical assistance will be provided by JWB.
2) Diversification of Funding

Some participants in Community Pride' s Homeless Program can be eligible for Homeless and
Domestic Violence Priority School Readiness funding through the Early Learning Coalition;

however, this opportunity has not been fully realized to date.

3
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Technical Assistance:

The Contract Manager provided some limited clarification and insight about the current status
of House Bill 7165, which provides priority funding for homeless and domestic violence shelter
residents through ELC School Readiness.

Ongoing Collaborative Efforts:

The Contract Manager has invited Community Pride to begin to participate in weekly FSI
meetings and Community Pride attended their first meeting on April 18, 2014. Community
Pride is also encouraged to attend upcoming information sessions at ELC regarding this topic,

which will include attendance by shelters.
Requirement:

Community Pride will ensure optimal use of funding for this specialized population of
participants. This should be a consideration in the above- mentioned eligibility guidelines.
3) Completion of Applications, Releases and Forms

All required forms were present in the participant files reviewed; however, some were not filled
out completely. For example, annual household income or housing status was left blank on the
JWB Scholarship Application for Child Care form, which is the form used to register for

Biometrics, in 45% of the 11 reviewed files. JWB' s " Authorization for Consent for Disclosure"
and " Written Statement of Purpose" were outdated; the Authorization forms for 83% of the 6

files reviewed at Breeden Center and 20% of the 5 files reviewed at Gateway Center lacked a
witness signature. Community Pride' s internal release of information forms, though not

quantified for the purpose of this report, often lacked witness signatures or did not specify the
source from which information was being sought and to which it was being provided.

Requirement:

Intake packets for the program must be reviewed by staff for completion at the time of
enrollment. Staff may refer to the JWB website for current versions of all required forms
www. jwbpinellas. org) or request technical assistance from the JWB Contract Manager.
or,
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
COMPLIANCE & QUALITY REVIEW REPORT
Agency:

Safety

Harbor Neighborhood

Program:

Safety

Harbor Neighborhood

Family

Center

Contract Manager: Felicia Pizana

Family

Center

Researcher: Deborah Volk

Site Visit Dates: 2/ 10/ 2014- 2/ 11/ 2014

Site Visit Report Date: June 4th, 2014

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center is a nonprofit organization that offers comprehensive

services in before and after school programming, summer camp, technology training, family support,
basic needs, and youth development through their partnership with the Girl Scouts of West Central
Florida. The agency also provides community outreach and serves as a community resource through
the provision of their clothing closet, food pantry, and in their operation as a VITA and Access site.

Bright Ideas is the organizations after school and summer program which serves youth between the
ages of K- 5th grade.

Youth participants that attend Oldsmar Elementary School, Eisenhower Elementary School, Leila Davis
Elementary Davis, McMullen Booth Elementary School, Forest Lakes Elementary School, and Safety
Harbor Elementary School and also reside in Wellington Apartments and Westminster apartments, are
all served in the after school and summer programming. Bright Ideas consist of academic assistance via
tutoring, homework assistance, technology training, and enrichment activities. Through the

organization' s youth development program, the Girl Scouts of West Central Florida is one of many
community partners that provide enrichment programming through its leadership activities, criticalthinking activities, and team building activities.

The Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center serves as a vital community resource through their
continuous fundraising events, community events, and partnerships with the cities of Clearwater,

Oldsmar, and Safety Harbor. Some of the events that made an impact on the community include the
following: Senior Christmas, Christmas Eve Community Lunch, Bridging the Gap, Pound The Pavement,
the Safety Harbor Wine Festival, the Safety Harbor Seafood Festival, the Annual Back to School- Pack It
Up Backpack Celebration, the Holiday Food Distribution, the Holiday Adopt A Child, and the Fall
Thanksgiving food distribution in which residents of the community were fed.
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STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA: School Success and Preventing Child Abuse and Neglect
FISCAL SNAPSHOT

In FY 12/ 13 the Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family Center had an annual budget of$ 469,403
of which the Juvenile Welfare Board directly contracted for $293, 000 representing 62% of the

agency' s funding.

Safety Harbor is funded by cost reimbursement.
Prior year' s lapse: $ 792. 10

An independent audit was conducted by CliftonLarson, LLP.
Contracted Service Levels
FY 12- 13

Target

Actual

Level #

Service
Level

Contracted Primary Youth: 137

Youth: 137

Youth: 169

Contracted Primary Adults: 75

Adults: 75

Adults: 469

QUALITY INDICATORS:

The organization has been observed to have strong fundraising initiatives to strengthen their
portfolio.

The organization continues to develop and expand new partnerships that are aimed to meet
the needs of their participants.

The agency has an excellent strategic alignment with key community organizations in order to
promote a quality continuum with their youth participants and adults.

The organization' s after school program was observed to have an engaging yet strategic process

for
youth based on each unique child participant various learning styles. In addition, longevity
of youth participants was observed.
The agency was observed to have a very supportive board that are actively engaged and
involved in their events and decision- making process.

The agency was observed to have stable and dedicated staff that value team work and that
expressed their commitment to ensuring all of their participant' s needs are met. A strong sense
of cohesiveness was also observed.
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PROGRAM OUTCOMES:
Performance Measure Description
FY 12- 13

Target

Actual

Level %

Performance

PM 3060: Increased Resiliency
One Hundred Percent ( 100%)
are

in the program

District academic

at

the

of

primary

beginning

year, will

of

youth ( ages

the

Pinellas

9

and over) who

County

be administered the 2010- 2011

NA Measure

School

was expired

version of

for FY 12/ 13

the Healthy Kids Resiliency Assessment ( HKRA) within the first thirty five
35) calendar days of the academic school year, and within the first
thirty five ( 35) calendar days of each subsequent academic school year,
as long as youth is enrolled in the program.

PM2831: Eighty percent (80%) of primary participants, adults or youth,
will achieve significant improvement in identified goal areas as defined

in the Family Support Plan. A minimum of two (2) goals must be
established for each participant. If two (2) or three ( 3) goals are
established, two (2) must show significant improvement in order to be
considered

having

met

the objective; if four ( 4) goals

80%

81%

are established,

three ( 3) must show significant improvement. Significant improvement

is defined as attaining score of zero ( 0) - the expected level of successor higher on the participant- specific Goal Attainment Scaling Form
ranging from - 2 to + 2).
MPM- 1130: The

program will measure or

of all eligible participants (

the program

at

the

primary

beginning

of

identify

youth ( ages

the

Pinellas

9

as uncollectible,

and over) who are

County

100%
in

School District

NA Measure
was expired

for FY 12/ 13

academic year), with the Healthy Kids Resiliency Assessment ( HKRA).
JWB Research Report- Baseline)
MPM- 1131: Program

staff will

document

all

group

activities

in SAMIS.

Group activity will not include after- school, summer, and tutoring
activities which will be documented in CDG and Program Units of

Service. Documentation will include Activity Type, Name, Date, number
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of Adults attending, number of youth attending and
Presenter/ Instructor.
MPM- 1153: Program

staff will

document

attendance

in SAMIS.

Met

Documentation will include after-school, summer, literacy, and tutoring
and youth development activities. All participants will be entered in
Case Data Gatherer and attendance will be tracked in the SAMIS
Program Units of Services Module. (SAMIS Units of Service Process)

Standard

Contract General Conditions & Special Conditions

Fully

Partially

Needs

Meets

Meets

Improvement

X

13 indicators)

Program

Methodology ( 14

indicators)

X

Contract Service Levels, Measurable Objectives,

X

Other Deliverables ( 11 indicators)
Program Staff

and/ or

Volunteer Management

X

4 indicators)

Data Collection & reporting ( 4 indicators)

X

Quality Assurance and Program Management ( 11

X

indicators)

Issue- It was initially unclear as to which volunteers had access to youth and which volunteers were

active, until further clarity was provided through consultation. The process of determining which

volunteers had access to youth, and which volunteers were active was indistinct. Three of 79 ( 3%) of
volunteer files reviewed who were reported to not have access to youth or was reported to be no

longer active had screenings returned due to illegibility of fingerprints.

Requirement- Develop and implement a procedure that clarifies which volunteers are active, and also
have access to youth verses volunteers that don' t have access to youth. Continue to ensure that all
volunteers with access to youth have a complete level 2 background screening on file.
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
COMPLIANCE & QUALITY REVIEW REPORT

Agency:

United Methodist Cooperative Ministries, Inc. d/ b/ a UMCM Suncoast, Inc.

Programs:

Children of the World Preschool

JWB Contract Manager:
Site Visit Dates:

Courtney Barry

March

7th-

March

JWB Researcher: Qian Fan, PhD
14th,

2014

Site Visit Report Date: May 7, 2014

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Children of the World Preschool is an early childhood program for children ages two through five years

of age. At the time of this review, the preschool was serving only a three year old and a Voluntary PreKindergarten (VPK) class because the families seeking slots for two year-olds were also seeking infant
and toddler slots for younger siblings. The Executive Director of UMCM Suncoast, Inc., hopes to expand
the program in the future to serve this younger population, as well.

Located at Hope Lutheran Church in the Lealman corridor of St. Petersburg, an area of Pinellas County
with a greater than average volume of children who enter Kindergarten not ready to learn, Children of

the World Preschool focuses their program on refugee, immigrant and non- English speaking children
and their families. UMCM Suncoast, Inc. provides literacy and citizenship education for adults in the
community, and these are wrap around services for some families involved in the preschool as families

become literate in English together. Many children enter the preschool not speaking English and by
VPK are able to identify " sight words", speak English fluently, understand numeracy and have
phonological awareness; other graduates are fully literate. The goal is for the children to develop a love
of learning and critical thinking skills that will follow them into Kindergarten.
FISCAL SNAPSHOT:

In FY 12- 13, UMCM Suncoast Inc. entered into two agreements with JWB for the funding of
Children of the World at a total cost of$ 253, 874:

A JWB allocation of$ 72, 242 was made available through a cost reimbursement
contract.

A memorandum of agreement supplemented the contract and provided funding for 30
child care slots for Gold Seal accredited child care from the Child Care Pool. Children of
the World Preschool drew down a total of$ 181, 632 in child care units.

The annual cost per participant was $ 4, 978 ( 51 primary participants) in FY 12- 13.
In FY 13- 14, a hybrid contract was developed, whereby line item reimbursement for salaries
and building rental, in addition to unit cost reimbursement for child care were included in the
same contract. The total allocation for Children of the World for FY 13- 14 is $ 294, 491, 75% of
which represents unit costs for child care.

JWB' s funding accounted for approximately 74% of Children of the World' s total program
expenses in FY 12- 13 ($ 345, 280) and currently accounts for 64% of UMCM Suncoast Inc.' s
budgeted total program expenses for FY 13- 14 ($ 462, 689).
In FY 12- 13,

no

funds

were

lapsed by Children

167

of

the World Preschool.

PROGRAM OUTCOMES:
Performance Measure Description FY 12- 13
Children

in the three

enrolled

year-old class will

Target Level%

Actual Performance%

85%

100%

85%

95%

increase their understanding of the

routine American school day by the end of the school year as measured by performing
three additional skills successfully( pre to post) on the
Preschool Assessment for 3- Year Olds
Children

enrolled

in the four year-old

class will

increase their understanding of the

routine American school daybythe end ofthe school
sc ool year as measured by performing
three additional skills successfully( pre to post) on the
Preschool Pre- K Assessment for 4- Year Olds
Manual Performance Measure Description FY 11- 12

Target Level%

Actual Performance%

90%

88%

60%

83%

Please note that data for FY 12-13 will not be available until June 2014.
Early Childhood Observation System'""( ECHOS'")

Children who completed the program and have entered Kindergarten, will

demonstrate school readiness by scoring an " emerging/ progressing" on the ECHOS
screening as measured by independent verification with Pinellas County School
System data.
Florida Assessment for Instruction in

Reading(

FAIR)

Children who completed the program and have entered Kindergarten, will obtain a
Probability of Reading Success( PRS) score at or above 67% on the FAIR as measured
by independent verification with Pinellas County School data.
Contracted Minimum Service Levels

Target

Actual Service

FY 12- 13

Level#

Level#

Achieved

Primary Youth

53

51

96. 23%

Service Level

QUALITY INDICATORS:

Children of the World Preschool demonstrates quality indicators of early childhood education
identified by Juvenile Welfare Board:
Licensed by Pinellas County License Board

Accredited by the National Accreditation Commission for Early Care and Education Programs
NAC) and Gold Seal Quality Care Program

Educated staff- All teachers have Bachelor' s degree level education; aides have a minimum or a
Child Development Associate or equivalent certification.
Low student- teacher ratios

Strong parent engagement— Reading logs are expected from parents and a lending library is
available for families to use. Celebrations of different holidays unique to countries of origin
occur at the preschool.

Implements Creative Curriculum, an evidence- based, developmentally appropriate curriculum
and beginning to use Teachings Strategies Gold to assess developmental skills for all ages and
the state VPK tool additionally for Pre- K children.

Quality environment- Although this is an older school, it is evident that the teachers have

invested years in developing print- rich environments to foster early literacy. Child- directed,
creative artwork and photographs of the children are hung at eye level throughout the

classrooms. Classrooms have large libraries of books; rooms are organized into centers based
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on varying interests including science and math, dramatic play, language and literacy, building,
art and writing, and computer.

Strong cultural competence —acceptance of all cultures and a supportive environment is

created by the multicultural staff in this preschool with a population of predominantly Asian,
immigrant and refugee children.

Standard
Contract General Conditions&

Fully

Partially

Needs

Meets

Meets

Improvement

Special Conditions

X

13 indicators)

Program

Comments

Release of

information

Methodology

X

Eligibility

X

Contracted Service

14 indicators)
Contract Service Levels, Measurable Objectives, & Other Deliverables
11 indicators)

Levels and ECHOS
measure

Program Staff

and/ or

Volunteer Management

X

4 indicators)
Data Collection&

Reporting

X

4 indicators)

Quality

Assurance/ Program Management

X

11 indicators)

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT:

Issue: Client confidentiality is a priority for providers and JWB. This intent was evident during the site
review, in that there were releases observed in all participant files; however, they were insufficient to
protect client privacy or to request records appropriately. Technical assistance was offered by the
Contract Manager in the field during the site visit to the Executive Director, who was in agreement
with updating the forms. Further assistance can be provided, as needed.

Requirement: The provider will ensure that releases indicate to which agency the release for

information is being sent and for whom information is being requested. The release will clearly identify
the requestor and the recipient.

Issue: It is the intent of JWB to provide assistance to at- risk children, and this is reflected in the agreed
upon methodology created by UMCM Suncoast, Inc. Child care slots funded by JWB are intended for

children whose household incomes are at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty Level ( FPL) and this is
an eligibility requirement. FPL is determined by income in relation to household size. Twenty-five
percent ( 25%) of the sampled files (two of eight) were higher than 150% of the FPL, with one exceeding
this by as much as 208%. The other was a more modest overage of 107% of the maximum allowed
income, 150% of the FPL.

The Executive Director recognized the significance of this issue, as it is the shared goal of UMCM

Suncoast and JWB to provide for children who are truly in need. The agency completed a file review for
eligibility screening of all enrolled children to determine the extent to which this oversight has

occurred. It found only three instances where eligibility was not met and in those cases the students
were below 200% of the FPL. It was discussed that JWB and UMCM Suncoast want to ensure that no
child loses care because of this error.
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Requirement: The provider will partner with JWB regarding the impact of this error and plans will be
made accordingly. The provider has created and plans to implement a new eligibility screening process
and will ensure that each staff member at Children of the World who participates in enrollment
activities is able to complete the process correctly.
Program Recommendations:

Children of the World serves a population of clients whose primary language is not English. It
would be helpful to provide translated consent documents to parents whenever possible.
Ensure that Authorization and Consent for Disclosure, Receipt and Use of Confidential

Information for Participants Funded through JWB form is signed and dated annually by
participants' parents/ guardians.

Collaborate with JWB to discuss increasing the income eligibility requirement for JWB funding
to 200% of FPL in the FY 14- 15 program methodology.
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
COMPLIANCE& QUALITY REVIEW REPORT
Agency:

United Methodist Cooperative Ministries, Inc. d/ b/ a UMCM Suncoast, Inc.

Programs:

Quality Early Learning Initiative( QELI)

JWB Contract Manager:

Site Visit Dates: March

Courtney Barry
7th-

March

14th,

JWB Researcher: Qian Fan, PhD

2014

Site Visit Report Date: May 7, 2014

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Quality Early Learning Initiative (QELI) is still in its infancy; this was the first review of the program though
there has been strong partnership and ongoing communication regarding the needs of the program between

UMCM Suncoast, Inc., the agency selected to provide the QELI project by JWB in the RFP process during fall of

2012, and JWB staff. This August, the first class of Prekindergarten students, who have attended for a full school
year, will graduate from the QELI centers. UMCM Suncoast has shown progress in growing the three centers for
early learning and striving for quality. The sites are located in identified poverty zones at McCabe Center for
Early Learning( South St. Petersburg), Center for Early Learning at St. Mark' s Methodist( West Lealman) and
Center for Early Learning at St. Paul' s Lutheran ( North Greenwood).
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July
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September

Children and families are referred to one of the three QELI centers from QELI' s four partner agencies' JWB-

funded programs: the Florida Department of Health in Pinellas County' s Nurse- Family Partnership and Healthy

Families, Children' s Home Inc.- Kinship Care and Suncoast' s Total Family Strategies. Case managers in each of the

above programs partner with QELI' s Family Engagement Specialists, directors and teachers to assist families in

accessing high quality early childhood education while reinforcing the values of early childhood education and
family engagement. Generally, infant and toddler slots are in great demand. Because it is the goal of the
program to maintain children in the same educational placement from age 0- 5, JWB and the provider anticipate
that the three year-old and VPK classes will naturally become easier to fill as time goes by; however this year,

filling VPK was somewhat challenging. In order to do so, QELI was able to open available slots for community

referrals. This was not a part of the approved methodology because it was not anticipated, but it was the intent
ofJWB that community children would still meet income eligibility requirements. For children who have been

referred by one of the partnering agencies, income eligibility is presumptive based on that referral; in the case of
community enrollments, QELI centers' staff is responsible for screening families for this criterion.

The total program capacity at the three centers is 190 children. Current utilization is 83% at St. Paul' s, 95% at
McCabe and 84% at St. Mark' s. Attendance is highest (as of data collected March 2014) at St. Paul' s with a 90%
rate, followed by McCabe with 86% and St. Mark' s with 85%.

QELI is required to meet eight quality component standards; they are observed in the centers as follows:
The centers are licensed by the Pinellas County License Board.

The
centers are beginning the self-study phase of National Association for the Education of Young
Children ( NAEYC) accreditation.
All teachers have Bachelor' s degree level education. Aides have a minimum of a Child Development Associate ( CDA) or equivalent certification, although recruitment and retention of aides has been

challenging because such credentials can allow applicants to become teachers in less quality centers.

There are low teacher-student ratios, with a teacher and an aide in every classroom:
Infants 1: 3 ( 6
Toddlers 2: 8

per room)

Two

year-

olds

2: 10

Voluntary Pre- K 2: 18

Three year-olds 2: 16

Parents at each of the three centers have access to their center's Family Engagement Specialist. This
team member's role is to ready parents for the part they will play in their children' s future school

successes by fostering a bond between the school and home and developing a team approach to early

education from the child' s entrance into the center until kindergarten entrance.

QELI implements Creative Curriculum and uses Teaching Strategies Gold to assess developmental skills.

Although each center has been built in a unique environment with its own renovation challenges, quality
materials have been purchased with budgeted monies and each classroom has been outfitted with

learning materials to support the children' s varied interests and to implement the curriculum. As centers

remain open longer, each teacher' s investment in developing print- rich environments to foster early
literacy becomes more apparent. Classrooms are organized into centers including science and math,
dramatic play, language and literacy, building, art and writing, and computing.
Cultural competence is developed among staff, parents and children. Visuals of children of different
races and with varying exceptionalities are displayed at children' s eye level. The Family Engagement
Specialist plans cultural activities and trainings during which families can participate together.

Staff also participate in JWB' s Pre- and Post- Program Quality Assessment ( PQA), a thorough observation of
every teacher and aide in each center with constructive feedback provided by JWB Evaluators. This is designed

to help teachers optimize their individual classroom competencies with an aggregate goal of improving overall

quality in the QELI Centers.
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FISCAL SNAPSHOT:

In QELI' s first year, JWB' s average cost per participant, including capital outlay and one- time start-up
expenses, was$ 11, 664 ($ 1, 877,865/ 161 children). For the cost of child care only, JWB average cost per
participant was$ 4, 168 ($ 671, 102/ 161).

QELI was allocated $ 2, 070,000 by JWB for FY 13- 14 with a total program budget of$ 2, 894,724.This

accounts for 71. 5% of the total program budget. (At the end of FY 12- 13, QELI was permitted by JWB to
carryover$ 70, 000 in JWB funds from capital outlay for outstanding purchases of playground equipment
for the McCabe Center for Early Learning.)

QELI' s allocation is paid by units of service. One day of quality child care for one participant is
reimbursed at$ 61. 40.

General and special conditions related to fiscal and personnel file review are conducted during the fiscal

site visit by Clifton Larson Allen LLP and will be reported under separate cover.
PROGRAM OUTCOMES:
Performance Measure Description FY 12- 13

Early Childhood Observation System'"(
Children

have

who

participated

for

a minimum

Target Level%

ECHOSTM)

of 365 days

95%
and

have

(

entered
Kindergarten, will demonstrate
school readiness by scoring
the ECHOS
emerging/ progressing"

on "

on

independent

verification with

screening

Florida Assessment for Instruction in
Children

who

entered

PRS)

have

Reading(

participated for a minimum

Kindergarten,

score at or above

will obtain a

67%

on

verification with

as measured

by

Pinellas CountySchool System
data.
Y

Probability

of

Reading

the FAIR as measured

Pinellas

County School

Baseline Goal

outcomes for QELI participants will

for FY 12- 13 JWB

be available for FY 12- 13 because no

Research Report)

participant has yet completed the
minimum dosage of the program.

FAIR)

of 365 days

by

and

60%

have

Success

independent

Actual Performance%

No performance measure

(

No performance measure

for FY 12- 13 JWB

outcomes for QELI participants will
be available for FY 12- 13 because no

Research Report)

participant has yet completed the

Baseline Goal

data.

minimum dosage of the program.

There were no contracted service levels ( CSL) for UMCM Suncoast Inc.' s QELI program during FY 12- 13; the CSL

for FY 13- 14 is 180 primary youth. 161 children were enrolled at the three centers in FY 12- 13.
Standard

Fully

Partially

Needs

Meets

Meets

Improvement

Contract General Conditions& Special Conditions

X

13 indicators)

Comments

Internal and JWB Release

of information forms; JWB
Written Statement of
Purpose

Program

Methodology

X

14 indicators)

Contract Service Levels, Measurable Objectives, & Other
Deliverables *
Program Staff

(

NA *

11 indicators)

and/ or

Volunteer Management

X

4 indicators)
Data Collection&

Reporting

NA

4 indicators)

Quality Assurance/

Program Management

X

11 indicators)
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QUALITY INDICATORS:

Directors and staff are enthusiastic about working at their respective QELI Centers for Early Learning.

When
polled, they stated that their job satisfaction ranged from an 8 to a 10 with 10 meaning that they
love their job."
UMCM Suncoast, Inc. has shown commitment to the goals of QELI; there has been turnover due to
letting staff go who were not following the quality practices set by the program. An interviewed staff
member reported that she feels that employee terminations related to the program' s stringent

expectations for quality practices have been warranted and state that [ employees] appreciate working
in a quality environment with such values.

Interviewed parents expressed that their experiences with all three centers have been excellent.
The UMCM Board of Directors members are engaged in the success of QELI. One member has

volunteered to print posters of the JWB- identified eight quality components of early learning for the

centers.

Although UMCM Suncoast, Inc. does not have a finance committee, their Board of Directors' Treasurer is

a Chief Financial Officer in his professional life and provides fiscal oversight, up to and including prior
review and presentation of monthly financial statements for QELI to their Board. These statements are

prepared by the Executive Director and the agency accountant prior to their submission to the Board
Treasurer.

UMCM Suncoast, Inc., under the Executive Director' s leadership, is pursuing a 501( c)( 3) designation

apart from the United Methodist Church. The Board is also striving for increased diversity.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS:
Issue: Contract General Conditions and Special Conditions
1.

Client confidentiality is a priority for the provider and JWB. This intent was evident during the site
review, in that there were UMCM Suncoast, Inc. QELI releases observed in all participant files; however,
they were insufficient to protect client privacy or to request records appropriately. Technical assistance
was offered by the Contract Manager to the Executive Director during the site visit. She was in
agreement with the need to modify the forms. Further assistance will be provided as needed or
requested in order to ensure confidentiality is protected.

Requirement: The provider is required to ensure that releases indicate to which specific agency or
agencies the release( s) for information is/ are being sent and about whom information is being
requested. The release will clearly identify the requestor and the recipient. If it is the intention of

UMCM Suncoast, Inc. and QELI to release information to another agency and receive information, this
must be clearly indicated on the release of information and signed by the participant' s legal guardian or
parent.

2.

Parents were named as participants on JWB releases (" Authorization for Consent for Disclosure") and
the Written Statement of Purpose although this is for a child care slot, so this should be the child' s

information. Ensuring that forms are correctly completed is vital to allowing information to be shared

with JWB.

Requirement: Ensure that forms correctly identify the participant and the responsible caregiver

parent/ legal guardian) signs the document to allow permission. Also verify that on any document for
which a " witness" signature line has been provided, a witness has signed, or consider eliminating the
witness signature line unless it is legally required.

Recommendation: Training at an agency level is recommended because there were so many variations

in the way that documents were completed across the three centers.
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Technical Assistance and Collaborative Efforts:

The JWB Contract Manager provided UMCM Suncoast Inc.' s Executive Director with a " Technical Assistance
worksheet' based on the files reviewed and we discussed items which, though not compliance infractions based
on JWB' s contract, were identified to be opportunities for program development to meet" best practice"
standards. It is recommended that local checks be obtained for all volunteers serving 10 hours or more, since

this is best practice and it will show arrests that do not result in action by the State Attorney' s Office. Only one
of the volunteers' files was lacking a local check( though an FDLE clearance was present) and the Executive
Director has provided feedback that she obtained a local check as of May 1, 2014.
Program Considerations for FY 14- 15:

In FY 14- 15, development of Program Methodology will not be directly tied to the funding renewal process; thus,

it can be an ongoing process between UMCM Suncoast, Inc. and the JWB Researcher to define the Quality Early

Initiative, having now piloted the program for a full year. With that in mind, the following items are offered for

consideration in development of the update to the methodology:

Consider following McCabe' s lead by using the Family Conference document from Teaching Strategies

Gold with parents and include signature lines for the FES and any other" partners" invested in the
success of the child. Discuss adding this to the update for the program methodology for FY 14- 15 with

the JWB Researcher.

Consider the eligibility screening protocol for children enrolled at QELI centers from the community,

who are not referred from one of the four partnering JWB- funded agencies. The current, approved QELI
methodology does not address eligibility screening for these children and this should be addressed in

the update.

Continue to partner with the Quality Continuum/ School Readiness team by providing monthly program

updates including attendance, waitlist and staffing trends by center, and budget snapshots to allow for
funding methodology decisions to be addressed and changes made if needed.
The Family Engagement Specialist( FES) role remains unclear to some employees and parents as
evidenced by staff and parent feedback during interviews. The QELI Director is suggested to solicit
regular feedback from parents and staff about the FES' s role at each center. Regular supervision

between the QELI Director, the FES and the center director is recommended to occur regularly and is
encouraged across centers. Continuing to work with referring agencies to develop the scopes of work
for the FES and the referring case manager is recommended as well.

The current, approved methodology states that the USDA Food Program Application will be included in
the participant file. If it is not a requirement of licensing for the USDA form to be present in the
participant( child) file and it is more convenient for the centers to maintain these documents elsewhere,
consider removing this requirement from the methodology. Otherwise, ensure that this form is present
in all files.
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Calendar of Events
Item V.G.
Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan Key Result Area:

Community Awareness of JWB’s Benefit

October 2, 2014

3:30 to 5:00 p.m.

JWB South County Community Council Meeting
Gulfport Neighborhood Center
1617 49th Street South
Gulfport, FL

October 2, 2014

6:00 to 8:00 p.m.

JWB North County Community Council Meeting
Martin Luther King, Jr. Recreation Center
550 Laura Lane
Dunedin, FL

October 2, 2014

6:00 to 7:30 p.m.

JWB Mid-County Community Council Meeting
St. Petersburg College / Caruth Health Center
7200 66th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL

October 25, 2014

TBD

JWB Annual Make a Difference Day
Save-the-Date
Community projects and locations TBD

February 27, 2015

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

JWB 21st Annual KidsFirst Awards Luncheon
Save-the-Date
Hilton St. Petersburg Carillon Park

Staff Resource: April Putzulu
Joseph Gallina
Eddie Burch
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Personnel Report

Item V.H.

Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Increasing Organizational Capacity
July

New Hires:

None

Retired:

Mike Stone

7/04/2014

Anniversaries:

Danielle Hintz
Shannon Cohen-Phillips
Joanna J. Maniscalco
Marcia Marcionette
Joseph Gallina
April Putzulu

7/29/2002 – Twelve Years
7/05/2005 – Nine Years
7/16/2007 – Seven Years
7/16/2007 – Seven Years
7/22/2013 – One Year
7/22/2013 – One Year

August
New Hires:

D’Andrea Dula,
8/18/2014
Human Resources Associate

Retired:

Penny Delacqueseaux

8/01/2014

Anniversaries:

Laddavanh Phommaleuth
Deborah Volk
Judith Warren

8/01/2009 – Five Years
8/20/2012 – Two Years
8/26/2013 – One Year

Staff Resource: Kathy Moser
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Board of Directors Meeting
September 18, 2014
Communications and Media Report

Item V.I.

Recommended Action:

Information Only

Strategic Plan
Key Result Area:

Community Awareness of JWB’s Benefits
July & August 2014 Report

JWB Traditional Media Features and Mentions:
Article on 7/3/14 in the Brandon Times featuring water safety event sponsored by the Children’s Board of
Hillsborough County; JWB is mentioned as a partner with the “Be Water Smart from the Start” Water Safety
Campaign which provides free swim lessons and water safety courses to disadvantaged children in partnership
with the Tampa Bay Rays, YMCA of the Suncoast, YMCA of Greater St. Petersburg, Tampa Metro YMCA,
United Way Suncoast, and the Children’s Board of Hillsborough County.
Article on 7/7/14 in the St. Petersburg Tribune profiling and praising Dr. Grego for his work to improve the
learning environment and services for Pinellas County School students; JWB is mentioned as a key partner.
Article on 7/9/14 in Creative Loafing that focuses on what Pinellas County is doing to improve and expand
services for the homeless. St. Petersburg Councilwoman Amy Foster is quoted and mentions JWB as a key partner
in the efforts to increase preventative measures that strengthen and support at-risk families.
Article on 7/16/14 in the St. Petersburg Tribune that focuses on budget items for the upcoming fiscal year for the
Pinellas County Board of County Commissioners. A proposed dental sealant program, supported by JWB, is
mentioned as an item.
Article on 7/25/14 in the St. Petersburg Tribune that focuses on efforts to turnaround failing schools in St.
Petersburg. JWB is mentioned as a key community partner in creating change and in providing wraparound
services that support students and strengthen families.
Article on 8/4/14 in the Tampa Bay Times that discusses the upcoming referendum vote in Hillsborough County
concerning the 1-cent sales tax increase and the Children’s Board of Hillsborough County’s reauthorization. The
article mentions that JWB is slated for reauthorization in 2016 as well.
Article on 8/6/14 in the Tampa Bay Times Gradebook Blog, previewing the opening of the Lew Williams Center
for Early Learning with JWB mentioned as a partner.
Article on 8/8/14 in the St. Petersburg Tribune featuring the opening of the Lew Williams Center for Early
Learning; JWB is mentioned as a partner.
178

Article on 8/12/14 in The Weekly Challenger featuring the Job Corps’ 50th Anniversary Luncheon; JWB was
honored with the “Agency Award” at the luncheon, and Delquanda Turner and Trenia Cox were photographed
accepting the award.
Article on 8/8/14 in The Weekly Challenger featuring the opening of the Lew Williams Center for Early Learning;
JWB is mentioned as a partner.
Article on 8/15/14 in the Tampa Bay Times profiling candidates for Pinellas County School Board/ District 3;
Pinellas County School Board Member Peggy O’Shea mentions JWB as a key partner in strengthening the
learning experience for students.
Editorial on 8/16/14 in the Tampa Bay Times featuring Dr. Grego and highlighting the success of the JWB
Children’s Initiative at Fairmount Park Elementary School and plans for expansion of the pilot.
Feature article on 8/17/14 in the Tampa Bay Times on the JWB Children’s Initiative at Fairmount Park Elementary
(follow-up to the Times Editorial); Dr. Marcie Biddleman was quoted, along with other Pinellas County School
personnel, about the success of the Initiative and proposed expansion of the pilot school-wide, as well as to other
low performing schools in South Pinellas County.
Article on 8/24/14 in the St. Petersburg Tribune focusing on Head Start programming in Pinellas County; JWB
is featured as a resource, citing that about one third of students entering kindergarten are not ready to learn.
JWB Social Media Engagement July & August:
JWB Facebook:
 Total Page Fans: 813
 Total Posts: 55
 Total Unique Users that Viewed Posts: 3,281
 Total Unique Clicks on Posts: 373
 Total Number of Likes/Comments/Shares: 133
JWB Twitter:
 Total Followers: 1,177
 Total Tweets: 144
 Total Retweets: 48
JWB YouTube:
 Total Videos Posted: 12
 Total Videos Views: 512
JWB Website Traffic & Engagement July & August:
 Total number of page views: 25,110
 Total number of visits: 4,262
 Total number of unique visitors: 2,320
 Average pages viewed during a visit: 6
 Average time spent on the site per visit: 3 minutes
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JWB-TV:
July:
 A package about the “Be Water Smart From the Start” drowning prevention campaign
 A package about the World's Largest Swimming Lesson at the Greater Palm Harbor YMCA and some
tips for swimming safety
 An interview with Matthew Spence about Summer Learning Loss and efforts to reduce it
 A story about a couple who were married while staying at the St. Petersburg Free Clinic's Family
Residence and the joy it brought to the staff and other residents
 An interview with Shelba Waldron about hurricane preparedness and recovery plans that affect social
service providers as well as Pinellas County families
August:
 An in-depth discussion about the Lew Williams Center for Early Learning with Arthurene Williams,
widow of the center's namesake, and program director, Susan Weber. Mrs. Williams explains how this
model for early childhood education is an extension of the work that Mr. Williams did during his life and
career
 Greg Savel, M.D., chairman of the Pinellas Immunization Team for Community Health (PITCH) discusses
the presence of diseases in our community that could be prevented with proper vaccination and dispels
some myths about vaccines
 Carol Bolden, program director for Clothes To Kids, Inc. is presented the 2nd quarterly Cooperman-Bogue
KidsFirst Award for 2014. Her nominator, Patti Hanks, explains why she deserves the honor
 An interview about Youth Development Initiatives, Inc. with a student in the program, Jhaire Ford Garner,
and the program director, Randy Lightfoot
 A short feature about JWB's role in the Summer Bridge program
 A brief summary feature about the 2014 Embracing Our Changing Community diversity conference.
Presentations from some of the speakers will be added to the JWB YouTube channel throughout August
All videos can be viewed by visiting JWB’s YouTube Channel.
Segments can be viewed on PCC-TV (Bright House Channel 622; Verizon Channel 44; Wow Channel 18);
WSPF-TV (Bright House Channel 615; Verizon Channel 20; Wow Channel 15); City of Pinellas Park / Park-TV
(Bright House Channel 615; Verizon Channel 21); or JWB-TV YouTube Channel (YouTube.com/jwbpinellas).
JWB Speaking/Community Engagements July & August:
7/25/14: 2014 Embracing Our Changing Community Diversity Conference
Dr. Marcie Biddleman presented on JWB and our role in fostering and embracing diversity in our community.
8/7/14: Opening Ceremony/Ribbon Cutting for the Lew Williams Center for Early Learning
Dr. Mary Grace Duffy presented on JWB’s role in the Center and commitment to high quality early learning
programming.
8/13/14: Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office 2-1-1 Tampa Bay Cares Training and Tour
Dr. Marcie Biddleman spoke to the group of officers about JWB’s commitment to strengthening the lives of
children and families in Pinellas County.
Staff Resource: April Putzulu, Joseph Gallina, Eddie Burch
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